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SURVEY RESULTS
executive summary

Introduction
As the web emerged during the last decade, technological change continued to influence deeply, rivaling growth as a constant in many libraries. As a result, library administrators confronted such phenomena as the increased provision of online content (particularly journal content in the sciences), such demographic phenomena as staff retirements and the graying of the profession and, in many cases, reduced budgets. A time of great uncertainty for research libraries, the purpose of this spring 2011 survey is to assess the impact that such factors had on the service provision in ARL libraries. Of particular concern in this study are two broad categories of library-staffed service points, staffed service desks and branches (defined broadly) that report to main libraries. While we acknowledge that a trend towards consolidating and reconfiguring library-staffed service points indeed existed before we started compiling the data for this SPEC Kit, with this study we hope to collect, document, and reveal some of the newest changes in order to better characterize and explore what is emerging.

The survey instrument asked respondents to provide background by considering changes in their staffed service points during the last three years. Having done that, respondents then were asked to provide details pertaining to one or two of their changes. Next, respondents provided comments on whether the drivers for the change were one or more of the following: a physical or philosophical change, a change in financial or staff resources, an opportunity afforded by changing technology, or an opportunity to increase collaboration and/or outsourcing. Questions about user participation in the creation and assessment of each change followed. There were ample text boxes for further explanation included with most of the questions. At the end of the survey, respondents were asked if they anticipated any further changes during the next three years and to briefly characterize these future changes. Additional comments and/or supporting documentation such as articles, related organizational charts, or other documents and/or websites were also sought.

The survey was conducted between May 9 and June 13, 2011. Sixty respondents at 59 of the 126 ARL member institutions completed the survey for an overall response rate of 47%. Forty-three replies came from public universities, fifteen from private universities, and one from a national research institution. Six of the public universities were Canadian; the rest of the respondents were from institutions in the United States. All were distributed geographically throughout both countries. Because the respondents did not respond to all the questions, readers may detect discrepancies in the numbers reported that need not be cause for alarm.

Definitions and Methodology
As library administrators continue to focus and hone the services offered, the definitions of the service points themselves also may change. As recently as 2003, when Joan Kreitz was collecting the data for her Dictionary for Library and Information Science, a service point was defined as “a fixed location within a library or information center staffed to provide a specific service to users, for example, the circulation desk, reference desk, serials desk, interlibrary loan office, etc.” and a branch library was defined as “an auxiliary service outlet in a library system, housed in a facility separate from the central library, which has at least a
basic collection of materials, a regular staff, and established hours, with a budget and policies determined by the central library.”

For the purposes of this survey, the authors decided to study ARL libraries’\textit{staffed} service outlets, service desks, and branch libraries, to learn whether they are being newly added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured during the last three years. The authors learned that the concepts of added and closed are relatively straightforward, but the concepts of consolidated and otherwise reconfigured are not. Although Kreitz does define consolidation as “the merger of two or more separately administered libraries, or organizational units within a library, into one unit under a single administration, usually for reasons of efficiency and/or economy or to improve quality of service,”\textsuperscript{3} survey respondents often described their library’s changes by using verbs that more adequately defined what they were describing including \textit{integrate, combine, merge, and expand} – a situation that somewhat complicated comparisons. Many libraries mention integrating service desks (where integrating and consolidating seemed to the authors to be roughly synonymous), but when discussing branch libraries, integrating them seemed to be a very different thing from consolidating them (where integrating meant to interfile all the books in LC call number order and consolidating meant moving and housing more discrete pieces).

Kreitz’s dictionary defines reconfigure in terms of systems terminology “to change the way the data is structured in a computer system”\textsuperscript{4} that has been borrowed and broadened in the present day to encompass library organizational systems. In the survey, respondents reported additional service point and branch library reconfigurations ranging from a change of hours or aesthetic remodeling to more drastic rearrangements that reflect changes in the nature of the service such as changes in staffing, organizational reporting structure, or replacing a physical service desk with a virtual one.

To study all of the changes in staffed service points that this survey afforded, the authors both read each respondents’ answers as a case study and also considered the compilation of responses in total as is reproduced in its entirety for readers as the Survey Questions and Responses section of this document. A comparison of variables such as size of library, enrollment, budgets, number of staff, and even total number of branch libraries and/or staffed service points was beyond the scope of this analysis.

\textbf{Changes in Library Service Points and Branch Libraries}

The survey first asked whether any staffed service point in the main library or a branch library that reports to the system had been added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured during the last three years. Fifty-two respondents (88\%) answered yes; seven (12\%) answered no. When asked to quantify changes in their libraries, 47 respondents reported 149 changes to service points, and 27 reported 53 changes to branch libraries. The changes were both minor and major in scope. The respondents who changed service points reported more consolidations (56) and reconfigurations (53) than closures (27) or additions (13). The respondents who changed branch libraries were more likely to close them (27 branches) than to consolidate (11), reconfigure (9), or add them (6).

Each of the fifty-two respondents provided details for one service delivery configuration (questions 3–17). Twenty-one of them provided details for a second service delivery configuration (questions 18–32).

Although the survey recorded reconfigured changes made in the last three years, there was diversity in the changes that the respondents had made. While seven respondents reported that no changes to either service points or branch libraries occurred during the last three years (and two of the seven did not anticipate changes in the next three years), on the other side of the spectrum, several respondents confirmed that changes in service points and/or branch libraries have been a constant feature in their organizations for at least 15 or more years.

\textbf{Additions}

The authors looked closely at the many changes reported for trends that could be considered typical, but instead found very unique changes that fulfilled the library mission and reflected the nature of the institution. In considering service points, the most common change reported was the addition of a consolidated
service desk by combining reference with circulation and/or more services such as interlibrary loan, reserves, periodicals, technology assistance, or media services. Proponents of the consolidated service desk believe that it centralizes patron service. Because consolidated service desks are staffed with paraprofessional staff and even students in many instances, the librarians who take appointments or serve on-call are freed from the demands of frontline service to more closely engage with patrons and work on the strategic directives of the institution.

The second most common addition in service points was an information commons. This approach couples a technology-rich space, specially equipped for collaboration and group work with library and other university services that may include advising, math or writing tutoring, career placement, or study abroad services. The information commons is generally coordinated virtually through a web space although some have service desks attached as well. Respondents were very enthusiastic about these additions and quick to note how popular they are with students.

Although not quite as prevalent as consolidated service desks, consolidated/central research desks were the third most common addition. This configuration may result from combining reference desks with other research desks such as government publications, or the consolidation of two or more subjects’ reference services (e.g., science or music reference) to create a consolidated approach. Proponents of consolidated/central research desks note the librarians who staff these desks provide excellent service to patrons taking advantage of the range of available expertise. This mixing that occurs among the specialists amounts to effective cross training and efficient triage of patron questions.

The fourth most common addition in both service points and branch libraries was a small, but very interesting category that the authors tagged notable innovations. Only a small group at present, notable innovations may be harbingers of future service configurations to come. Examples include virtualizations (defined as replacing a service point or branch library with its virtual counterpart) of many kinds—library collections, service points, and embedded library service providers for strategically targeted groups of users. Although the ownership for these virtualizations most likely will be the library, the ownership of a virtualization may be shared or even owned by a department where a librarian only participates instead of being a wholly owned subsidiary of the library.

There were only a few additions of branch libraries in new educational facilities consistent with the lean budgets that most institutions experienced; in one case, the library took over the management of a branch library from a university department.

Closures
The most common service point closure reported was a reference or service desk closed in the making of a consolidated service desk followed by a service or research desk closed as a result of the creation of a consolidated/super research desk. Interestingly, closures as a result of consolidated media service points appeared often enough to make special note. In some cases, media service points were closed after the media was moved from a closed stack to an open access arrangement. In other cases, media services were closed as a result of a consolidation with circulation desks or other “older” library technologies such as microforms, periodicals, or music media.

In terms of branch library closures, science branch library closures outnumbered other branch library closures even though several respondents didn’t distinguish a field other than “branch library closure.” Because some respondents also reported a connection between the easy electronic delivery of scientific periodical literature and diminished gatecounts at branch libraries, the authors observed a trend in these science library closures.

Consolidations
The most common service point reconfiguration, the numerous consolidations figured prominently into all of the additions, closures, and other reconfigurations reported. As noted previously, the word, consolidate, may not be standardized in library lexicon as respondents often used other terms such as integrate, combine, merge, or expand for consolidate. Also, there seemed to be a nearly limitless way that library service points could be consolidated, although library
collections could be either integrated into a precise order or consolidated into many open and closed stack arrangements.

As noted in the additions and the closures, the most frequently consolidated service points were service desks, media service desks, central research desks, and expanded research commons service points. Other notable innovations include the consolidations inherent in replacing service points with virtualizations of all kinds. Likewise, many ARL libraries reported consolidations in their science branch libraries, consolidating the smaller ones into the larger ones or into the main library.

**Otherwise Reconfigured**

The possibilities for tweaking library service points and branch libraries are nearly limitless. Each retooled aspect of a service point or branch library’s operation may be considered a reconfiguration qualifying it for an additional inclusion in this survey. The authors created four categories of “otherwise reconfigured” from the many reported by respondents. These are staffing reconfigurations, hours reconfigurations (of which there were many), organizational reconfigurations, and aesthetic remodeling.

The many configurations of newly consolidated service points and branch libraries encourage changing staffing patterns to take advantage of all the local resources, including retirements, and even serendipity in lean times. Each service point and/or branch library closing frees personnel to be reassigned to other areas. Library staffs pushed to the brink of barely covering the multiplicity of service points of an old configuration are finding relief in these newly reconfigured spaces, making institutions really able to accomplish more with less.

Consolidated service points that combine reference services with circulation and/or other service points commonly included a plan for downsizing the needed staffing. In many cases (but not all), paraprofessional staffing and/or students provided the frontline staffing in these new arrangements freeing professional librarians for more collection development, liaison, instruction, and/or other pursuits. Mechanisms to provide “on call” professional assistance and/or appointments with librarians completed the change.

Another reconfiguration, consolidated/super research desks, also benefits from the work of many to provide improved staffing. The approach taken in the provision of service might be an improved triage of customer needs at one service point guided by consultants within the space or offsite, or two previously separated reference services on one floor electing to share the staffing.

Because patrons have virtual 24/7 expectations for service that are very difficult to maintain in the physical world, library administrators are experimenting with the provision of open hours for a given service. At every library service point or branch library, the hours can be increased or reduced; each also may be augmented or supplemented by other services to create a unified whole. The more creative and intricate the scheduling, the more difficult it becomes to communicate all the many possibilities in open hours. Online newsletters, blogs, personal email, and RSS feeds are all virtual means employed to improve communication.

Organizational changes figured prominently into the service point and branch library reconfigurations that the respondents reported. Often the result of a library strategic plan to realign the structure of an institution, organizational changes also emerged through opportunities in the relationships that have developed. Examples of the organizational changes that accompanied reported reconfigurations include new or realigned structures to manage new functions or new reporting relationships created to reflect the new service point or branch library changes made. Examples of organizational changes that emerged through opportunities include learning commons collaborations, faculty and departmental relationships resulting through their embedded situations, or the changing management of departmental library facilities (respondents reported both situations of the library assuming the management of a departmental library or reading room and a university department choosing to maintain a previous library space).

Lastly, aesthetic remodeling figured prominently in this category. Examples include actual changes to the counter space of service points or a service point’s location, enhancements to existing learning commons installations, whole branch library remolds, changes.
or improvements to the technology offered, or patron-friendly improvements such as comfortable reading room furniture or more group study rooms.

**Driving Factors in Service Delivery Reconfigurations**

In addition to looking at the types of reconfigurations that ARL libraries have experienced in the past three years, the survey asked respondents to consider the driving factors that served as the impetus for the reconfigurations that were described. The survey listed a broad range of factors that reflected external, more concrete drivers such as changes in physical facilities, financial or staff resources, and/or the availability/application of new technologies; internal, less tangible drivers such as changes in service philosophy or responding to user demands; and drivers beyond the library such as collaborating with a partner outside the library or outsourcing delivery of a particular service. Finally, respondents were provided the opportunity to briefly describe other factors that might have influenced the reconfigurations they had described (see questions 4 and 19). In the vast majority of cases, respondents indicated that more than one of these factors were significant drivers in the decision to reconfigure library services. See Figure 1 below for the percentage of responses for each driving factor.

**Physical or Philosophical Change**

Given the current economic downturn, changes in financial and/or staff resources might be expected to be the most significant driver in the decision to reconfigure library services. Based on the responses received, though, ARL libraries are driven most by a changing service philosophy to provide better customer service. Just under three-quarters of the libraries that responded to this question indicated that a change in service philosophy was a driving factor in reconfiguring services. Additionally, slightly more than half of the responding libraries indicated user demands are a driving factor. Frequently, descriptions of a change in service philosophy accompanied the physical reconfigurations reported, such as creating an information commons/research commons space approach, providing centralized, one-stop service points for users, making services more user friendly, and making the best use of librarian time by changing to a just-in-time model as opposed to a just-in-case model. A change in service philosophy could also be expressed in a library’s internal organization, documentation, or routines. One responding library noted a changed service philosophy in its development of baseline expectations of levels of reference service in various subject areas so that service desk staff will know when to refer users to subject specialists.

![Figure 1. Driving Factors in Decisions to Reconfigure Service Delivery](image-url)
Forty-three percent of the respondents reported a wide variety of physical changes to buildings or facilities, making this the next most significant driver of service reconfiguration. A few fortunate libraries managed to open new facilities in new or renovated building spaces. Several libraries relinquished space to other departments by closing or consolidating branch libraries. Other libraries relocated service desks, created learning or collaboration spaces, or provided more seating, all with an eye to better serve their constituents.

Financial Resources or Staff
A little more than 40% of the responding libraries reported that changes in financial resources or staff resources were significant drivers of service reconfiguration. But libraries that experienced stagnant or diminished funding far outnumbered those that received augmented funding. The majority of responding libraries have seen continued budget reductions for the past three years. Staffing levels in several libraries have been diminished by retirements without replacements, recapturing salary funds to cover budget reductions. Some libraries indicated that the number of hourly/part-time employees had also been reduced to help cover budget cuts. Other libraries have relocated/reallocated positions to provide new services needed by constituents. Consolidation of service desks appears to be a major method of freeing librarian time to be able to spend more time in faculty departments or provide more research-intensive services.

New Technology
Although new technologies seem to be surfacing daily, about one third of the responding libraries indicated that the availability or application of new technologies is a driving factor for service reconfiguration. Accounts of projects throughout the survey responses describe technology-rich services being developed by some of the libraries. Multi-media equipment and software are being added along with collaborative working spaces to meet the needs of students and faculty. Examples of some imaginative application of new technology include the use of web-based software to schedule appointments with library faculty, the addition of software to produce library instruction, subject specialist and collection information, integration of library services into course management systems, and providing multi-media hardware and software in designated spaces within the library. Several of the responding libraries indicated that the availability of archival collections of serials and/or the movement to online collections has greatly enhanced service capabilities, helping to move the library “presence” outside the physical building.

Collaboration and Outsourcing
The opportunity to collaborate with a partner outside the library was a significant driving factor for about one quarter of the responding libraries. Most commonly that partner was the information technology unit of the parent institution. In other cases libraries partnered with discipline-specific departments, student services, and/or the provost’s office to develop ideas and generate funding for projects to reconfigure library services.

Fewer than 10% of the responding libraries indicated that the opportunity to outsource a particular service was a significant driver in the service reconfiguration process. One library transferred responsibility for student printing to the university’s information technology unit. Another library was able to merge the billing part of the access services unit into the university’s billing system, allowing users to pay library fines and replacement charges through that system. Two libraries reported that they also participate in collaborative 24/7 chat reference services that provide users with around the clock reference assistance.

Other Factors
Slightly more than a third of the responding libraries chose to describe other factors that were significant drivers in the decision to reconfigure their library services. The common theme to nearly all of these is the more effective and/or efficient use of library spaces. Whether it is the need for more collaboration space, more space for computers in a learning or research commons, returning branch library space to specific departments, or merging public services into one service desk, nearly every library that responded to this question is dealing with space issues at one level or another.
Impact of Service Delivery Implementation on Personnel

The impact of changing service delivery on personnel was central to the survey and deserves special consideration here. The most common impact (reported by 68% of the libraries responding to questions 8 and 23) was that existing staff, regardless of staff level, was being moved to a new service point. The next most common impact was reassigning personnel within the library (46%). One quarter of the responding libraries reported that the number of positions in the library had been reduced through attrition. Slightly fewer than 10% reported that staff work hours had been reduced. A fortunate few, slightly less than 20%, reported that staff had been hired to fill newly created positions as a result of the reported reconfigurations. As can be seen in Figure 2 below, support staff have experienced the most impact in all categories but one, that of new hires, in which librarians were the benefactors.

The descriptions of impacts on library personnel varied across respondents although there were a few common threads. By far the most often cited impact was the need for training. For example, support staff members were trained in providing reference service, including activities such as the reference interview and use of sources. Some librarians serving at consolidated service desks were instructed in the ins and outs of circulation, interlibrary loan, reserves, and other activities that commonly are transacted at the circulation desk. As previously noted, this cross training eliminated silos and helped personnel develop insight into and appreciation of how the “other guys” work.

Both moving staff to new service points and reassigning existing staff to other positions within the library created some imaginative reporting relationships, including dual-reporting lines for some of the staff. If reporting relationships were not changed to a different unit, at least new organization chart relationships were established.

For librarians, a general trend was for fewer hours of reference desk coverage while moving to either a consultation or appointment mode for more in-depth
reference questions. Several respondents reported that librarians’ time had been freed to concentrate on development of new or additional services.

When asked to describe other types of impact on permanent library staff, respondents’ varied perspectives were much the same as outlined above. Training or cross training in procedures and technology was again the most frequently mentioned impact. Better use of permanent library staff time was a close runner-up.

Opportunities for User Participation in the Planning, Implementation, and Assessment of Reconfigurations

Questions 14 and 29 asked whether user participation factored into three phases of a service delivery reconfiguration: planning, service implementation, or assessment. Overall, slightly fewer respondents engage users in various aspects of the reconfiguration process than don’t. At the libraries that do, users most frequently participate in planning and assessment activities.

Planning

Based on the descriptions of methods used to engage users in the planning process, it is clear that working with focus groups was the most frequently used method. Several of the libraries have student or faculty library advisory groups that were involved at one level or another in the planning processes. Working with faculty in specific departments was the method of engagement most often mentioned when the reconfiguration involved either the addition or closure of a branch library. Other methods described included using LibQUAL+® data, online and in-house surveys, informal discussions with students, and observation of use patterns and questions asked.

Service Implementation

Only a few libraries involve users in implementing service reconfigurations. One library had assistance from a department for the physical movement of the collection in a branch library. Other respondents indicated that departments provided funding to hire students for various aspects of the service implementation process.

Service Assessment

Perhaps understandably, this category received the most comments from respondents. By far the most frequent method used to obtain service assessment from users was surveys, either library-developed or including questions on reconfigurations in ongoing assessments such as the LibQUAL+® or COUNTER surveys. Libraries reported a varied frequency of delivering surveys ranging from six months to three years. One library performs an annual action-gap survey for each of its service desks to learn what services are most valued by users, which those users believe are accomplished the best, and what areas of service need improvement. Other methods include using focus groups, providing comment cards at service desks, and analyzing various data collected through other channels.

Respondents reported several different methodologies for completed or planned-for assessment of service reconfigurations. While a few of the service changes were too new to assess, none of the responding libraries reported negative reactions from users. Respondents reported increased usage of collections and services, users staying longer in visits, and more favorable/positive comments from users as well as diminished numbers of complaints. Several of the respondents provided descriptions of assessment methods specific to their particular reconfigurations.

Regarding future assessment techniques, respondents reported including assessment of their reconfigurations in LibQUAL+®, Balanced Scorecard, and service gap analysis as well as other regular ongoing assessment activities. Additional methods of assessment included creating focus groups on the reconfigurations, measurement and analysis of usage data, user feedback through various mechanisms including listening sessions, and anecdotal data from staff interactions.

Benefits and Challenges of Service Delivery Reconfiguration

The survey asked respondents about both the associated benefits and challenges of their service delivery reconfigurations. In general, the responding libraries weighed in heavily on the side of benefits that resulted
from reconfiguration. Benefits appeared to accrue both for the user and for the library and its personnel.

Visibility of service, service points or particular collections that had been relocated was the user benefit most frequently mentioned. One-stop shopping, with several services combined at one service desk, was listed as a major benefit by many of the respondents. They pointed out that both of these benefits have led to less confusion for their library users. Improved study spaces, collaborative and/or well-equipped student workspaces resulted at several of the libraries responding to the survey. Reference service appears to have become more personalized and individualized for users. Other libraries indicated they were able to expand hours of operation for users through the reconfiguration of their services. One library stated that the library was now “a draw for students who had never been there before.” In sum many responses to this question indicate that the reconfigurations have created spaces and services that are more welcoming and less intimidating for users, that these libraries are striving to provide services their users want and need.

Many benefits from the library operation viewpoint were listed as well. Cost savings was evident in the responses that stated student/hourly budgets were reduced to save funds. It appears that in many cases the reconfigurations have resulted in more effective and efficient use of personnel. Librarians and staff have been cross-trained or retrained and the result is more flexibility for the library and a better understanding by library personnel of each other’s knowledge and capabilities, helping the libraries to put those skills to use for best advantage. The additional training also has resulted in more consistency in the answers users get for the questions they ask. One respondent commented that librarians working at a single service point desk were able to serve as mentors and model good service behaviors for staff.

Several respondents pointed out that a librarian advantage was spending less time at a reference desk. The operating efficiencies provided by service reconfigurations allow personnel time to be redirected to other activities such as classroom teaching, outreach to departments within the home institution, advanced reference service through appointments and question referral, librarians becoming “embedded” in subject discipline offices to provide services on-site, creating online learning materials and credit courses, pursuing more assessment activities, and establishing new services such as an institutional repository. Improvement of “back room operations” was noted by several respondents, as was the ability to provide better workspace for library personnel.

Unlike benefits that were achieved for both the libraries and their constituents, the bulk of challenges seemed to accrue to the library side of the equation. For constituents the challenges were adjusting to physical rearrangements or being philosophically opposed to the changes (e.g., branch library closures). Respondents reported that library personnel also had some difficulties adjusting to the reconfigurations. Several mentioned that getting staff buy-in or overcoming resistance to change has been a difficulty. Helping staff adapt to the changes and maintaining staff morale were noted as areas that needed a great deal of attention. Training and retraining were noted as being both labor-intensive and disruptive to providing services. Some respondents acknowledged that the physical arrangement of the service points turned out to be not as beneficial as anticipated. In the case of branch library closures, the integration of library collections was noted as time consuming and complicated, requiring physical relocation of materials and adjustments to bibliographic and location records in the libraries’ catalog systems.

In balance, the benefits noted far outnumbered the challenges. It is left to libraries considering reconfigurations to consider the impact of both when planning to make significant changes such as those described here.

Anticipated Additions, Closures, Consolidations and Other Reconfigurations

In the final segment of the survey respondents were asked if they anticipated reconfiguring a branch library or staffed service point in the next three years. Forty-nine (83%) replied yes. Forty-seven of these anticipate a total of 70 service point changes and 40 branch library changes. As with completed service point changes, they expect more consolidations (33) and reconfigurations (21) than additions or closures (8
each). While respondents indicated that only one additional branch would open and 12 would close within the next three years, they anticipate 16 consolidations and 11 other reconfigurations.

Conclusion
This survey investigated recent trends in service point reconfigurations in main libraries and branch libraries, the driving factors behind the changes, the impact such changes had on personnel, opportunities for user participation in the projects, the associated benefits and challenges, and future plans for anticipated additions, closures, consolidations, and other reconfigurations during the next three years.

The most common reconfigurations are the consolidated service point, the information commons, the consolidated/central research desk, and virtualizations of many kinds. Virtualizations are exciting to consider as brand new innovations and perhaps harbingers of service point reconfigurations to come. Additionally, science branch library closures, in particular, seemed to out-number other branch library closures and may reflect the easy electronic dissemination of journal literature in the sciences.

Philosophical changes appear to be the most important drivers for service delivery reconfigurations, followed by user demands. Interestingly, respondents noted that a change in service philosophy often accompanied a physical change such as consolidation of a service desk or the creation of an information commons, emphasizing the new method in which the service is provided.

The impact of service delivery reconfigurations on staff is considerable. Because staff often don’t have continuing appointments in the same way tenured librarians might, they are in the most vulnerable positions for elimination or reassignment. Although there are benefits to the mixing of staff from various service points, including the sharing of expertise and elimination of silos, respondents noted that training is a significant challenge.

According to the respondents, the level of user engagement in each project varied because some of the reconfigurations were mandated by physical or financial situations beyond the control of the library. Several of the respondents described imaginative and creative methods for obtaining user’s views and suggestions. Although some of the reconfigurations were too new to assess, most libraries have determined a strategy for assessment over time.

Given the breadth and depth of the types of reconfigurations described by survey respondents, it is obvious that ARL libraries have become dynamic microcosms proactively responding to the needs of their environments. In these days when the death of the research library is bandied about more than ever, it is refreshing to note that libraries such as those responding to this survey are continuing to strive to provide the materials and services their constituents require. Libraries, and particularly ARL member libraries, have always been in the forefront of applying new techniques and technologies to provide better service to their users. The responses to this survey indicate that is still the case, now more than ever.

Endnotes
2 p. 102.
3 p. 172.
4 p. 596.
The SPEC survey on Reconfiguring Service Delivery was designed by Kay Vyhnanek, Scholarly Communication Librarian, and Christy Zlatos, Subject Specialist Librarian for Architecture & Interior Design, at Washington State University. These results are based on data submitted by 59 of the 126 ARL member libraries (47%) by the deadline of June 13, 2011. The survey’s introductory text and questions are reproduced below, followed by the response data and selected comments from the respondents.

Research libraries face increasing challenges to providing relevant library services to their constituents. As the information needs of their constituencies have grown, research libraries have changed their service strategy from simply providing sufficient collections to fulfilling a panoply of user research desires. As the range of services has evolved, so have the locations and methods of service delivery. In some cases, service points have increased through the opening of a new facility or the need to provide a new type of service. In other cases, the number of service points has been reduced or consolidated in response to use patterns or budgetary reductions.

The purpose of this survey is to investigate whether and how ARL member libraries have reconfigured staffed service delivery points in the main library and in any branches that report to the main library. It explores whether service points and/or branches have been added, closed, or consolidated; the drivers for those decisions; the impacts on staff; the changes in delivery methods; and whether there have been any collaborations with other institutions or consortia, or outsourcing of service delivery. It also explores user involvement in the planning for service changes and whether the effectiveness of new service configurations has been assessed.

The survey uses a case study approach to reveal developing patterns, unique applications, and anticipated changes in the physical or organizational arrangement of service delivery that may be widely adaptable in other libraries so that they can continue to be the primary information providers for their constituents.

For this survey a service point may be any library-staffed desk, office, or other physical location that is maintained to provide service to a specific constituent group.
BACKGROUND

1. During the past three years, has any staffed service point in your main library or has any branch that reports to the main library been added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured? 
   N=59

   Yes  52  88%
   No   7   12%

Comments

A separate document delivery/ILL service point in the main library has been closed, with the delivery aspect included in circulation functions now.

A service point dedicated to periodicals and microforms was converted to a media services area so it is now the service desk for media services. Also, we moved the location of our reference desk and acquired new furniture for the desk. A branch library was closed and consolidated into the main library.

Combined the circulation and reserve service desks (includes service for our microform collection).

Consolidated Reference with Circulation.

ILL/Document Delivery moved to space adjacent to Circulation/Reserves. Added service point at new business campus. Will add service point at center serving business & education on July 1.

In August 2008, we merged three previously separate service points (Map Room, Microfilms Center, and Reserve & Media Services) into a single service point. In December 2009, we closed the Physical Science Reading Room that was housed in the same building as the university’s Chemistry and Physics Departments.

Minor changes so far. These mainly consist of the consolidation of some desk service hours during certain times of the day and times of the year. For example, we have shared reference points during some weekend, early morning, and late evening hours.

Not described elsewhere: Library hours extended fifteen hours weekly to provide students better access, shifting security and circulation staff hours to monitor building. The newly added IT Help Center includes two transferred full-time IS&T employees and work-study students staffed 108 hours weekly and the newly added IT Print Center one transferred full-time employee and work-study students staffed 123 hours (all hours library is open) weekly.

Our major consolidation, the consolidation of Media Services with Music Media, will be the focus in your question 3. We also phased out our Distributed Technical Services/Serials service desk at our Library of Science and Medicine. We closed down Presentation Services, and we placed our Chemistry and Physics branches under one supervisor.

Reconfiguring of reference, circulation, liaison roles, & ILL around cooperative effort to answer needs balancing physical and virtual presence; presence inside and outside library walls.

Reference, circulation, and reserve desks have been consolidated to one service desk.

Several of our changes are unstaffed service points. Here’s the list: The Fine Arts Library has been working with the Digital Media Lab to repurpose dormant spaces in the Fine Arts Library to create the FAVE (Fine Arts Visualization
Their first project in 2009 was the Library Video Niche, the redesign of a corner of the Fine Arts Library Great Room to display video art. This project, funded by a UVA Arts Council grant, was quite successful both inside UVA and outside with a greater audience. Last year in 2010, Fine Arts converted an unused office space into the EyeLab, a collaborative work space featuring two LCD screens and a smart overlay. The space is available for online bookings and it stays filled. They have also "recycled" their former Slide Collection space into a ScanLab with high-end Macs and scanners. Their current year project for 2011 in the ScanLab is creating a lounge area for group work and visual display as well as a space for informal lectures using digital technology. This space will include comfortable seating for more people as well as providing a large LCD screen display for public access. The Digital Media Lab has added an AV studio as a staffed service point in the past two years. The main library reduced the physical size of the Reference Desk and reduced professional librarian staffing at the desk from two to one. The second librarian now works the shift from his/her office to concentrate on virtual reference (chat, SMS, and email). A staffed service point in the science/engineering library, the Research Computing Lab, was closed. Student employees were not rehired at the end of the semester and the staff are now working in a different group. The Education Library was reconfigured as a commons area for the Education School.

The following changes in service points have taken place over the last three years: Collections and services of the Botany Library were relocated to a new service point in Spring 2008 and merged with those of the Zoology and Chemistry libraries, which had relocated approximately a year earlier. The Kenan Science Library opened in Fall 2010. Activities are currently underway so that the merged BioChem services (see above), plus the services of the Math-Physics Library and the Geological Science Library will all be consolidated in this new service point in Fall 2011. Collections from these libraries will be merged and consolidated with the BioChem collections in their former service point. The City and Regional Planning Library moved from its former location as a stand-alone branch; collections and services were merged with those of the main humanities and social sciences library. The service points for the North Carolina Collection and Rare Books Collection (both in the special collections library) were merged in Fall 2010, as part of a longer-range plan to re-vision special collections service points. [Note: These have all been identified below as "consolidations" rather than "closures." No library services or collections have been discontinued in conjunction with physical relocations, even though specific service locations are no longer used as such.]

We are in the midst of a transition to a new building to serve as our main library. This past winter we opened a small subsection of the services while continuing to maintain the old library. In the fall we will be completing the transition to the new facility. A couple of our branch libraries have moved to a consolidation of service points as opposed to consolidation of branches, hence referring to "otherwise reconfigured" below.

We closed the government documents services desk and consolidated services with the main reference desk/department. We closed the service desk for the "secured collections" (medium rare materials). We closed the Palm Desert branch library.

We do not have a main library, instead 11 disciplinary libraries, an undergraduate library, and an archives and special collections.

We have four branch libraries on the main campus. Although Zimmerman Library is the largest branch, it is not a true Main Library or Undergraduate Library. It only houses Education, Social Sciences and Humanities, and Government Document collections. Other collections are housed in the other three branches by subject (call number). Additionally, we closed the Science and Engineering Library branch on Saturdays during the regular semester beginning Spring 2011.

We have closed three service points and consolidated.

When we renovated the first floor of the main library we used it as an opportunity not only to re-imagine our physical spaces but also to re-imagine our service model. Prior to the renovations we had three separate service desks on the first floor to support reference, circulation, and interlibrary services. In terms of staffing, the renovation saw us combine
the circulation and reference units into one unit called Public and Research Services while Interlibrary Services remained in place. In terms of service points, we combined all three service desks into one service point, our AskUs desk. Interlibrary services that are public facing (i.e., check out of interlibrary loan material and basic inquiries), basic reference services, and circulation services are now all performed at the AskUs desk and staffed by individuals from Public and Research Services. Librarians, who had been previously called to the desk to assist with complex reference transactions and extended reference assistance, now serve scheduled time in our new consultation area adjacent to the single service point. At the same time as the renovations on the first floor, we also moved/consolidated the course reserves/current periodicals service point (and work unit) on the second floor of the main library with the media service point in annex building (attached to main library). The result was a move of most of the current periodical collection to the stacks and the remainder to the first floor nearby the reference collection. Staff and the course reserves component of the old service desk were moved to the Media unit which became Media and Reserves. In total, this means we consolidated five service points into two (3 service desks to 1 and another 2 service desks to 1).

2. If you answered “Yes” above, please indicate how many of these staffed service points and/or branches have been added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured in the past three years. Enter 0 if none has been added, closed, or consolidated. N=52

**Staffed Service Point**

47 respondents reported some change to service points; 5 reported no change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Branch Library

27 respondents reported some change to branch libraries; 25 reported no change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you answered “Yes” above, when you click the Next>> button you will continue to the Examples of Service Delivery Reconfiguration section of the survey.

If you answered “No” above, when you click the Next>> button you will jump to the Anticipated Additions, Closures, Consolidations, or Other Reconfigurations section of the survey.
EXAMPLES OF SERVICE DELIVERY RECONFIGURATION

In this section of the survey we ask you to tell us about one or two examples of a new physical arrangement or configuration of library service delivery that has occurred in the past three years in your main library or in any branch that reports to the main library. First, briefly describe the change, then answer some questions about the details of the change process. We are particularly interested in examples that you consider an innovative approach to service delivery or that had a high impact on library resources (e.g., facilities, finances, staff).

Example 1: Description and Driving Factors

3. Please briefly describe one type of service delivery change that occurred (for example, a new service point was established; service points A and B were consolidated to form new service point C; branch X was closed and services are now delivered at point Y; a new facility was opened with service points A, B, and C). N=52

A branch library was closed and services delivered at another branch library.

A new 24/7 space with computers, group study rooms, and quiet study was collaboratively created in our main library.

A new service point was added combining a campus information service (KU Info), IT help, and Research/Reference support.

A new service point was added in a new university laboratory building; service hours at the primary reference desk were reduced.

A new Tech Help Desk was established near the Reference Desk. Also, our Government Documents librarians were cross-trained for service at the Main Reference Desk.

A service point next to a computer lab and staffed by student assistants was closed last year. The purpose of the service point was to provide basic technology assistance for students (primarily) using the computer lab. The service point was within 20 feet of the reference desk and any type of reference question was supposed to be referred to reference.

Added service point at new facility (downtown business campus).

Additional staff support was provided for services at the main reference service point in order to remove liaisons from this desk. Liaisons are expected to spend more time being out on campus engaging with faculty and students with a focus on the strategic initiatives of the organization. Responsibility for digital reference services (both chat and email) was added to the four library service points (in various locations across campus). Our busiest service point has handled a majority of these interactions. Digital reference was previously handled by individuals in their offices during assigned shifts; chat and email shifts were handled separately by different individuals.

An existing reference assistance point in the Education Branch Library was closed and replaced with on-call reference assistance.

Art+Architecture+Planning and Science/Engineering combined reference desks, two desks on two separate floors into one combined service point on floor 3 of The Irving K. Barber Learning Centre (IKBLC), described in more detail in question 18.

Audiovisual services point was closed and services are now delivered through Circulation.
Biomedical Library reference and access services consolidated.

Circulation service points and reference service points have been consolidated into one service point in libraries.

Circulation/Reserves desk was closed and consolidated to one service desk with reference assistance. An additional service desk opened combining Reference and Circulations. Reserves available at one service desk.

Consolidated reference desk and Main Service desk.

Consolidation and coordination of expertise in Access Services, Research & Instruction, and Collection Development staff to work cooperatively to triage simple questions, cooperate on staffing reference desk, cooperatively staff two virtual reference services.

Consolidation of information services desk with loan desk in the Ayala Science Library.

Forestry and Environmental Studies library was closed and services now delivered in Kline Science Library.

Former Reference Desk combined with desks in Government Publications and Science to create Research Desk.

Hours were reduced at three service desks, staffing was changed from librarians to staff & students.

In August 2008, we merged three previously separate service points (Map Room, Microfilms Center, and Reserve & Media Services) into a single service point. Permanent staff (six classified positions) were initially retained but two of those were eventually reassigned. The budget for student employees who staff the desk evenings and weekends was cut by $40,000/yr.

In our social sciences/humanities library and our science/engineering library, circulation and reference services were merged into consolidated information desks.

Media Services, which was located at our Kilmer Library on the Livingston Campus, was moved to the Douglass Library on the Douglass Campus where it was consolidated in new space with the Music Media resources and staff.

Moving librarians off of our Information Commons Reference Desk.

Reconfiguration/enhancements to an existing information commons area.

Reconfigured reference and access services desks as part of a remodeling effort. This helped to expand counter space in each area and made for a roomier and more attractive setting.

Reference, circulation, and interlibrary services were consolidated to form a single service point (AskUs Desk) in a prominent space nearby the front entrance of the building. Extended reference help is referred off the AskUs desk to subject librarians in the nearby consultation area.

Science branch libraries are being consolidated, effective Fall 2011. There will be a single service point, the Kenan Science Library, which will be nearly bookless. Print science collections will be consolidated in the Wilson Library Science Annex, an on-campus annex to the special collections library, which had, since 2007 and 2008, housed consolidated biology and chemistry collections. Kenan Science Library was originally designed as the Kenan Chemistry Library and was part of the complete demolition of the former chemistry building on campus and construction of a new facility. Changing needs, circumstances, and opportunities have led to the new configuration.

Separate staffed service point for Media and Microforms was closed, and the materials were moved to open shelves, reserves, and a satellite shelving facility. Microform reader-printers were moved to the Digital Media Laboratory.

Service point closed and moved to another existing desk.
The Biology and Math libraries were closed in 2009. Service is now provided in the main library by the Biology and Math Subject Librarian.

The circulation and reserve desks were combined. However, the microform, media, and music monument collections remained behind. We are currently planning for microform equipment to move to an area where an existing service point can provide support and we are making plans for making the media and monuments collections open and self-service. We also added a new service point—the Teaching Commons—but we did not use staff from either of the consolidated service points to do so.

The education library had long occupied a space within the education school belonging to that school. In collaboration with the ed school, the library space was reconfigured to something like a learning commons. Except for reference handbooks, the juvenile book collection, and a small area to hold recalled books, the physical collections were moved to the main library creating an open space for student and faculty collaboration. The computer lab was retained, and the equipment was purchased, and is now maintained, by the school.

The Library and Information Science Library was closed and a “virtual library” was established, along with an “embedded librarian” service approach for the subject specialist, and the integration of core collection materials into remaining physical units.

The library created a new media services department and its service desk was located where there was a previous service point, but that service point (periodicals) was eliminated.

The library serving physics, chemistry, and the preclinical sciences was closed and services are now delivered at the Main Library.

The media collection moved from an in-house use model to an open access, circulating model (with some media housed in a closed area behind circulation) on the most public floor of the library.

The MIT Libraries recently reorganized. Our previous organization had a ‘divisional library’ structure where there were libraries aligned with each of MIT’s schools or divisions, each with its own facility and acting as its own organizational entity. Now, access services functions in each of these four buildings are managed by one department, the new Information Delivery & Library Access department. These changes are largely organizational and few patrons have noticed. Prior to the start of the reorganization, our organization went through two years of budget cuts, layoffs, and mandatory furloughs.

The Periodicals Desk was closed once the current periodicals collection was moved to a different floor across from the Circulation Desk. The Media Desk was moved to the former Periodicals Desk and the Media staff now provide service for the microfilm collection which remains in the space it always has been.

The reference and circulation desks were integrated so that all public service operations are done at a single service point in all our unit libraries. We had initiated this transition at our larger unit libraries first, and the four smaller units made the transition two years ago.

The reference desk in Zimmerman Library: the largest was shutdown at the end of 2007 and in January 2008 the Combined Service Point was born with Reference moving into the Circulation area. The reorganization later that year created the Access Services Unit and the responsibility for the Circulation and Reference area became the responsibility of the director of Access Services. In the spirit of declining staff resources (in number and reference expertise) and dueling outreach/data librarian responsibilities, the reference desk at the science and engineering branch was closed in 2009 and the circulation desk was renovated to accommodate reference consultations. The University Libraries Virtual Service Desk became the responsibility of Access Services in 2009. The VSD is staffed by UL staff from all four branches.
The Reference Desk on the first floor of the main library, Mugar Memorial Library, was moved and reconfigured during a remodel incorporating an information commons approach, and was renamed Research Center.

Three separate branch locations were consolidated into one physical location. Math, Chemistry/Physics, and Maps/Geology were consolidated into the Science Library.

Three service points in our library were consolidated into one.

Two subject libraries located on adjacent floors of the main library building offer shared staffing during selected early morning, weekend, and late evening hours. Staff are shared between the two libraries and conduct roving reference to the other floor. Signs direct patrons to the correct floor for in-person assistance.

"Virtualization" of health sciences library collections in Alden (main library) and consolidation of services to medical college at the OU-COM Learning Resource Center.

We closed the government documents services desk and consolidated services with the main reference desk/department.

We closed the separate Information Desk at the front of the library and moved the Learning Commons existing desk near to the entrance.

We consolidated our Natural Sciences services and collections into the Main library and reconfigured the space and services as a Research Commons. The space is technology rich, enables collaboration and group work, and is much more heavily used than its predecessor. We also consolidated one branch library and two service points into one interdisciplinary service desk (Micro-Newspapers, Gov Pubs, Maps). Gives much better visibility and longer hours to Maps which had been in an out of the way location and provides great opportunities for cross training and staff awareness of resources and services, which in turn provides better service to users.

We are in the process of consolidating three separate service points into a single service point. Government Documents and Microfiche, Circulation, and Reference are all separate physical service points in the library, however, beginning this fall these service points will be consolidated into a single “library service desk.”

With the move of our Information Commons into the new Taylor Family Digital Library, we have integrated two service points (Circulation, Reserve Services and Document Delivery pickups) and the Information Commons Service Desk (Reference and Technology Assistance) into an Integrated Service Desk.

Woodruff Library consolidated three service points into one: Circulation, Reference, and Learning Commons support, as well as closing another Learning Commons support service point.
4. Which of the following factors were significant drivers in the decision to make this service reconfiguration? Check all that apply. N=52

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in service philosophy</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User demands</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical change to a building or facility</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to library financial resources</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in library staff resources</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability/application of new technology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for collaboration with a partner outside the library</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for outsourcing service delivery</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factor</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other factor.

Academic department requested their space back.

Changes in university enrollment [a factor] in branch closing.

Consolidation was driven by a desire to make the most efficient use of staff, to make services offered available more hours, and to bring more services together on one floor—centralize patron service as much as possible.

Having two service points with different purposes so close together was not efficient and very confusing to users. It was also often difficult for students at the computer lab service point to separate technical questions from content questions.

Library Strategic Plan.

Need to reclaim prime space on busy main floor.

Offer consistent level of service to all constituents.

Our model for offering reference service at the desk has changed over time. In the new organization, most of our library service desks are staffed by access services staff (mostly paraprofessionals) with on-call reference service Monday–Friday, 12pm–4pm. On call arrangements are made via telephone, walkie talkie or Instant Messenger. This was a response to trends in reference transactions at the service desk over time, and to permit librarians to work on liaison activities, outreach, instruction, and collections activities.

Provost offered to invest in space that would expand informal learning locations and options for students (Research Commons).

Recently implemented data gathering mechanisms allowed us to identify locations that had the capacity to take on additional work.

Reduction in support staffing and reconfiguring staff positions led to fewer open hours.

The education school has been transitioning and shifting focus in terms of curriculum and research. It is becoming more research oriented and wanted a collaboration space.

The space and division of work among the service points was inefficient. The division of services was confusing to users. The configuration of space wasn’t optimal for providing services.
This change occurred with the construction of a Learning Commons.

This decision was primarily driven by user input. Users indicated a desire to be able to check out materials and interact with reference staff in a single point of service. In addition, librarians are being asked to devote more time to proactively interacting with faculty and students for their respective disciplines, and less time servicing students at the reference desk.

Two factors led to this: We don’t get nearly as many print subscriptions as we used to, so the questions at the periodicals service point had fallen off. Our Media Department is being split into the regular Media Desk (commercial collection) and the Media Archives, which will be in a new special collections building, so the Media Desk needed a home.

Two of the existing service points, Reference and Circulation, were located on different floors, making it difficult for the two service areas to communicate and for patrons to receive seamless, consistent service.

We needed to relocate our video collection that no longer could fit into the small space in our reserves; so it was a combination of wanting to offer a new service and correct a space problem.

**Example 1: Physical or Philosophical Change**

5. If a physical change to a building or facility had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

30 responded NA.

A new “Learning Studio” concept was implemented in Anschutz Library. This included new user space, group rooms, and other improvements as well as collaborations with campus partnership (some of whom moved into the facility).

A new life science laboratory building was completed with general use space allocated for meetings and library support.

Kenan Science Library opened in Fall 2010. Originally designed as Kenan Chemistry Library, the facility replaced an earlier Kenan Chemistry Library in a large and outdated chemistry complex that was demolished and rebuilt.

New building for School of Forestry and Environmental Studies had already greatly reduced the physical space and collection size for the FES library. Within a year, it was determined to give over the library space to the school and provide services on a consultation basis.

New business campus; library collaborated with faculty on design of space and services.

Physical change was the decision (prior to the establishment of the Research Commons) to integrate Natural Sciences Collections into the Main Collection. This freed up space for more innovative use. Shelving was removed, two service points consolidated into one. Two other student support facilities nearby closed, one permanently (computer lab) and one for a two-year remodel (student union). This increased need for technology-enabled spaces for students.

Plans for renovating the Zimmerman Reference Area into a Learning Commons was cited as a factor in the closing of the reference desk. It was one of the first steps towards creating one-stop-shopping for UL patrons.
Previously these two service points existed on the opposite sides of a large boxed rectangle. Walls were removed which allowed for additional space for both service points, as well as patrons, and dramatically opened up the lines of sight.

The ed school built a new building about the same size as the old one. When it opened, faculty and students who had been in offices off-site were moved back into the old building, which now has a research purpose more than a classroom purpose. The reconfigured library space serves as a collaborative area and is staffed by library personnel who provide instruction and reference service.

The Irving K. Barber Learning Centre is a new building, bringing the two reference services/collections into closer proximity than previously. Users found it difficult to access the 4th floor (Sci/Eng) from outside the building. Building layout made the 3rd floor desk a more visible service point for both units.

The physical change came as a result of the decision to improve services.

The physical renovations enabled us to rethink our outmoded service points and build a new model with customer service at the forefront. Our first floor was redesigned to consolidate and thereby simplify the service experience of our patrons. Patrons no longer have to figure out what desk to go to for help, nor do they have to go to multiple desks to get the help they need when they have more than one task to complete.

The related move of the Digital Media Laboratory to a location adjacent to the high-traffic Learning Commons area enabled the Learning Commons staff and student workers to handle some media and microforms-related needs.

The renovation creating the Research Center was driven by the library’s need to reconfigure the library first floor and IS&T’s need to update an old large basement computer lab serving the campus that was even less attractive than the library’s outdated facilities.

This change was part of an ongoing effort to centralize service points. The Learning Commons opened in the area where the Reference Desk was formerly located. When the Commons opened, we saw a dramatic increase in the number of students using the library.

This is part of a planned renovation that has not yet taken place.

This merger allowed us to re-allocate space elsewhere in our main library building. The space previously occupied by the Microforms Center was split between new offices for staff in Library Instruction and a new computer classroom. The space previously occupied by the Map Room is being used temporarily to house collections displaced by a major rearrangement of bookstacks, but will ultimately become open study space.

University administration wanted to move a new research center into the library space.

Wanted to physically open up the first floor and provide more space for patron seating and collaboration.

We are in transition to a new building. The Taylor Family Digital Library brings together the main library, archives, museums, university press, student services, and alumni services into a new technology and information rich environment to meet the 21st century needs of learners and researchers. This past winter we opened the Learning Commons on the first two floors of the facility and next fall the full building will be opened. The building was designed with one main service point on the 1st floor to integrate services from the former Circulation desk (circulation, reserve, and document delivery pickups) and the former Information Commons Service Desk (reference and technical assistance). Because the Learning Commons is on multiple floors in this new facility, a secondary technology assistance desk was established on the 2nd floor to ensure better access to assistance and maintain a physical staff presence on this very busy floor.

We created a large display space where the old Information Desk was located.

We wanted to relocate the loan desk closer to the building entrance/exit.
6. If a change in service philosophy had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

13 responded NA.

After the planned renovation, there will be a single service point (there are currently two) and before the change there were three.

Because of evaluations that had been done, we knew there was an irregular delivery of service within the system. Changes made standardized and improved service offerings to our users and simplified how/where the users needed to go for these.

By centralizing service points, we can improve service to users as well as be more efficient with staff time. This change has certainly changed (lowered) the number of hours individuals spent at a desk, freeing time for other activities.

Comments from users indicate that there is a desire for a more efficient and streamlined experience for checking out materials and getting reference assistance. In addition, a single service also allows library staff to broaden their skill sets by becoming cross-trained on both reference and circulation processes.

Cross-training the Government Documents librarians for the Main Reference Desk is the first step toward reducing service points in the Main Library.

Customer service has always been at the forefront of our decisions to reconfigure our staffing and physical spaces. So, in this respect, there was no change in service philosophy just the opportunity (funding) to enhance our physical environment and subsequent staffing models to improve our key services.

Decision to increase the "one-stop shopping" possibilities for our users.

Desired to implement our current service philosophy on the new campus.

I don’t know if it was a significant impact, but the library administration definitely decided that we needed to offer media services to the campus because it was not being adequately offered elsewhere and our faculty were asking us to offer it.

In general, the Libraries is moving toward a combined service point approach/philosophy wherever possible, but the physical layout of the main library building presents obstacles.

In our new organization, we are trying to work across geographical boundaries toward the model of One Library, One Collection, in order to better support our institution’s interdisciplinary work and current trends in scholarship and teaching.

In Strategic Initiative 3 & 4 (of the strategic plan) there is a call for an appropriate mix of services, expertise management, and taking advantage of staff expertise. Work on reference questions that had been divided across departmental lines was expanded out to appropriate staff—simpler questions best answered by circulation or other staff triaged to their area, more complex & subject-related questions referred to appropriate subject expert—both in virtual venues and in physical (desk) presence. Bibliographers in Collection Development began to share a larger role in reference and reference librarians with collections responsibilities having a larger subject-expert role. All taking responsibility for answering questions appropriately and referring appropriately.
Increasing reliance in the sciences on electronic collections, combined with emerging areas of emphasis such as
e-science, have led to a new service vision for sciences, with consultations and high-end equipment to be located in
the science library and print collections available for browsing and consultation in an annex. In addition, the library
instituted a liaison model in 2010; there is therefore a library-wide emphasis on proactive outside-the-library services
and availability that is consistent with a new service model for the sciences.

It simply made better sense to combine the two media collections and to coordinate staff and equipment in one building
in a redesigned, improved space. This also brought staff into closer proximity to our new Sharon Fordham Lab.

It was a change in service philosophy when we admitted that students and faculty were not and would not come up
the hill to the main library to use print resources and that we needed to deliver our services and content in the way that
worked best for them rather than insisting they come to us.

It was felt that user needs had changed over time and having a staffed reference assistance point was no longer
necessary. It was in close proximity to the circulation service desk so staff at that desk could contact librarians in their
offices for patrons with minimal/no delay in service.

Our goal is to have fewer physical locations on campus.

Provided user services in one location.

Reference service is now provided by trained library staff members who are scheduled to work service desks. Library
faculty continue to do in-depth reference, but are not scheduled to work at service desks.

Services delivered via “touch-down” space, and collection materials delivered from other locations.

Since much of the journal literature in this subject area is available online, the physical allocation of space for print
resources was no longer considered essential by the academic department.

The availability of e-journals and electronic means of communication meant that the physical library space was not as
critical as it was in years past.

The change in service philosophy around reference mirrors the change that had occurred with information resources
many years earlier—to focus on “just in time” rather than “just in case.” In reviewing the questions that were asked
at our desks and the level of library staff person needed to adequately respond to those questions, it became clear that
having a librarian stationed at a desk just in case a question requiring their skills and knowledge were to be asked was
a poor use of our resources. We found that only a small percentage (often less than 5%) of the questions that were
answered at our desks required knowledge beyond what a well-trained classified staff person could provide.

The changes implemented may not have been actual changes in philosophy but rather were a realignment of practice
with expectations around services. For some time, we have supported a just-in-time model of reference rather than a
just-in-case model of reference. During the process of moving digital reference services to the in-person service points
we worked on explicitly defining expectations around such a model. Examples of expectations that were clarified
through this process included: identifying baseline levels of reference expected at service points in a variety of subjects
(still in development), how and when to make referrals to subject specialists (with the understanding that appointments
in the future may be necessary), and expectations related to managing users in queue for assistance in a variety of
settings (i.e., how to deal with chat, in-person, phone, and email questions all at once). In order to free up liaison/
librarian time to take on new initiatives, we are always looking for efficiencies in our services. Making these changes
moved work to staff at existing service points and allowed liaisons previously supporting these services to have more
time to take on additional tasks related to engagement with faculty and students and our other strategic initiatives.
The combined desk allowed users to access services on the same floor as the Chapman Learning Commons (Example 2), simplifying the referral process by having service points closer. This service philosophy was more user-centered in that it emphasized access and visibility over historical organizational structures.

The decision to close the LIS Library was taken within the broader context of the discussion of service needs explored as part of our New Service Models program. Among the distinctive aspects of the LIS Library example were the growth of interdisciplinary approaches to LIS teaching and research, the growth of the LIS teaching and research mission beyond the traditional focus of the LIS Library on professional librarianship, and the increasing significance of distance learning and e-learning programs in LIS programs on campus.

The former library space is now a hybrid of embedded and traditional librarianship, accommodating reference and instruction but not circulation or tech services. This has freed up tremendous amounts of staff time to explore new services: videos, more online tutorials, providing a newsletter, much more consulting, etc. The staff that remain no longer have to check-out or shelve books. The focus is more on subject librarian tasks and materials selection.

The Head of Reference & Instructional Services had been following the information commons model and advocating that this was a logical direction for the library to move in addressing the need to renovate the library’s first floor and services. The first floor housed a very large and increasingly less used print reference collection. Print reference collection reduced by four-fifths. After consultation with library staff, decision was made to continue providing walk-up reference service in reconfigured space among offered services.

The library wished to provide a more accessible, centrally located service point that offers a broader range of services in one location. By creating this point, we were able to move circulation to a high-traffic area on the main floor of the library, as well as free up space in the previous location for future service development.

The opening of the TFDL comes after 12 years of the Library, Archives, Museum, and Press being part of the same organizational family. The facility will enable an acceleration of the convergence of these units. We need to provide new and different services to support our researchers and learners in taking full advantage of all the potential of the new facility and will need to have our academic staff practicing more outreach. Support staff, paraprofessionals, and student assistants will be available at the first point of contact, users are encouraged to use self-service options wherever they are available, and a simplified and expedited referral process will be available to provide more in-depth research assistance. At the point of writing, we are still in transition and cannot yet articulate the impact.

The other factor that led to the decision to close the computer lab service desk was that it was not staffed the same hours as the Reference Desk, further increasing the confusion about the purpose of the desk and role of the staff who worked there.

The library’s strategic plan focused on meeting students where they are, so the thought was combining would make it less confusing which desk to go to for help.

These changes emerged from the work of our New Models of Service Task Force. They recommended fewer, more consolidated service points as a way to free up librarians and staff to be more integrated in the workflow of our users, including expanded teaching and consultation as well as the provision of virtual services. We were also informed in our planning by a campus study of what characteristics students sought in informal learning spaces.

Usage of services at the reference desk and circulation desk had declined over the past few years. By consolidating those services, we were able to reassign librarians new responsibilities that were being requested by library users.

Use of three collections (maps, microfilms, and “hard copy” reserves) was dwindling, while use of the media collection (especially CDs and DVDs) was growing. There was anecdotal evidence (and certainly indications in library literature) that users might prefer to access all of these special format (or short-term loan) items from a single service point.
User need and use pattern changes were a major factor in the creation of the project. The opportunity for the libraries to collaborate with the university’s IT department, the provost’s office, and student government helped make this a reality.

We believed that informational questions should be answered in the Learning Commons.

We wanted to bring service points into one central area for patrons (as much as is possible in our building). Some patrons have complained because the circulation function is not on the entrance level (one floor below) but I think we have made adjustments that address their concerns and the perceived inconvenience.

We wanted to redesign our space to make it more user friendly as well as efficient. This is an important service, and we wanted the space to allow both access to resources and enable staff to do their jobs better.

**Example 1: Financial and Staff Resources**

7. If a change in library financial resources had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

25 responded NA.

Budget cuts for the library and college of medicine led to loss of health science librarian positions through attrition. Due to budget cuts and other factors, the number of librarians on staff has been gradually decreasing for many years. At the same time, new work for librarians has also emerged that has required us to move some of their work (like working on public service desks) to others.

Financial: Combining human resources (expenses) allowed service hours to be maintained with existing staff. It was accepted that there would not likely be increases in funding in the future.

In FY10, the library budget was cut and closing two science libraries was a way to reduce costs and help meet the budget reduction requirements.

In this era of scarce resources, all units, including the library, are being asked to operate in a more streamlined and effective manner. Although the desk consolidation project will not result in financial savings, the fact that librarians will not be spending as much time at the reference desk is a new way of operating. The hope and goal is that librarians will have more time to devote to user and faculty engagement.

NA, other than availability of funds to take on this large renovation project.

Our goal to have fewer physical locations on campus will help in reallocating existing library positions.

Overall budget reduction.

Science librarians will be brought together from the science annex, math-physics library, and geological sciences library, and will be based in the new science library. Although the library had lobbied for a consolidated science library for more than a decade, it was clear that funding for a dedicated facility would not be available. In the end, fiscal constraints led to a re-thinking of the chemistry library as a science library, albeit with a smaller footprint than desirable. We anticipate
saving approximately $140,000 per year, mostly from salaries for vacant positions that the relocation will allow us to eliminate, and also from equipment and supplies.

The combined needs of the library and IS&T services were addressed by the university providing the resources to renovate the library space and install a new thin client computer installation with the shifting of service points. Renovation provided the opportunity to reconfigure and relocate reference desk as Research Center.

The consolidation involved moving staff to a new service point. The development of the teaching commons was accomplished with a new librarian hire and hiring additional student hours.

The libraries budget has been impacted over the past few years so we are always looking for ways to utilize our staff in the most efficient manner possible.

The Libraries experienced a 10% permanent budget reduction effective in 2009–10, which had a significant impact on collections expenditures as well as staffing/hours of service at certain service points.

The Libraries sustained several rounds of budget cuts during this period—1.5% (mid-year rescission), 12%, 5%, and 2.4%. We met the personnel budgets through elimination of vacant positions as much as possible, but did have to do some layoffs as well. As a result, we had to realign the distribution of resources, including staff, to areas of growth and high demand.

The library had a reduction in force (RIF) prior to the implementation of this service point, which was a factor in determining the need for a merged service point and the timeline for implementing it.

The library, along with the rest of the university, has experienced budget cuts for the past three years. One area in which we have some flexibility is the casual-hourly budget for student workers, and we have reduced this budget considerably. Since our service desks are staffed almost exclusively by student workers on evenings and weekends, consolidating (or closing) service desks is a way to save money.

The Libraries budget was reduced by 15% over the course of three fiscal years. These budget cuts reduced library service hours, reduced the size of our collections budget, and reduced the size of our organization.

The opportunity for the libraries to collaborate with the university’s IT department, the provost’s office, and student government helped make this a reality. The initial funding was shared among all groups and ongoing funding is shared between the libraries and the IT department.

The university’s budget was cut. Consequently, so was the library’s. A hiring freeze was instituted at the university.

This change did happen during the economic downturn and with many retirements in the offing, it was acknowledged that staff would need to be moved around. It has not been possible to hire to replace those who retired or otherwise departed.

Two of the primary government documents paraprofessional staff retired. They provided the majority of the hours on the service desk, along with the government documents librarian. We were unable to continue staffing a separate desk. The user demand at the government documents desk had also been dropping dramatically. Since the main reference desk and the documents desk were on the same floor, we decided to consolidate services and merge the two departments. The government documents librarian trained all the general reference librarians and worked closely with the political science librarian (who was himself a former government documents librarian). The integration of services (which included instruction) has worked very well. We have not received any complaints from faculty or students and the librarians are able to provide the research-level assistance needed.

Two years of across the board cuts to the library’s budget necessitated loss of both staff and vacant staff lines.
University administration provided us with extra funds to buy more e-journals and e-journal backfiles to make the library closure more palatable to users.

We desired to use the staff resources from the Information Desk for other functions in the library.

We need to deploy staff to new functions, the current budgetary reality does not permit the addition of new staff.

We needed to significantly reduce expenditures for student employees, which was achieved by eliminating the information desk as a separate service point.

While budget pressures were not a driving force in this decision, the change in service model did allow for needed flexibility during a time of considerable financial strain.

8. How did this service reconfiguration impact permanent library staff? Check all that apply. N=46

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Other Professionals</th>
<th>Support Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing staff moved to the new service point</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing staff were reassigned within the library</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position(s) was reduced through attrition</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff were hired to fill newly created positions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of work were reduced</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other impact</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Respondents</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please specify the other impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Other Professionals</th>
<th>Support Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A new Team Leader position was added</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to manage the new service point.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the transition phase, librarians</td>
<td>IT assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>did assist with staffing this service point</td>
<td>supported by Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on a reduced basis.</td>
<td>IT and jointly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>funded student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>positions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Documents librarians now</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work hours at the Main Reference Desk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians cross trained to assist with some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic Circulation Desk services.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians have time for other responsibilities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is new for some.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is a new duty for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians</td>
<td>Other Professionals</td>
<td>Support Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians need to work with/collaborate with staff from another unit and work toward a shared service philosophy.</td>
<td>Other professionals need to work with/collaborate with staff from another unit and work toward a shared service philosophy.</td>
<td>Support staff need to work with/collaborate with staff from another unit and work toward a shared service philosophy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians will be significantly reducing their hours at the reference/library service desk.</td>
<td>Increased cross training on new processes and technologies (for both circulation and reference).</td>
<td>Increased cross training on new processes and technologies (for both circulation and reference).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the two professional positions was moved elsewhere in the library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reallocation of time from desk to in-office consultations, liaison, outreach, instruction.</td>
<td></td>
<td>More responsibility for reference services and related administrative support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed from the Reference desk with one exception.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Center: adopted single reference librarian staffing; introduced appointments.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some reduction in the amount of hours on desk, consolidated service point.</td>
<td>Working at consolidated service point with campus partners.</td>
<td>Working at consolidated service point with campus partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We hired a new media services librarian position.</td>
<td></td>
<td>We hired a media services specialist position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Many of the support staff now work at more than one service point, and staff who were formerly not assigned to service points may now work on a desk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In 2010, for the first time, the library actually laid off three classified staff (system-wide) to deal with budget cuts. One of the positions identified for layoff was in the newly consolidated Media Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Layoffs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Please briefly describe the resulting impact on staff, including number of staff affected, how assignments changed, whether reporting relationships changed, etc. N=42

2.5 FTE support staff positions were assigned new responsibilities within the same department, Access and Delivery Services.

Although reporting relationships will not change, combining services impacts almost all members of the circulation, reference, and special formats (maps, microfiche) departments. There is increased awareness about how the “other side” operates, and cross training across both circulation and reference processes.

As librarians were moved off of the desk, the overnight desk staff (classified staff members), who had previously reported to the Team Leader for Undergraduate Services (which was otherwise comprised of librarians) were moved to the Access & Information Services Team. This team now staffs all of our public service desks, ILL searching/Document Delivery.

Assignments didn’t change much, but there was some adjustment to reporting.

At the busiest service point, librarians were removed from the desk (as indicated by the hours of work reduced above; this does not mean layoffs, just a change in where effort was expended). Two half-time Library Assistant III positions were created for additional support for this desk. Digital reference services are now covered by staff at this desk (and others in the library), in addition to previous in-person and phone reference services provided here.

Closed branches: 3.25 Natural Sciences Librarians joined the Reference and Research Services Division, reporting to the Head, RRS. One assumed additional duties as Data Services Coordinator. Classified were transferred to other units/duties where there were critical vacancies (1.0), or increased needs (2.0). Each reported to a new supervisor in a different division of the Libraries.

Current business librarian now spends one day/week at new site. Hired 3/4 business librarian to cover additional days. Grad students hired for support.

During this past winter, staff were stretched to staff the old Circulation Desk in the old building as well as the Integrated Service Desk in the new building. We also needed to manage closed stack access so students were hired to retrieve materials. Staff began to understand the need to change workflows to accommodate the increased reliance on self-serve, holds, retrievals, and cross training. The new workflows have been described and units realigned. Reporting relationships are in the process of changing as we have just created new job profiles and are posting the ongoing staff changes for the fall when we are closing the old service points. This change affected 29 staff members plus student assistants.

Freed up librarians to have more time to work in their offices. No changes to reporting lines, staff numbers, etc.

ILS staff still reporting to Head of ILS services and now focus solely on processing of requests and take referrals from new service desk when needed. Circulation and Reference units were combined and reconfigured to form Public and Research Services. Staff were assigned roles and divided into two highly collaborative teams based on expertise and strengths. The On-Stage team (17 staff) works the front line service desk and the Backstage team (7 staff) focuses on all the required back-end patron processing of books, equipment, library accounts, and fines.

Librarians and staff spend fewer hours at the new Research Desk because there are more people sharing the workload.

Librarians had more free time for the extra assignments they have been given due to a hiring freeze.

Librarians no longer serve on the desk. Now serve in consultation role. Staff serve on frontline.
Loss of one professional health science librarian in main library, loss of one professional health science librarian in college of medicine, and loss of one health sciences support staff in main library. Remaining health sciences professional duties now split between main library services for allied health areas (no specific service point) and college of medicine Learning Resource Center with dual reporting to libraries and college.

No increase/decrease in FTEs, but existing support staff and graduate academic assistants (library school graduate students) now report to more than one supervisor in some cases and are cross trained in both sets of disciplines.

One open professional position was moved elsewhere in the library. One of three support positions remained in the ed school. The other two staff were moved to other areas of the library affected by resignations in those other areas.

One reference librarian works desk hours between traditional business hours with support staff and student assistants. Student assistants work desk evening and weekend hours.

Originally (five years ago when we launched the transition), this was a very major service initiative at our institution. A lot of time went into the planning and implementation for librarians and support staff. First we articulated what service offerings should be provided at the service desks, then competencies were established for the librarians and support staff to deliver. Some new positions needed to be designed and advertised. A full training program was delivered prior to the service change and on-going training is an established practice. Some staff did have reporting relationships and unit structures that changed. However, in this most recent shift (the last four libraries), staff needed training but there were no re-assignments of units or reporting structures.

Overall this has been a highly successful merger. The Media Center has become a fairly busy “hub,” yet remaining staff (including student workers) do not appear to be overwhelmed by the amount of work or the variety of collections serviced.

Reporting relationships changed for most staff across the organization. Most of the former public services librarians work in one of the new departments: Liaisons to Departments, Labs, or Centers; Instruction and Reference Services; Specialized Content & Services; User Experience; or Information Delivery & Library Access. Many librarians moved offices and have dual reporting lines to one or more departments.

Reporting relationships did not change.

Reporting structure remained unchanged. Move to open access for media resulted in an impact on collection development, circulation, and reference staff. The move to open access required review by collection development items for open or closed media, increased circulation of media impacted circulation and reference. The move, however, went smoothly and resulted in an increase in circulation of media.

Research Center adopted a single reference librarian and single work-study information student (answering phone and providing basic directional and catalog help) model staffed by nine bibliographers, two part-time reference librarians, and two other librarians 70 hours weekly, abandoning outdated staffing (four people) model that traffic no longer required. The Research Center includes two meeting alcoves: One is used for student-initiated, half-hour appointments with librarians (thirteen scheduled hours weekly) and the other is staffed eight hours weekly by Writing Center student tutors.

Science librarians will be brought together from the science annex, math-physics library, and geological sciences library, and will be based in the new science library. Support staff will manage circulation and stacks and will assist patrons in locating materials in the science annex. One librarian position was lost to retirement/attrition following the consolidation of the biology and chemistry libraries in the annex. One staff position has been reassigned elsewhere in the library. Consolidation of support staff would allow for elimination of a vacant position in the case of a future resignation or retirement.
Some librarians who had previously volunteered to work the reference desk declined to continue to do so when we moved in with circulation staff. I believe it was because they did not want to be responsible for or learn about circulation procedures and tasks. Nor did they want to be the “person in charge” which often happens when you’re the only one or one of a few faculty/staff in the CSP space and the student employees look to you for answers. Consequently, we had to rely on long-time circulation staff with little or no reference skills to staff what is the busiest service point in the entire library.

Staff continued to do work related to document delivery/ILL, but without responsibility for check out, and from an existing behind-the-scenes location.

Staff from the consolidated service points (Circulation/Reserves) have had to cross train and to adjust to a new model for desk staffing. Stacks management staff, who were in close proximity to the circulation desk before, have had to adjust to being more physically distant from the circulation desk. Approximately 20 staff were affected in one way or another. Prior to the consolidation, several units were combined into an Access Services department. So there was some change in reporting structure but not because of the service point consolidation.

Staff had basic training in question answering and when to refer; collections librarians had training in reference desk procedures and virtual reference etiquette; all had to maintain a little more cooperative relationship with each other. Staffing at Circulation enabled 8–midnight IM coverage; reference desk hours trimmed to leave more time for reference and collections librarians to develop relationships outside the library walls and develop new tools for information dissemination (learning objects, research guides [web], virtual services).

Staff were not impacted; student employment was reduced.

Staff who didn’t previously report through the Access Services department now have a dotted reporting line through them.

Support staff went into layoff status and were hired to fill other positions within the University Library.

Ten librarians and staff now do all of their reference time at the Learning Commons Desk or from their offices.

The change was fairly seamless.

The consolidation of media with music media has brought about cross training of staff from each of the two formerly separate centers. Some reporting relationships changed, and a new manager of our adjacent Sharon Fordham Lab was hired.

The librarian no longer supervised staff although this changed recently with other organizational changes. One support staff was reassigned to a vacant position in another science library and the other support staff was transferred to a vacant position in the circulation unit of the main library.

The new 24/7 space is staffed by student assistants from IT and supervised by staff from IT. There is a joint group of IT staff and library staff (primarily staff from Circulation and Reference) who collaborate and help determine the services needed and provided, the training needed, and the configuration of the physical space. A security officer was hired to be in the space during the overnight hours.

The staffing impact was the ability to redeploy student assistants to a very busy service desk in the media department. The subject specialist moved to the Main Library. The two support staff were transferred to different branches.

The teams of Access Services were reorganized to accommodate the change in service points, including consolidating branch library staff into one team, creating a new service desk team, and establishing the stacks team as a separate team (the stacks and circulation teams had been one team previously).
Two staff positions overall were added; since they were new it didn’t impact on assignments or reporting relationships.

Two support staff were reassigned—one to Circulation and one to Receiving. Both took about 80% of their former responsibilities with them. Reporting relationships changed for both staff members. The one who moved to Circulation also helped form our 24/5 team for third shift.

We had three staff serving the service desk. Two (paraprofessionals) retired and the third staff (librarian) moved into the new department; one library assistant still reports to the librarian within the new department in order to provide stacks maintenance.

**Example 1: New Technology**

New/emerging technology has the potential to enhance library services. QR Codes, GIS applications, Skype, student course-centered software such as Blackboard, collaborative sites such as SharePoint, Basecamp, or Google Sites/Documents, and cloud-based computing solutions such as Amazon EC2 are just a few examples with library applications.

10. If the availability of new technology had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, or if the new configuration permitted the application of new technology, please briefly describe that technology and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

26 responded NA.

Collaborative use of QuestionPoint software to manage and provide our chat and email transactions as part of a consortium of providers, including 24/7 access to chat research support. Changes to our website leveraged access to the Chat Qwidget and increased the number of chat interactions dramatically.

Development of the adjacent Sharon Fordham Lab, containing software applications to enhance use of new technology and media in teaching and learning, ties in closely with expertise and resources in the merged Media Center collection.

Digital Media was becoming more widely available in the library collection (licensed streaming video, for example). Library computers and loaned laptops could “play” digital media at any location in the building, reducing the need for a dedicated “media center” space. Use of the microforms collection was decreasing, due in part to greater availability of online journal backfiles and more full text online. NOTE: The Libraries' heavily used Technology Lending Service (laptops, iPads, ebooks, MP3 players, etc.) is also serviced from the main circulation desk now, along with Course Reserves. This is a busy service point at which staff need to be trained in a wide variety of functions.

For the most part our new media services provided access to only existing technology (e.g., DVD) but the long range plan was to create a unit in the library that would eventually offer digital media production services using more sophisticated media production equipment and software.
Hope to make the Kenan Science Library a center for high-end e-science applications, but this has not yet been developed to any significant degree.

In a small way we have continued to add to the variety of electronic devices that we circulate, this allowed us to create a separate service point only for devices.

In general, the Transition to Online program (last eight years) has enabled staff to provide reference services virtually/online and has allowed users to find many materials online and perhaps more independently, i.e., these materials no longer have to be housed in a space adjacent to the desks. In addition, services can be provided remotely through other social media/software so librarians don’t need to be scheduled on the desk as much. Remotely through Meebo/Screenr/email.

Increased digital resources made having an onsite collection of printed materials less of an imperative.

IS&T used thin client technology to install 200 computer stations over three floors in the library and removed their outdated PC-based basement computer lab with 128 computers elsewhere on campus and 48 PCs in the library drove the opportunity to reconfigure service points. The library used a subscription to appointment.com to provide web-based, student-initiated appointments with librarians, including text description of need.

LibraryH3lp as first line of answer after experiment with Meebo had partial results due to lack of continuous hours. LibGuides enabled added layer of virtual presence.

Multi-media technology and new equipment were added to a more traditional information commons area.

New audio and media technology allowed us to serve users more efficiently and the new space supported this. And the new space allowed us to enhance and improve the backroom functions that support direct users’ services.

Not sure if this can be considered “new technology” but the increase in online journal subscriptions had an impact on the reconfiguration.

Providing better access to technology for students has been an important goal in changes to service delivery. The move to the provision of applications via the cloud by our central IT department has meant that laptops are even more pervasive and places to sit, work, collaborate, and recharge are essential. This has informed the redesign of our reconfigured spaces and the purchase of furniture and equipment. We are beginning to use mobile technology for service delivery as well. Presentation practice spaces and videoconferencing were also introduced to support instructional programs.

The availability of online content is not new or emerging, but it was a factor in the space configuration described above.

The downward trends in circulation patterns was a major factor in our decision making, coupled with the advances in self-service options and the expectation for these user enhancements; i.e., self sign out/in and fines payments.

The establishment of the virtual service point was facilitated through greater use of RSS feeds, LibGuides, and Moodle course management software.

The new configuration allowed for time to implement new technologies. Skype enabled consultations without having to meet face-to-face. Use of online tutorials and web pages increased. They are transitioning to cloud computing. Services are moving from face-to-face to online.

The only technology impact on this decision was the ability to provide significant amounts of current and archived health sciences literature electronically.

The significance of the impact is unknown, but there is a new department devoted to the exploration of many of these aspects, which is our User Experience department. This group is working with and offering instruction sessions to
patrons about QR Codes, Apps that can be used to support academic work, use of blogs and wikis, and devices like iPads, Kindles, and Nook e-readers. This group is still in startup and experimenting with these emerging technologies. GIS services were existent prior to the reorganization, however, they are now aligned within the Specialized Content & Services department, which is also responsible for supporting distance education through educational video capture services. GIS, images, video, and music are now joined in this Specialized Content department.

The TFDL will be a very technology-rich environment when completed. For the initial opening of the Learning Commons we had an increased use of self-serve checkouts, newly implemented RFID tagged materials, self-sorter for book returns, a newly revised booking system for collaborative workrooms where students could select the room being booked (to accommodate variations in technology), increased wiring and electrical outlet access, large displays and mini-Mac servers in each of the collaborative workrooms to encourage collaborative work, TeamSpot software in collaborative workrooms to further enhance the integration of student technologies with Learning Commons technologies. We also introduced two touchable devices. Other signage and media walls were not fully implemented because of missing mounts, these will be fully implemented in the fall. Students’ use of space substantial increase over old facility. Some problems with abuse of the booking system that will be reviewed this summer. Expect to see more significant impacts next fall when the facility is fully implemented.

This is anecdotal but by spending less time at a desk, librarians likely do have more time to explore and implement new technologies such as QR codes and chat. We have implemented those but it wasn’t necessarily part of the decision to reconfigure the service.

We implemented self-checkout in both the science/engineering and the social science/humanities libraries. So far, the self-checkout hasn’t made a huge impact.

We were able to move to a model of hosted, streamed content and away from formats that may no longer be viable.

While not new, the availability of e-journals and electronic communication methods allowed the closure to move forward.

While not part of the physical renovation of the first floor, part of the renovation funding went to the development of a new media studio (five high-end media PCs and 14 iMacs loaded with state-of-the-art media software). Currently the lab is located in the library annex building (attached to the main library building) within the Media and Reserves unit. Our next renovation project will see the media studio and a technical support staff member move to the second floor of the main building to enhance its profile. It will also be located nearby other service units and their staff so they can assist students with the content/planning of their media projects.

**Example 1: Collaboration and Outsourcing**

11. If an opportunity for collaboration with a partner outside the library had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that opportunity and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

39 responded NA.
Ability to combine services into one desk with partners from Student Success and IT.

Because of attrition in the libraries and the college of medicine, the opportunity to share the costs and services of the remaining health sciences librarian arose. The impact has been an increased workload on the health science librarian, but better and more efficient collaborations and resource sharing between the libraries and the college of medicine.

Creating the space and services offered new opportunity for collaboration with the business school.

Major collaboration with Information Services & Technology (IS&T) provided opportunity to reconfigure reference service. IS&T’s interest in installing a new thin client based computer service that improved their software management was an important factor in library renovation.

Subscription to 24/7 chat service.

The Education Library was already in the Education School, so it was assumed the collaboration would continue. The facility is now managed by the school but staffed by the library, which leaves library staff more free to concentrate on services rather than building maintenance, etc.

The library collaborated with the Graduate School of Library and Information Science on this change in service model.

The library partnered with Academic & Research Technology, a department within campus IT.

The opportunity for the libraries to collaborate with the university’s IT department, the provost’s office, and student government helped make this a reality. The initial funding was shared among all groups and ongoing funding is shared between the libraries and the IT department.

The provost’s investment in reshaping library spaces was critical to the success of the Research Commons project and to all of our reconfigured service points. Partnership with university IT, Classroom Support Services, and Capital Resources Planning was also key. They provided information and in-kind services to support our project and remain involved in the evolution of the spaces.

We had already been participating in a group that provided us with access to the software used to provide digital reference services. The software is configured in such a way that it allowed us to provide distributed service (service from more than one location all at once) and was a factor in helping us move to the new service model.

We had the opportunity to expand on our collaborative relationship with the campus IT unit in the newly consolidated Science Library. We had been very successful with opening a new service point with them in our main library in 2007.

We partnered with the campus IT service at a new Commons Desk so this did impact our decision to relocate the Research Desk.

12. If an opportunity for outsourcing service delivery had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that opportunity and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=52

48 responded NA.
At about the same time that we consolidated Media and Music Media into the Media Center, we closed our Presentation Services, considering that the service was not core to the Libraries’ mission. While we did not really outsource the services that Presentation Services formerly provided, we felt that faculty and other groups that were our users were finding new modes of delivery of films and other media formats. This has freed up the manager of Presentation Services to devote time to preservation of media resources and to some support in the Media Center and the Sharon Fordham Lab.

Our collaborative partnership provides 24/7 chat support to our users, but also allows questions that we can’t get to during our regular service hours to roll to a national queue for support as well. This variable allows us to manage multiple types of reference (in-person, phone, and chat) all at once while knowing that some users can get support from external service providers.

Transferring responsibility for student printing fully to IS&T (by bringing them into the building) and away from information students and reference staff was a favorable outcome. Library previously had inadequate 25 IS&T computer stations that were driving approximately 25% of campus printing on inadequate and inadequately staffed printers demonstrating that the library was a logical place students were looking to for this service. Lines were continual.

We phased out our Billing Services unit of the Access Services department. Users can now pay their bills online using a credit card or they can go to the central billing office on campus to pay fines in person. We also provide reference assistance 24/7 via a chat service; ~75% of the online coverage is outsourced to librarians not affiliated with the university. Librarians now have more time to devote to scholarly communication, outreach, and instruction.

13. Please make any additional comments on the factors that drove this service reconfiguration. N=13

Availability of most journal literature in electronic form made closing these science libraries easier.

Budget reduction combined with maximizing deployment of staff and other resources.

Information commons model of providing a suite of services in the library a major factor. Commitment made to continue providing a librarian as prominent walk-up reference service in Research Center among the services. Observation of student interaction with offices throughout campus, such as Writing Center and Educational Resource Center, drove adoption of appointment model. Information Services & Technology (IS&T) added a staffed IT Help Desk and moved the main student and faculty account printing facility into the library, Print Center. The library Copy Center became the Scan/ Copy Center incorporating formerly IT scanning service.

It was mostly a desire to improve services to our user community and respond to their needs, while creating a better space for the collections and service delivery.

Just to state again that the change in this service provision was initiated to improve service to the user and also did create opportunities for support staff and librarians in terms of promotion into more senior positions.

MIT has just entered into new strategic partnerships with Harvard University, the HathiTrust, and the Ivies Plus Borrow Direct network, which will shape some of our services in the future. These partnerships were not the driver for our reorganization or reconfiguration of services, but are in line with the goals of our reorganization.

Need for remodeling for aesthetics.
Our previous service model was costing us approximately $2000 a week in staff time. By moving the service to a new location and using existing staff, we were able to reallocate that staff time for other activities and use existing service points distributed across the libraries to provide a high level of service to digital reference users.

Student input and need helped drive this service reconfiguration.

The fact that these collections were shrinking, could be downsized, or could be stored more efficiently helped to make this merger do-able. The volume of hard-copy course reserve has shrunk steadily through the years, as e-reserve grows in importance. We have been steadily weeding our microfilm collection as more material becomes available digitally (keeping in mind, of course, the importance of microfilm from a preservation perspective, for truly archival collections). We are able to store our growing media collection (CDs, DVDs) on compact shelving.

The service point was on the opposite side of a large lobby from the unit that supervised the students staffing the desk. This made it difficult for the student supervisor to monitor performance at the desk.

The service reconfigurations were driven by our commitment to meet the needs of our students and faculty by providing technology rich, collaborative spaces where informal learning is enabled. We have partnered with colleagues in the Graduate School and Undergraduate Academic Affairs among others to deliver programs and services in these spaces with the goal of fostering interdisciplinary connections.

This change was driven by a change in focus of the school to research and scholarship, by financial issues resulting from the economic meltdown, by the opportunity for greater collaboration between the school and the library, and by advancing technology.

**Example 1: User Participation**

14. Did your library involve users in the planning, implementation, and/or assessment of this service reconfiguration? Please select one answer in each row. N=50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you answered “Yes”, please briefly describe the methods that were used to engage users.

**Planning Process**

But only by virtue of counted numbers in decline.

Consulted informally with patrons.

Design charrette; focus groups; surveys; Graduate and Professional Student Advisory Committee.
Discussion with the University Library Committee and users of the Media/Microforms Center.

Discussions with dean and faculty.

Discussions with students.

Feedback from the Library Student Advisory Committee.

Focus groups with ed school constituents; a liaison group within the ed school; planning was done by the school.

Focus groups with faculty concerning use of media in courses.

Focus groups, direct discussion.

Focus groups, surveys.

Focus groups, surveys, individual conversations with department chairs and faculty.

Identified barriers to physical and virtual access (LibQUAL+® survey).

Implementation Planning Team used focus groups to engage with students and instructors and to learn more about their expectations of the new facility.

Informal interactions to judge user needs and/or perceptions of the change.

Interviews, surveys, focus groups.

Meetings with the academic department chair and library liaison (faculty member).

Staff simulated possible locations and desk configurations using the help of students.

Student Government was a champion and supporter of this project. Student comments from surveys influenced the planning process.

Student input at meetings.

Student involvement in renovation plans via in-house and online surveys and focus groups.

Survey, focus group, ethnographic observation of students’ use of building.

Surveys, focus groups, user forums.

The Faculty Committee on the Library System and other groups were engaged with the planning of the new organization.

We did extensive research and data analysis of user data in our initial review of our service desks. We did not ask our users what they wanted. Instead we looked at their use patterns and what questions were being asked.

We discussed plans with the student library advisory board and also conducted focus groups to discuss service desires and spatial issues regarding the service consolidation project.

We invited faculty in the media arts to have input on the services that would be offered.

Worked with faculty to design services and space.
Service Implementation

Business school funding grad student workers.
But only by virtue of counted numbers in decline.
Focus groups with faculty.
Focus groups, informal feedback from faculty.
Interviews, surveys.
Plans were adjusted based on faculty feedback.
The school helped with moving the collection and furniture, and managed/paid for construction.
Use of LibQUAL+® data helped to drive service desk changes as well as comments received via planning process.
User forums.
Users’ comments were analyzed and their priorities were acknowledged (LibQUAL+® survey).

Service Assessment

Assessment of services is part of user surveys.
Chat users have an opportunity to provide input via a brief survey after every transaction.
Collecting data on usage after implementation and anecdotal accounts from users; surveys of use planned for this year.
Desk staff passed out comment cards to users post-implementation.
Discussions with students.
During a library service desk team building and training day, student assistants and other users were asked to role play and provide feedback about the nature of service they desire in this type of arrangement. In addition, once the desk project is complete in Fall 2011, users will be asked to provide feedback about the level of service and the physical space (aesthetics, traffic, etc.)
Evaluations of library instruction and consultations; the space is included in annual library user satisfaction survey.
Feedback from the Library Student Advisory Committee.
Focus groups.
In year one, no formal assessment, yet. It will involve faculty and students.
Interviews, surveys, analysis of transactions and other use of services.
LibQUAL+®.
Ongoing self-assessment, comments from the staff, favourable feedback from users.
Our new User Experience department runs regular ethnographic studies to learn about user needs and share these needs with the rest of the organization for service design. We also now have a dedicated assessment librarian who will share the data from various community feedback streams.
Patron surveys.
Prospective. Intend to assess and modify services as needed once they are fully implemented.

Statistics gathering.
Survey (spring and fall).

Surveys.
Surveys; observation and focus groups (we had an iSchool student whose job was to do regular observation and reporting on use in the Research Commons).

This space is included in assessment efforts such as surveys and focus groups that look at services and technology provided, service, and physical space.

To evaluate new services desk structure.

User comments and feedback.
User feedback now coming in through LibQUAL+® regarding our reconfigured space, service points, and overall service quality.
User survey.
User surveys.

We continued to collect data on questions asked to ensure the desk staff we put at our different sites are adequate for the customers needs. We also do an action gap survey every year at each of our public service sites which looks at 1) what service dimensions users value most, 2) which of these they feel we do the best, and 3) where we need to most improve. This data helps us to target those areas that are highest priority and where we have the greatest “gap” in service quality.

We created a media faculty advisory board to provide feedback and consultation on the operation and development of the new department.

We have analyzed our government documents reference transactions (documented by LibStats).

**Additional Comments**

Implementation is ongoing and assessment is continuous, formative as well as summative. We do informal “check-in” with students using the space and make adjustments.

Most of the changes to service were on the operational and organizational side. Our community is surveyed every three years so our next survey will happen in October and likely ask questions about this.

Ongoing implementation, Student Advisory Council Terms of Reference currently being completed for new group to be formed in fall.

We administer surveys about services ongoing: LibQUAL+®, CountingOpinions.
**Example 1: Assessment**

15. What criteria did/will the library use to assess how well this service delivery reconfiguration met its goals? N=39

All service points (virtual and physical) get good usage; users report satisfaction with services (when questioned in subsequent surveys); staff report satisfaction with mix of duties and cross training.

As noted previously, we logged and analyzed questions for several years after the initial reconfiguration (the one that happened in 2005–06) and also have conducted the action gap survey at least once a year since then.

Budget savings and anecdotal evidence.

Contact initial focus group faculty for further discussion. Assess circulation data, as well as acquisitions data concerning move to hosted streaming.

Criteria will be developed in consultation with faculty and grad students.

Discussions with students.

Feedback from front-line staff and management. We’ll also watch for comments in our next (roughly biennial) iteration of the LibQUAL+® survey, next due in 2012. With the recent hiring of an assessment librarian, we have begun to do more focused surveys of users, and could conceivably test user reactions that way (though nothing is currently planned).

Feedback from users on our standard survey tools.

Get feedback from users (survey, other methodology); quantitative results from Desk Tracker statistics (use increased in part because of better visibility); staff report more appropriate referrals.

Given the nature of the change, there will not be any formal assessment.

How well our users are being served.

Increase in questions asked and overall use of service. Staff satisfaction with reconfiguration, student satisfaction with reconfiguration.

Increased usage.

Informal discussions with users.

LibQUAL+® survey results will be used in the future. Feedback from users is currently being used.

Maintaining or increasing the number of audiovisual transactions through the circulation desk.

None to date.

Potential criteria will include quality of service measures (for example: “Did you receive a satisfactory answer to your question?”), as well as efficiency measures such as service wait time.

Primarily just anecdotal evidence from staff at the remaining desk and librarian interactions with primary patron groups during reference interactions/research consultations.

Research Center staff continues to collect reference transaction information. Adoption of student-initiated appointments by students determined successful. Satisfaction of librarians with appointments also successful.
Still too new to assess.

The 24/7 space is included in assessment efforts such as surveys and focus groups which look at how well we are meeting patron needs in the areas of service provision, services and equipment, and physical space.

The library vacated the space in the timeframe specified by the university. Soon after closing, user complaints were virtually non-existent.

The new configuration should meet the information needs of patrons.

The reference librarians are able to answer the majority of government documents questions; the government documents librarian will be able to continue providing government documents instruction; the department has several librarians trained to handle more difficult and complex research.

Use: data indicate significant increase in gate count at this service point. Time on task: data indicate that students who use the Research Commons spend significantly more time in the library than students who use other areas. Collaboration: increased collaboration with Graduate School & Undergraduate Academic Affairs in support of student success at all levels.

User and staff feedback and assessment. Salary savings.

User and staff satisfaction.

User feedback, staff savings, user engagement with facility.

User satisfaction. Use of services. Contribution to library-wide discussion of services.

User satisfaction and ability to access and use the Media/Microforms collections. Reduced operating expenditures/greater efficiency.

User satisfaction. Number of complaints.

User surveys.

Users are asked to rate satisfaction and importance of various library services in the annual library survey; the responses can be tied to particular libraries. Classes rate satisfaction with instruction on evaluations. One-on-one consultations are also rated.

We are comparing our LibQUAL+® data from 2011 to previous years to assess our service delivery reconfiguration. We will conduct additional surveys/focus groups as needed based on what we learn from LibQUAL+® data.

We are in our first year of using a Balanced Scorecard model for assessment. Each department developed objectives, targets, and measures. Many of these assessment goals were focused on determining changes to service quality or benchmarking the needs of the community.

We have not yet conducted a formal assessment but the anecdotal evidence in terms of support from faculty and students and much positive feedback tells us that the new department was well received.

We participate in LibQUAL+® so some comments from that survey may address the consolidation.

We will examine statistics and data related to these services, feedback from service providers received during listening sessions, and feedback from chat users via the online survey. We are still determining other mechanisms for gathering additional feedback from our users.
16. Please briefly describe up to three benefits that resulted or that you anticipate from this service reconfiguration. N=46

24/7 space available for students. Safe environment with security officer present for late night studying. Increased availability of computers, software, and study space.

A “one-stop-shopping” experience for users. Increased cross training for staff, thereby broadening skills sets to anticipate a wider variety of user needs and requests. An opportunity for a new library service desk redesign to create a more aesthetically pleasing experience for users.

A much more visible media services unit that is perceived as a benefit to supporting teaching and learning. A more efficient e-reserve operation for media. Added study rooms dedicated to the viewing of media.

Access to users by resource improved. Able to offer longer hours of service with the same number of staff. Back room operations much better.

Better ability to answer a diverse range of question (including technology help requests and university-centered needs). More interaction between service providers, enhanced communication. Central location near entryway allows for instant help to people entering the building.

Better, more efficient use of available staff. Consolidate service point: less confusion and shuffling between for patrons. Opportunity to train/retrain staff (faculty and support staff and students) cross departmentally (reference, circulation, reserves).

Better quality reference transactions with students. Appointments allow higher profile for library reference with faculty and administrators aware of this appointment service. Writing Center approached library about providing tutoring service in reconfigured Research Center.

Clarification of service expectations for staff working at service points across the libraries perhaps providing for some more consistency where possible as well. Distributed mechanism for providing chat and email reference allows more people to support these services at one time, thereby improving our ability to provide timely responses and to support more chat transactions despite increased demand. Increased capacity of previous service providers to take on other high priority work identified by the organization.

Consolidation of service for patrons in a highly visible location. Improved communication between Reference, Circulation creates learning opportunities for staff and improved service for patrons. Reference librarians/liaisons have more interaction with faculty and are able to see the books they select in circulation.

Convenience for users. Melding of audiovisual collection requests into existing workflow. Transfer of one staff member to 24/5 schedule.

Easier for students to locate service point. More efficient use of librarian and staff time.

Freeing up librarians’ time for other duties. More standardized policies, procedures, practices. More consistent coverage.

Freeing up staff time and creating more flexibility to schedules.

Having experts from other areas of the library is beneficial to the general reference librarians. Also, because the Main Reference Desk is on a different floor than the Government Documents Department, it is helpful for the Government Documents librarians to know more about general library resources.
Identification by users of most highly valued services. Implementation of new technological solutions to user need, e.g., specialized discovery tools, RSS feeds, e-learning environments. Implementation of “embedded librarian” approach emphasizing placement of library expertise “in the flow” of teaching and research in the liaison program.

Improved aesthetics, improved service flow for both areas, improved service for patrons as we were able to split checkout areas.

Improved utilization of staff. Improved space for users. Increased accessibility to and availability for some materials (e.g., revised policy allowing music CDs to circulate now).

Increased access to electronic health sciences content. Improved collaborations with college of medicine. Improved student understanding of main library services and resources.

Increased visibility and use of services and spaces for graduate students. Improved spaces and technology for collaboration among undergraduates and between TAs and undergraduates. More community visibility: demands for use of space for university conferences, symposia, colloquia, and poster sessions.

Increased visibility of media collection leading to greater access. Service point is on the floor with circulation and reference allowing for increased service support for media. Greater awareness among collection development librarians to address new opportunities for hosted streaming.

Interdisciplinary knowledge increased, staff recognized the expertise of others, discipline-specific silos were diminished. Users benefited because service hours were maintained/extended and users spent less time finding the service desk. The reconfiguration freed up more time for librarians to provide other priority services, such as teaching, outreach, collection development, advanced reference, consultation in offices, etc.

Less confusion for users about where to direct requests. Less confusion for Reference Department members about their role in monitoring the service point. Greater confidence that users are getting reliable and consistent information in response to their requests.

Librarian embedded in facility for convenient face-to-face consultations/interactions. Additional business librarian will help handle growing demand for general support and instruction in business programs throughout the university.

Librarians able to provide individualized services to users.

Made patrons more aware of the Learning Commons services. Saved staff and financial resources.

Major benefit is users have knowledgeable staff longer hours who can answer question that come up. Users also benefit from system that refers question to most appropriate answerer and likely quickest responder. Staff benefit both from cross training (strategic use of staff expertise) and cooperative understanding of roles across departments.

Major patron services are now all available on one floor during all of the hours that the library is open. The majority of staff in Access Services are now adjacent to one another and can cooperate more fully. Over time I believe that we will realize some savings in staff time (once the microform/media/and music monument materials and services are addressed).

More economical service provision. Service provided by more highly qualified staff. Service point located in a more visible and convenient location for users.

More free time for librarians. Users directed to main service desk.

More open space on first floor. Easier to direct patrons to Reference or Circulation as required.
New opportunity for support staff, upgraded positions. Librarians are more actively involved as models and mentors to desk staff. Some renovations to accommodate the single desk area improved physical aspects.

Not having circulation services allows much more time to deal with other services. There are fewer interruptions. Unlike circulation transactions, consultation & teaching time can be scheduled. “Business” was cut in half allowing time to produce a well-received newsletter. Not having technical services functions also contributed to freeing up time even though the circulation and tech staff was moved elsewhere. Moving the collection presented an opportunity to weed duplicates and materials no longer deemed valuable.

Our single service point resulted in overall improved customer service. Why? Allowed us to provide consistent training for all frontline service desk staff thanks to merging of circulation and reference units and reallocation of duties of third unit (taking ILS off service desk). Frontline services now completely focused on immediate user needs with removal of processing from “on-stage” to “backstage”. This has allowed for better customer focus at the desk and more accurate and efficient processing procedures off desk. More desirable first floor space available for student learning and public use.

Primary benefit is expected to be cost savings that will be used to meet budget cuts for 2011–12 and subsequently reduced base budget. Operating efficiencies will also permit re-allocation of resources toward growth of e-science programs.

Reduced staff costs. Reduced facilities costs. Staff available to be reassigned to other areas.

Reduced student labor costs. More robust e-journal collection.

Savings in our casual-hourly budget for student employees. Ability to reassign permanent staff. Greater convenience for users ("one-stop-shopping" for multiple formats).

Space where the reference desk previously stood has been reconfigured for use by students and other users. Since staff are cross trained, we have a more flexible workforce.

Staff working across library service points are familiar with the collections and services offered across one or more locations and disciplines, making them better able to support interdisciplinary research. There is more of a focus on the integration of both physical and virtual service points, and providing a consistent user experience across the multiple channels that users take to contact the Libraries. The organization is poised to be opportunistic and act more quickly on emerging service priorities from the community, which we will learn about through ethnographic studies, usability studies, and other channels for patron feedback. Delivery times for access to content should be improved, and options for access to materials via traditional interlibrary loan, paging services, and direct borrowing arrangements can be simplified and consolidated.

Students using the facility who never used library. Better connections with staff in Student and Enrollment Services who will be collaborating more with us as they move into the Student Success Centre. More opportunities to take advantage of new media in the production of new knowledge.

The change resulted in a reduction of staff (retiring staff member not replaced) and required fewer student employees.

Two full-time staff positions could be redeployed to areas of greater need. Media/audiovisual materials in the collection were presented to users in a more visible and integrated way.

We anticipate users will be better served because they will be able to handle routine questions more quickly at service points.

We have not done a formal assessment, but user response has been positive because non-returnables can be picked up whenever the library is open. Unexpectedly, the staff like their new location better than their old. It’s all about windows.
We provide one-stop shopping for reference at the main reference desk. We have cross trained the government documents librarian to provide social sciences and humanities reference and instruction. We are using our professional staff more efficiently.

We were able to move our librarians to other critical work (creating online learning materials/objects, creating credit courses, establishing an institutional repository service, pushing out library resources, services, and learning materials to courses using the campus CMS, assessing the effectiveness of our information resources management, etc.). We were able to move extremely competent classified staff from areas where work was shrinking (cataloging) into new areas (reference), avoiding layoffs and keeping their significant knowledge and skills in the institution. We were able to move responsibility for covering public service points to a single team/unit, resulting in greater efficiency and more consistent customer service.

17. Please describe up to three unexpected challenges or difficulties that arose as a result of this service reconfiguration. N=35

A few heavy users of microforms were initially unhappy with the new location of the reader-printers.

A minor problem related to processing of materials that were checked out at the time of the move, but no other unexpected challenges arose.

Adjusting large number of bibliographic and item records to show new location and loan rules. Determining physical location and integration of AV materials. Introducing the handling and circulation of AV equipment into Circulation responsibilities (cameras, batteries, tripods, etc.)

Agreeing on a design: the project requires many different constituencies agreeing on space for staff needs, materials, and aesthetic issues as well. Funding: building a new service desk is not an incidental cost and our analysis suggested that in order to create a truly transformative aesthetic experience, a custom, mill-work solution was required. Grant funding offset the direct cost to some degree, but funding the project is still a large challenge. Staff buy-in: it takes time for staff who have traditionally worked in different cultures (circulation and reference) to accept and buy into a new service philosophy. Combining cultures has been a challenge but training and team building has helped this process.

Because we were in transition and moving materials to the new library, we were retrieving our most heavily used materials on behalf of the users because the stack floors were not yet open.

Challenge: more staff training is needed. This wasn’t unexpected, however.

Cross training of staff. Helping staff adapt to the changes.

Due to the value of certain media in older formats (VHS, DVD), there is a need to keep a number of titles in closed media. This limits access to some degree. With any non-circulating collection (unavailable for browsing), instructing the user searching titles in this collection is critical. New demands on circulation.

Having faculty adjust to the new procedures for submitting e-reserve requests for media. Having to staff the desk with student workers and coming up with a workable staff schedule to support the new service desk. That it was harder than we expected to get a digital media production unit started.

Here are some difficulties, though not unexpected: Some patrons had a difficult time adjusting to the move of circulation services from the entrance level. Cross training staff was labor intensive and disruptive, though beneficial.
Combining the ‘cultures’ of two previously distinct units has been a challenge, though staff are rising to the occasion. I believe we anticipated the challenges well. And as I stated, this last shift had the benefit of the four larger libraries already having made the transition.

In a situation that I inherited and with a decision already made, we initially experienced resistance from some music department faculty to the notion of sharing services and staff. It was not clear to what degree previously agreed upon decisions had been discussed with/communicated to them.

Increased demand on facilities staff to configure and reconfigure spaces for multiple events in one day. Pressure for non-research related events due to temporary closure of student union building.

Integrating branch library collections into main library was complicated and time consuming. It was difficult to maintain open communication with affected faculty. Maintaining staff morale.

Librarian resistance to student-initiated appointments without text description of need unanticipated. Accommodation of text description greatly reduced librarian reluctance with appointment model. Note: Appointment not intended as consultation, but as extension of increasing instructional role of reference transactions and less fact-based; students requiring further assistance can be referred to appropriate subject librarians.

Librarians began to feel disengaged from their customers (especially students) and struggled to find ways to stay connected. Librarians also had trouble giving up a function they really enjoyed and valued, and which had been a central part of their job (and, perhaps, the reason they became librarians) for a very long time. Hiring, training, and retaining classified staff that have the necessary skills to be effective as on-demand reference providers has been an ongoing challenge. Staff who acquire these skills often go on to get their library degrees and then move on to other institutions.

More administrative time and attention was needed, e.g., more time was spent in cross training, there was a longer, steeper learning curve for GAAs, desk scheduling was more complex. More time commitment to hire, recruit GAA students jointly, and to select GAAs who were interested in and willing to learn two different sets of academic disciplines. Staff acceptance of the dual roles needs to be reinforced continually.

More crowded for reference. Very little room to collaborate with patrons.

No unexpected challenges occurred. (5 responses)

Ongoing confusion regarding reasons for library closure. Continued need to demonstrate library commitment to faculty and students in the affected field. Need to take consistent approach to changes, especially redefinition of faculty and staff responsibilities, across service model changes that are defined by individual experiences and opportunities.

Ongoing physical repairs, additions, and improvements to the furniture, equipment, and space. Complexity of training for all the service desk staff.

Rapid changes to technology meant we had to keep investigating options until it was purchased. We had to update some parts of the technology infrastructure very soon after we renovated the space. Not all the work was able to be completed on time.

Scaling training and developing on the fly, tiered reference. Although reference desk disappeared, reference staff moved into Circulation space, still ended up with three desks/windows. Reference staff and circulation staff operate differently (some schedule and sit at desk and wait for questions, others sit at desks in open and get interrupted constantly).
Significant resistance from faculty and graduate students, who value close proximity of librarians and library collections; plans had to be presented and refined multiple times in order to satisfy concerns of key constituencies.

Some people really dislike having to juggle in-person and online chat reference. It has increased how busy some service points are which makes the work more stressful at times. This may not always be a good fit for some staff but should be taken into consideration in any future hiring activities. Chat questions do not always roll over to the national queue as expected and lead to extended wait times. We have to constantly monitor whether the software is operating as expected; since we are working as part of a consortium of users of the software we don’t always have direct control of the settings and/or direct access to information about how it is really working (as compared to how it should work). Some liaisons/librarians miss the direct contact of the reference desk and the ability to learn about user needs through these interactions.

Staff resistance to changed duties even though developed and recognized their particular strengths in providing accurate and timely service to our broad user constituencies.

The new model for the service desk, where reference is provided on call, has required many adjustments. Staff and librarians had valued the relationships they developed by working side by side together. Now, librarians and staff are in different departments, or different locations, with less opportunity for interacting with one another, making it hard to maintain relationships.

There was a lot of push back from ed school faculty and students. This was not unexpected, but the reaction was underestimated. It would have helped to have had more input and buy-in from students. Working out new workflows for ILL and returned books was a challenge. Physically moving the collection, updating catalog records, removing ownership stickers, etc., in a very short time was a challenge.

Training. Consistency of service level.

Visibility of new service point from across the room (hard to see from a distance). Difference in service philosophies between partners.

We expected some challenges given the enormity of the project. We are still working to refine our processes at the service desk given the great amount of traffic we now see at this one service point. We are exploring models for a fast check-in lane or a temporary check-in lane for equipment and room keys to help reduce lines during peak hours. Other unexpected issues include increased noise levels near service desk (we knew there would be noise but surprised at how high the levels can be at times when coffee shop is busy shouting out drink orders!) and difficulty in monitoring what leaves the building/security gate monitoring (redesign did not include attention to location of security gates—desk is no longer within ideal placement of doors to adequately attend when alarm goes off).

If you want to describe a second service reconfiguration, please continue to the next screen. If not, please click here then click the Next>> button below to jump to the Anticipated Additions, Closures, Consolidations, or Other Reconfigurations section of the survey.

Only one service reconfiguration to describe. N=31
Example 2: Description and Driving Factors

18. Please briefly describe one type of service delivery change that occurred (for example, a new service point was established; service points A and B were consolidated to form new service point C; branch X was closed and services are now delivered at point Y; a new facility was opened with service points A, B, and C). N=21

A branch library reference desk was consolidated with the circulation desk.

A new Tech Help Desk was established near the Main Reference Desk.

Branch was part of a major remodel for another building.

Chapman Learning Commons: in addition to basic information services and referrals, the staff provide technology support, tutoring, writing support, study skills workshops, peer academic coaching, access to a variety of technologies. CLC partners with other service staff in the building for academic, technical, and teaching support. See question 18 for more information about the spaces and services within the building.

Chemistry Library closed; collections and services transferred to Biomedical Library.

Circulation and Reference assistance in one place.

Closed three branch libraries and consolidated one branch library that was located in the main library building. Three branches were consolidated into the main Reference and Research Services Division. One branch was consolidated into the Health Sciences Library.

Closed a branch library.

Combined Help Desk for access and reference services.

Consolidation of media library service point with the circulation desk.

Consolidation of multimedia resources and support services into one service point.

Copy Center became Scan/Copy Center.

Education Materials Centre formerly part of Faculty of Education added as Branch Library in 2010.

In December 2009, we closed the Physical Science Reading Room (PSRR) that was housed in the same building as the university’s Chemistry and Physics Departments. Two permanent support staff positions were re-assigned elsewhere in the library system. Collections were weeded to eliminate duplication (mostly print/digital duplication), then integrated into the collections of the main library.

In the Wilson Special Collections Library, the Rare Book Collection service point was relocated in 2010 from a dedicated reading room to a reading room shared with the North Carolina Collection. The former Rare Book Collection reading room is now used as a “grand reading room” for quiet study in one wing and for instruction in the other.

Opened Learning Commons.

Our Math Library was closed and its services and collections moved to the Science & Technology Library.

Service delivery change in interlibrary loan: ArticleReach unmediated article request service that enhanced loan requesting and broadened collections availability.
The College of Applied Science and the College of Engineering merged. As a result, the library serving the College of Applied Science was closed and merged into the existing Engineering Library.

The provision of technology services to users was reconfigured with the addition of a separate desk for user technology services, the consolidation of multi-media machines to the learning commons, and the standardization of computer desktop “build” to conform to the university’s standard was put into place.

We closed the service desk for the “secured collections” (medium rare materials). The desk had previously been a “barrier step” for users who wanted access to the medium rare material (art books, books on sensitive subjects, etc.) Users had to pass by the desk to gain entrance to the collection, and check out and return materials to the desk. The desk was located with the collection on the 4th floor away from the main circulation desk on the 1st floor. We closed the secured collections desk and moved the circulation functions to the main circulation desk on the first floor. We have had many positive comments from students and faculty who say it is much easier to use and that the environment is more welcoming now.

19. Which of the following factors were significant drivers in the decision to make this service reconfiguration? Check all that apply. N=21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in service philosophy</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in library staff resources</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User demands</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to library financial resources</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical change to a building or facility</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability/application of new technology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for collaboration with a partner outside the library</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for outsourcing service delivery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other factor.

Opportunity to bring facility and staff into Library and Cultural Resources Organization.

Two colleges merged into one college.

Trying to get materials to users wherever they are and whenever they need them rather than going through a mediated library staff person. Newer technology enabled ability to provide articles via email without intervention.

Opportunity to consolidate multiple service points.

Another high-profile unit in the university (VP for Research & Economic Development) was seeking space in which to expand on central campus, and this particular space was targeted by both that unit and the library as a potentially good candidate.

Availability of resources in digital form.
The Math Department needed the space in their department for other activities and was willing to work to integrate collections and services.

**Example 2: Physical or Philosophical Change**

20. If a physical change to a building or facility had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

14 responded NA.

IS&T brought student computer facilities into library and affiliated scanning services transferred to library copy center.

Major remodel relocated the branch to another floor and location in an addition to a building that was gutted and added to.

Prior to building deconstruction and reconstruction, the Chapman Learning Commons had been a visible service point on the main service floor. After reconstruction, the entrance to the Chapman Learning Commons was farther away from the front door and was now situated in a multi-purpose building, with the library services less visible from the entrance. The Chapman Learning Commons had to rethink how its services would be delivered and how they would be marketed.

Another unit on campus wanted this space, and the library agreed that this represented a “greater good.”

The Commons was constructed in an area formerly occupied by the reference department.

The main library was renovated in 2004 with consolidation of multiple access units. We had hoped to have better collaboration between the access and reference units but this took longer to accomplish.

The Math Department needed the space that had been the math library. The staff in our library system that worked in that unit retired and we were not able to replace those positions in the same way.

21. If a change in service philosophy had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

6 responded NA.

Demand for services in the sciences for multimedia resources was low so we consolidated the services and equipment in our humanities/social sciences library with expert staff. Reassigned some technical staff to higher priority duties.
Desire to provide “one-stop shopping” for customers by training staff in Reference and Access units to provide basic services in both areas to all customers.

It has been the goal of the Wilson Special Collections Library to streamline services and eliminate both the confusion for the public and the redundancy that come from having five collections in three different reading rooms which, in the past, have each had different hours, policies, and procedures. Consolidation of services for the Rare Book and North Carolina collections in a single reading room is the first very visible step toward improving the Wilson Library experience for users.

It was not a good use of time to have a librarian sit at the branch reference desk. Circulation could handle many routine questions and refer to a subject specialist if needed.

More emphasis was placed on quick reference and referrals (triage) and less on intermediate reference level service, which could now be referred more easily to the combined Art+Architecture+Planning and Science/Engineering desk. Marketing of the integrated services and installation of new equipment/software in the building created more demand. The CLC moved the “coaching corner” off the desk to allow users to have more time for the services they wanted most. The technical questions continue to increase and are more varied and more complex.

Not really a change in philosophy, but a change in ability to provide the service, leading to heavier reliance on users’ own ability to find and request materials.

Our former Head of Systems wanted to try this idea in the hopes that it would help reference librarians who were answering lots of technical questions at the desk.

Re-thinking of what services might be provided to our users (more types of technology) and, at the same time, more self-service approach to multi-media workstations.

Students were copying less and asking to scan materials.

The Doucette Library of Educational Resources has long been a collaborator with University Library. Faculty budgetary reviews recognized they could no longer afford to run the facility. Library service philosophy placing higher value on presence in faculties increased attraction for bringing this facility into the LCR organization.

The library system has always been highly centralized (i.e., only a small number of branches) and our goal has been to centralize further as conditions and resources permit. In this case, the PSRR was directly across the street from our main library—by no means “remote.” It was increasingly difficult to justify the expense of maintaining a separate reading room so close to our main facility.

The Libraries is committed to the strategy of fewer, more consolidated service points. As more material and service is delivered electronically, we take the opportunity to leverage librarian expertise to support emerging needs. The increased interdisciplinarity of research and teaching also drives this change.

There was no change. The library had wanted to integrate this collection and service point for some time but the changing space needs within the Math Department made it possible for us to initiate this.

We needed to provide a location for 24x5 access to the building as well as new group study spaces and enhanced technology services.

We wanted to provide more access and more welcoming access for these materials. Users felt that a staffed desk made them not want to browse and spend time in the stacks. We wanted to change this perception.
Example 2: Financial and Staff Resources

22. If a change in library financial resources had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that change and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

12 responded NA.

Budget reduction resulted in closure of Chemistry Library.
Due to financial exigencies we had to consolidate some services to be able to reassign valuable staff elsewhere.
Endowment fund was discontinued. The budget for staffing was decreased: from 15 staff to 12.
Need to maximize available resources is forcing library-wide examination of services and practices, including in special collections.
Significant cuts to the library budget.
The Libraries sustained several rounds of budget cuts during this period—1.5% (mid-year recission), 12%, 5%, and 2.4%. We met the personnel budgets through elimination of vacant positions as much as possible, but did have to do some layoffs as well. As a result we had to realign the distribution of resources, including staff, to areas of growth and high demand.
The media library service point was being operated 80+ hours per week with one professional, one support staff, and many student employees. Loss of support staff through attrition and budget reductions across the libraries facilitated the need to consolidate student employment resources and staffing in fewer locations.
The same budget constraints mentioned in the previous example (i.e., desire to reduce the casual-hourly budget for student employees and reallocate permanent staff) came into play here.
We needed to move the staff member who was responsible for staffing this desk to another role within the library; we also were limited on our student resources and determined that we could close this service point and save on resources.

23. How did this service reconfiguration impact permanent library staff? Check all that apply. N=19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Other Professionals</th>
<th>Support Staff</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing staff moved to the new service point</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing staff were reassigned within the library</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position(s) was reduced through attrition</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff were hired to fill newly created positions</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of work were reduced</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other impact</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Respondents</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please specify the other impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Other Professionals</th>
<th>Support Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brought a new librarian with strong experience to the branch leaders team.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5 FTE library staff added to LCR team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians have more time to accomplish other duties.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced hours at desk.</td>
<td>Peer counseling services were provided away from the service desk.</td>
<td>More cross training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Layoffs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scanning services were added to copy service center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Computer Lab manager has to staff an extra desk, on another floor, either with students or by covering the hours himself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undetermined possible reduction in mediated ILL, increased user delivery, some monitoring of the ArticleReach service itself, and monetary impact on copyright permissions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

24. Please briefly describe the impact on staff, including number of staff affected, how assignments changed, whether reporting relationships changed, etc. N=16

Both of the support staff moved into vacant positions elsewhere in the library system—effectively allowing us to reduce the size of our staff by two FTE.

Chemistry Librarian retired; staff reassigned.

Consolidation of reading rooms made possible in part by staff reorganizations approximately a year earlier. There are now single special-collections-wide units for technical services and for research and instruction, rather than parallel units within each special collections department. Staff have been reassigned to the new units, and some public service staff now provide service from a location that is new to them.

Initially, librarians and support staff were assigned to the Commons Desk. Over time, this was changed to a model of IT support staff and library student employees. The desk was much busier with laptop checkout than anticipated.

IS&T transferred existing scanners for public use to the library; the library purchased one overhead scanner for student/public use and one for Scan/Copy Center staff use (primarily for ILL). Number of copiers in library reduced. Existing copy center staff manage both scanners and copiers.
Librarian hours at the Reference Desk were reduced enabling them to spend more time in subject librarian outreach. Cooperation and collaboration between Reference and Access staff was greatly increased.

Librarian now reports through the Research Support Team to Libraries and Cultural Resources. 5.5 FTE added to staff. Positive addition to cross-functional teams in reference and instruction.

One librarian retired, a support staff member left. All other staff were reassigned to other remaining services outside the branch.

Our librarians had provided all services to the Math Department and this has not changed. Since the two dedicated staff that worked in the Math Department Library retired, there was the need to assess and redesign workflows and patterns so that the other staff members could provide an acceptable service level.

Reporting relationship: student representatives report to both the Student Development Coordinator (Other Professional above) and the Chapman Learning Commons Librarian.

Reporting relationships changed for one support staff. Two professional staff moved to two other departments. Student budget was reduced.

Staff learned a new system (monitoring) and developed perhaps better sense of user requests.

The Head of the Engineering Library retired during the planning of the consolidation and the Head of the College of Applied Science Library was named the head of the newly combined library of the College of Engineering and Applied Science. One professional position was not replaced. Needs were identified in other areas of the library system and two staff positions were reassigned. One full-time staff position from the College of Applied Science Library moved to the “new” combined library along with the librarian.

Three FTE librarians were reassigned to the main Reference and Research Services Division and report to the head. One FTE Social Work Librarian was assigned to the main Health Sciences Library (reporting stayed in HSL) but retains an office in the School of SW. Four FTE staff in closed branches were laid off according to the terms of the union contract.

Three staff directly affected: one professional and two support staff. Professional and one support staff changed reporting relationship. Professional moved responsibilities from managing service desk in media library to participating in circulation services and managing stacks.

While most duties for providing technical support to users stayed the same, the reporting relationships changed. Additionally, more students were hired to work in this new service area.

**Example 2: New Technology**

New/emerging technology has the potential to enhance library services. QR Codes, GIS applications, Skype, student course-centered software such as Blackboard, collaborative sites such as SharePoint, Basecamp, or Google Sites/Documents, and cloud-based computing solutions such as Amazon EC are just a few examples with library applications.
25. If the availability of new technology had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, or if the new configuration permitted the application of new technology, please briefly describe that technology and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

14 responded NA.

ArticleReach enabled unmediated ILL requests directly to user desktop email. Enabled direct ILL service, reduced staff intervention, increased user satisfaction.

Certainly, the growing availability of collections in digital format (especially journals and especially journals in STEM areas) made it much easier to close a reading room devoted to the physical sciences.

Concurrent with service reconfiguration, special collections will be deploying single automated reader-registration software.

Learning technologies prompted the CLC to add Centre for Teaching and Learning Technology staff to the service desk. More sophisticated technologies, including wireless, generated many more and more complex questions by students. Students demanded more multimedia equipment/software for their assignments and projects and staff were recruited to respond to these needs.

One of the criteria for closing branches is the extent to which the literature has moved to electronic distribution.

Physical renovation provided opportunity to add overhead scanner for public use and incorporate overhead scanner into staff space.

We experimented with installation of Teamspot software to enable real time collaboration on multiple desktops/laptops. The success was minimal largely due to lack of training and promotion.

Example 2: Collaboration and Outsourcing

26. If an opportunity for collaboration with a partner outside the library had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that opportunity and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

14 responded NA.

Collaboration: Student Development and library relationships changed somewhat over time. Centre for Teaching and Learning Technology became more significant as a partner (occupies the same building, among other factors). Central IT services were less available.

IS&T transferred responsibility for managing scanning services to library as consequence of significant physical renovation and installation of IS&T computing services in the library.
Services in the Commons are jointly provided with campus IT. A new coffee shop, owned and operated by a local vendor, is also in the space.

The Math Department initiated the change to some extent and it was an opportunity to work closely with their faculty. However, there had been a close relationship prior to the change.

The technology services provided by campus IT were a consideration in planning and has led to increased dialog, but no formal collaboration has yet developed. Library’s IT and campus IT do share a user technology online FAQ.

While the library wasn’t “collaborating,” per se, we were indeed perceived to be good university citizens by voluntarily ceding space to another university office.

Worked closely with the School of Architecture to design a space that both the library and the School of Architecture would find functional and aesthetically pleasing.

27. If an opportunity for outsourcing service delivery had a significant impact on the decision to reconfigure this service, please briefly describe that opportunity and the impact it had. If this did not have a significant impact, please enter NA for Not Applicable. N=21

All 21 responded NA.

28. Please make any additional comments on the factors that drove this service reconfiguration. N=6

Demand for 24x5 space.

Need to continue to provide access to collections and services led to integration of Chemistry at Biomed.

The availability of a lot of common digitally meant the need to use resources onsite was diminished.

The merging of two colleges drove the new library service reconfiguration.

We closed two branches very quickly in the first year of the budget cuts. We received very little advanced notice of the magnitude of the cuts and thus did a much less consultative process than normal.

We were able to accommodate the collection because of extensive weeding that had happened prior to this in the SciTech Library.
Example 2: User Participation

29. Did your library involve users in the planning, implementation, and/or assessment of this service reconfiguration? Please select one answer in each row. N=20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you answered “Yes”, please briefly describe the methods that were used to engage users.

Planning Process

Better data was available through Desk Tracker statistics/analysis.
Consultation with the faculty.
Consulted with users.
Discussions with dean and leading faculty.
Faculty of Education executive worked with LCR administration in planning.
One branch library included faculty, staff, and graduate students in a year-long planning process.
Student input at meetings.
The art librarian consulted with the art faculty (high users of the collection).
User groups were consulted during the planning process. Special meetings were set up with affected parties for communication and input. Presentations and updates were given at standing faculty meetings.

Service Implementation

Consultation with the faculty.
Consulted with users.
Ongoing assessment of the implementation through regular surveys.
Tracking of questions prompted changes in service emphasis.
User feedback on changes as initially rolled out have led to a number of important modifications.
Service Assessment

Classroom assignment to provide written assessment of space.
Consultation with the faculty.
Consulted with users.
Gathering user input on satisfaction with the service.
Questions about library service were asked on recent library survey but no specific questions about the service desk changes.
Staff hold weekly rapid fire debriefings to identify and understand users’ changing needs.
Still to come.
Triennial survey of faculty and students.

Example 2: Assessment

30. What criteria did/will the library use to assess how well this service delivery reconfiguration met its goals? N=15

Ability to meet demand from users. Ability to expand work in emerging technologies and web services where the professional staff were moved to.
Change just one year old, no formal assessment, yet. Branch services will be assessed as part of Balanced Scorecard exercise. Library plans to participate again in LibQUAL+® survey in 2013.
Consultation with the faculty.
Consulted with users.
How well we serve our chemistry users’ needs.
Increased institutional capacity to meet emerging needs. Ability to meet required budget cuts while maintaining and strengthening the public service programs. Acceptance by user groups most affected as gauged through triennial survey and other feedback mechanisms.
Informal feedback. We are relieved to report that we received only a couple “lukewarm” complaints from senior faculty about the closing of this reading room. We did make a very concerted effort to give users lots of advance warning, explained our decision, etc.—lots of attention to positive PR. We also had a very good delivery service in place when collections were in transit and/or briefly closed to public access.
Informally, the staff has paid attention to the favourable comments by students and the degree of use of the service.
LibQUAL+®: factors identified by users as their priorities. In-house tutoring and support survey: to determine effectiveness of collaboration between referral services.
Library survey comments.
Number of articles delivered and requests generated by users; growth of use of service over time.

The newly consolidated library is included in assessment efforts such as surveys and focus groups which look at how well we are meeting patron needs in the areas of service provision, services, collections, technology, and physical space.

Use of scanning services. Use of copying services.

User feedback.

We will track user complaints about access to these materials; we will track any damage to the print collections.

31. Please briefly describe up to three benefits that resulted or that you anticipate from this service reconfiguration. N=18

Ability to focus scarce librarian expertise on emerging needs. Ability to staff units with high use while making required reductions to personnel budget.

Additional space, more prominent location, added study/meeting rooms which had not existed.

Chapman Learning Commons integrated services meet user needs efficiently and effectively. New funding model permitted more targeted recruitment of staff who had the desired technical and customer services skills. Shifting the academic coaching to “off the desk” was a better fit for the Learning Commons’ mandate.

Expanded capacity in high priority services. Reduced student budget. Potential repurposing of space.

Financial savings.

Increase in permanent staff available for circulation desk service. Overall increase in hours of availability of media to users. Decrease in student employment budget.

Librarian and staff of Doucette Library receive benefit of shared resources of Library and Cultural Resources (LCR). Librarian and staff of Doucette Library strong contributors to LCR’s internal cross-functional teams.

Librarian time is used more effectively.

Library is now central location on campus for student and faculty scanning needs.

More efficient use of existing staff. Streamlined and less confusing process for library users, especially undergraduate students and other new users.

Reconfiguration of desks has freed up regular staff to do other things; to focus and develop support specific to technology questions in the form of online guides and online tutorials.

Reduction in costs. Assessed and reduced size of chemistry print collection. Assessed services.

Subject librarians have more time for contact with users. Users are more likely to get questions answered without referrals and less likely to have to wait for assistance. Better respect and communication between units.

The new facility energized the entire library. Students take advantage of group work spaces. Increased visibility of the library on campus to many constituencies.
The space within our SciTech library that is devoted to the math collection was renovated so is a nicer space and student usage of the physical space has increased.

Theoretical materials and practical/applied materials were brought together in the areas of engineering and applied science. Undergraduate students have a broader array of materials available to them in one location in the areas of engineering and applied science.

Users feel comfortable browsing the stacks. We save on staff and student resources.

Users get article faster. User gets article directly delivered to email from their own unmediated request. Library staff spend more time on more difficult ILL and/or circulation services.

32. Please describe up to three unexpected challenges or difficulties that arose as a result of this service reconfiguration. N=13

Because the space within our SciTech library is a nicer space and student usage of the physical space has increased, faculty do not see it as their private library any longer. It remains to be seen how this will evolve.

Copyright costs.

Need a bigger space (not really unexpected!) Initial demand for laptop checkout created maintenance issues.

None.

Relocating collections. Boutique services do not transfer easily.

Significant addition of glass presents housekeeping challenge. Faculty and staff in the school and architecture library decided to bar food and drinks in the new facility which has made some patrons unhappy.

Some initial resistance from librarians and staff. Cross training is very time consuming.

The influx of collections from PSRR did exacerbate the problem of collections storage in our main building, and did precipitate a fairly major reorganization requiring weeding, shifting of stacks on two floors. But again, the net result (more consolidated, less fragmented collections) is positive, from our perspective.

The more technical services offered, the more services are expected. Difficulty finding staff who have both the technical and customer service skills/attributes. Libraries never seem to be able to keep up with demand for additional and updated equipment/software.

The Tech Help Desk is in an awkward location, and questions are very low.

There are limitations to what work-study students can be expected to do in terms of hours, training, and responsibility.

There is less space available for collections, study space, and computers. It was complicated and difficult to assign new library homes for some materials, especially given that space constraints exist in other libraries as well.

This reconfiguration was initially envisioned as part of a much broader unification of all special collections reader services into a single consultation area and adjoining reading room. Concerns expressed by library users have led the library to revise plans and instead perform additional study of student and faculty use patterns and seek broader input in order to guide development of Wilson Library services.
### ANTICIPATED ADDITIONS, CLOSURES, CONSOLIDATIONS, OR OTHER RECONFIGURATIONS

33. In the next three years, do you anticipate that any staffed service point in your main library or that any branch that reports to the main library will be added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured? N=59

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**

**Answered Yes**

A new Chemistry Library is in the planning stages.

Actively planning to introduce appointment reference model to one underutilized branch library located in most heavily used classroom building on campus. May expand appointment model elsewhere later.

Fine Arts hopes to repurpose their former rare book room space in 2012. The Digital Media Lab will be reconfigured in the next three years. (They reconfigure almost yearly.) The main library anticipates closing the 3rd floor service point in Gov Docs. Staff will still provide service but there won’t be a service desk.

Gov Pubs/Maps and Law will integrate with our academic liaison group. New learning commons opens in summer 2012. We do not plan a staffed service point in the commons. Conversations are occurring now about how our service model will evolve to support the new commons.

High likelihood that circulation desk and reference desks will merge. Currently some dozen yards apart, but reconfiguration would free space for users while providing more focused staff presence for the user.

In December 2010, we hired a Director of Special Collections to merge and lead what had previously been two separate special collections operations: our Special Collections Department and our Urban Archives Department. As a part of this major reorganization and consolidation, in 2011–2012 we anticipate consolidating our two special collections reading rooms into one. This will enable us to provide more consistent, higher quality reference services and make better use of our existing staff to redistribute their work load more equitably across public services, exhibits, outreach, processing, cataloging, and acquisition. The second (closed) reading room will be reconfigured as teaching space for class visits to special collections. In addition, we are just starting to work on reconfiguring our digitization services. With the creation of a new Digital Library Initiatives Department in December 2010, we are starting to explore how to offer digitization on demand and other related services to library and special collections users. Our university currently expects to build a new main library within the next three to five years. Even if it takes longer, we may try some additional service desk configurations, as described below.

In Fall 2011 a large new learning commons will open adjacent to the main library building. This commons is connected on two levels to the main library. In addition, the new commons is managed by the library. There will be an information and advising service desk in the new commons, staffed and managed by the library.

In main library, microforms currently has dedicated service point. Staff and services associated with microforms are likely to be integrated with main research and instruction service point. We would like to consider additional reconfigurations...
It is possible that reference service points will be consolidated with circulation service points in one or more locations in the future.

Main Science and Social Science libraries will be consolidated in 2011.

New reference desk in renovated research library; transferred from existing location.

Our new knowledge commons area opens in the fall and we anticipate that this will result in the consolidation of other desk in the main library building. We are also examining the possible consolidation of the science libraries (consisting of three branch libraries and one library in the main library building).

Reconfigurations of the service points will be ongoing as new services are added. Since many members of our community access library materials online, our organization will have to determine the best strategy to provide service in our physical spaces, while also supporting increased remote electronic access. We have an opportunity to improve the delivery of physical materials to users by offering increased scanning services, delivery to campus office or dorms, and improving the online browsing experience. As the role of physical collections within library spaces changes, the role of the service point will change as well.

Reserves desk will close in 2011 and reserves will be supported at the circulation desk.

Spencer Research Library will be remodeling the main reading room, putting in a new desk and reconfiguring the user space.

Staffed Service Point: Plans for second floor renovation of main library. Reconfiguration/relocation of some of Media Services, physical consolidation of Learning and Outreach staff offices into one office suite nearby teaching facilities (currently staff offices are spread out between two buildings and not near classrooms), newly renovated plus additional library classrooms and meeting rooms, and increased/additional office and programming space for the University Writing Center currently housed in the library on the second floor. Branch Library: Consolidation of reference and circulation desks into single service point at the business library. This will include basic renovations to first floor to enhance public spaces in addition to redesign of main service desk.

The libraries have just initiated a strategic planning process that will very likely have an impact on services and facilities in several locations, but at this point we do not have specific plans in place.

The National Agricultural Library’s downtown branch, known as the DC Reference Center, is expected to be reconfigured in conjunction with a relocated, redesigned, and enhanced USDA visitor services space.

This summer we will close our Math/Physics branch library. Collections will be relocated to a variety of places: high-density storage facility, Engineering library, Earth Sciences library, main library. Staff will be reassigned. This is our smallest branch facility and the closure was initiated by the Physics Department’s need for space. It is widely used by students as a study space. We will move some seats to the main library but the nearby branch libraries will see more student traffic. Faculty were the primary users of the print collections. They have been mostly supportive of this change. This is all in stark contrast to the library’s own efforts to shutter this facility nearly 10 years ago.

Two traditional service points (reference and circulation) will become a single service desk in 2012.

We are beginning conversations about how to reconfigure the desks in our Humanities and Social Sciences Library.

We are considering closing an on-campus departmental library, and hope to move closer to a single service point for the Main Floor, at least.
We are CONSIDERING closing of one or more science branch libraries (consolidating collections, etc.) and reconfiguring space in those locations. We are considering a centralized telephone reference service, especially for weekends, for our units in the New Brunswick/Piscataway area.

We are discussing closing several other service points in the main library: Microforms and Periodicals, and Education Services. We are also discussing consolidating the Music and Multimedia Libraries.

We are investigating combing reference and circulation functions in the main library. We are also investigating combing reference and circulation functions in the Science Library. With staff retirements, a small (staffed) satellite reading room in an off-campus lab will probably be closed.

We are planning a multimedia center that will focus on multimedia production and tools, etc. Service and equipment for microforms will move to the lower level where the circulation/reserves desk is now. Media materials and music monuments will become self-service with some assistance given by staff from the multimedia service point. So, in a sense, we are adding a service point and we are consolidating service for equipment and particular collections as well.

We are investigating combing reference and circulation functions in the main library. We are also investigating combing reference and circulation functions in the Science Library. With staff retirements, a small (staffed) satellite reading room in an off-campus lab will probably be closed.

We are planning on moving our photography book collection from the Center for Creative Photography to our Science and Engineering Library. This will make these books more available to our customers (as those collections are open many more hours than the CCP library had been) and will also open up the space that had been used to house these books to use as a new research center for photography scholars. The CCP’s print viewing service (where scholars could request to view prints held in the CCP’s collection) will also be moved into this same space, consolidating all of the CCP’s research/reference services in a single point.

We expect to add a small service desk next to the Auxiliary Storage Collection.

We have four branch libraries on campus. Zimmerman Library, the largest, is the first to undergo the Combined Service Point transition. A comprehensive renovation of the staff space in the next 12 months will complete the transition in that space. The circulation and reference desks in the other three branches will be following suit.

We have one remaining reading room that is staffed, in the Design College, that could conceivably close in the future. That closing could be initiated by either the library (to save personnel costs) or the college (to recoup and repurpose the space). It’s actually been considered (but vetoed) on two separate occasions in the past three years. Time will tell. We also maintain a small, unstaffed reading room for our Math Department—just a few thousand volumes representing journal backfiles (nothing currently received) in theoretical math, of very limited interest to anyone else on campus. Again, at some point the department could ask for the space. Also, we have flirted with the idea of moving hard-copy course reserves from our Media Center to our Circulation Desk. This would make them available for checkout all hours the building is open, as opposed to the limited hours of the Media Center. Still under discussion.

We hope to expand our digital services efforts by creating a Center for Digital Collaboration.

We will be renovating one of our libraries which will result in changes in service points and staffing patterns.

With the opening of the new James B. Hunt Jr. Library in 2012/13 as an additional “main” library, the Textiles branch library (5 FTE) will be closed and its services/collections will be incorporated into the Hunt Library.

With the opening of the Taylor Family Digital Library (TFDL) services will be realigned. Most importantly, Archives and Special Collections and the Nickle Arts Museum become part of a new grouping within the TFDL called the Centre for Arts and Culture. They will share special facilities for mediated access to primary resource collections.
**Answered No**

I say ‘no’ but who knows what three years will bring. We have no further changes planned, but we do need to evaluate and there could be changes that come out of that process.

Not in the next three years, but we do anticipate some libraries closing in the next 5 to 10 years.

What will happen in future is not yet known.

34. If you answered “Yes” above, please indicate how many of these staffed service points and/or branches you anticipate will be added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured in the next three years. Enter 0 if none will be added, closed, consolidated, or otherwise reconfigured. N=47

**Staffed Service Point**

39 respondents reported some change to service points; 8 reported no change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Branch Library**

22 respondents reported some change to branch libraries; 25 reported no change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

35. Please enter any additional information that may assist the authors’ understanding of your library’s experience with the reconfiguration of staffed library service delivery points. N=21

Anticipate combining access service points for more efficient service delivery and enhancing space in large branch library.

Assessment of the research commons is not yet complete. This is a new program and service that was launched in Fall 2010. While we have some data on the space and its uses, we do not yet have sufficient data on the success of service and program offerings.

At this point we have done two pilots with combing reference and circulation functions. We have several librarians who provide service from departmental locations, e.g., political science and chemistry. We would like to expand that.

Attempting to consolidate all service points to first floor, which will be reconfigured into an Information Commons type space.

Decisions driven mostly by budget reductions and not changes in service philosophy.

From a service point of view, the new merged service point is functioning successfully. A major challenge for us has been the ongoing work of blending conflicting cultures (Reference and Circulation) and how to coexist as a team. We are planning team building activities in the next few months to help us grow and develop as a team.

Most of our efforts are focused on reconfiguring other areas of the library.

Much like our first floor renovation, we are reconfiguring and renovating these areas to make better use of our space (maximize and enhance public spaces) and in the process improve the customer service experience of our users by simplifying service points and/or making them accessible in places that are easy to find and are nearby supporting units. The changes to Media Services will involve moving our media lab (and one full-time staff member for technical support) and the creation of two new podcasting studios to the second floor of the main library. It will be located nearby the University Writing Center which will provide collaborative content support (vs. technical support) for students working on media projects/presentations. The Writing Center and Learning and Outreach staff already work collaboratively to support student learning. This renovation will allow them to be nearby each other and nearby the new class and meeting rooms they will use to support students.

On the first floor of our main library we have two reference desks that are only a minority of the time staffed by librarians; student interns provide most of the coverage. One is for Science & Technology and the other is for Business, Humanities, and Social Sciences. There have been discussions about consolidating these two service points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise reconfigured</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our library organization is undergoing tremendous change due to the implementation of a new strategic plan and budget reductions happening simultaneously.

Our main library building is undergoing significant change. One-half of the book collection has been moved out to storage. The goal is to reduce print journal collection by one-half. These changes have implications for what services and what locations for them are needed.

Over the next three years, the campus Student Success Services will be housed within the main library. Consequently, space and service points are being reconfigured.

Please understand that some of the changes in question 17 are still in the talking stages.

Ranganathan’s law is certainly holding true here. The library is indeed a “changing organism.” A desire to improve user experience, as well as maximize librarian time allocation has resulted in the consolidation of three service points to a single, combined service point. However, at the same time, a new learning commons is being built to include a separate information service point with advising and other non-library activities also part of the suite of services. This new learning commons service point will be managed and staffed by the library. So, as some service points consolidate (circulation and reference), other service points are being added to reflect evolving responsibilities for the library.

Serving student demand for printing is significant. Semester limits for free printing by students were also introduced, with fee-based printing provided. Conviction that a blank desk or table no longer sufficed as adequate academic library work environment for students and that computer services for student belonged in the library and not elsewhere on campus. Either a computer needs to sit on the library desk or the student connects his or her laptop wirelessly (which the building has) with electricity provided (added to many desk locations in the building). Consistent student government engagement with Dean of Students and University Librarian over years supported expansion of library hours. Dean of students actively engaged by students in change in print policy; modifications ensued.

UBC Library has 31 staffed library service point and 14 branches/divisions that provide reference services. The two largest buildings are the Koerner Library and the Irving K. Barber Learning Centre—a multi-purpose renovated building which includes the Library, Chapman Learning Commons, classrooms, academic units, Centre for Teaching and Learning Technology, social spaces for students. The Reference Services Review Committee was formed in 2011 to review reference services for the library system. The purpose is to identify possible models that might provide services in a more accessible, consistent, cost-effective way, either by consolidation or other reconfigurations. The intent is also to reallocate scarce resources to the emerging demands for services on copyright, scholarly communications, liaison with faculty, instruction. At the same time, the intent is to maximize services that can be offered as self-serve (e.g., self-serve circulation).

We are currently exploring new public service models and are exploring whether we could benefit from either a merged reference/circulation model or one that brings them into closer proximity, or some model where there is only one service desk for access services and the reference service is not operated from a desk but some other configuration. This is now only in the discussion stage.

We continue to have more service points than most academic libraries by design. We feel that they offer better quality service.

We have been consolidating service points for 15 years, first merging circulation and a distinct reserve room (down the hall) in a 1995 renovation. Next, we incorporated service points in our periodical reading rooms into the work of the information desk. Most recently, we moved ILL to the circulation/reserve service point for staff and user efficiencies, and also to repurpose the original ILL space for a quiet reading room. Our primary purpose in consolidating service points is to avoid user confusion and offer as many services as possible from a reduced number of service points. Our new service
points are single/consolidated service points in new or newly acquired locations. Our goal is to provide a consistently positive experience for our users wherever they are working physically and virtually.

We have not yet totally closed or consolidated desks but have instead reduced hours that they are open. We will be examining this closely in the coming year and will likely close/consolidate some desks permanently.
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The Learning Commons is an evolving collection of UBC-selected learning resources that guide students through a process of discovery. Through an emphasis on student-driven initiatives and shared-decision making, we enrich the academic support and enhancement experience of all UBC students.

The Learning Commons is your first stop for resources and tools that will help you learn more effectively. Here are a couple of suggestions to get you started:

- **Quick Links for Students**: offers suggestions for the 7 most important resources for students on this site.
- **Study Toolkits**: offer a guided tour on topics from presentation skills to exam prep, and info on new and standard technologies that can make your studying a lot easier.

### Learning Commons Locations

- Chapman Learning Commons
- Canaccord Learning Commons
- UBC Okanagan

### Collaborators

Content Contributors

- **UBC Centre for Teaching, Learning and Technology**
- **UBC Student Development**
- **SCI Team**
- **Faculty of Arts**
The New Service Model (NSM) process began in Fall 2007, when a group was convened to advise the University Librarian on priorities and directions for "new service models" that would build on the Library's traditional strengths (including the depth of our collections and the quality of our services) to ensure that Illinois remain as much a leader in the provision of library services in the twenty-first century as it was throughout the twentieth. Based on a synthesis of ideas from the Library faculty and staff, strategic priorities and input from the campus community, the New Service Model (NSM) Program involves nearly two dozen projects to be pursued over the next few years, as articulated in Library Services for the 21st Century at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (April 21, 2008).

2009 New Service Models Report

The 2009 New Service Models Report (June 4, 2009) reviews the projects launched during the first year of the NSM process and provides an update on current planning and initiatives. A one-page Executive Summary is also available.

NSM Blog: Reflecting on the Future of the Library

Tue, November 24, 2009
Libraries Explore Big Ideas to Overcome Small Budgets - Chronicle of Higher Education (11/22/09)
Sun, November 8, 2009
The Future of Print Collections
Tue, September 29, 2009
Libraries of the Future (and the future of the library)
Sun, September 7, 2008
Ithaka report explores librarian & faculty views on changing research practices
Thu, August 28, 2008
UC Berkeley Library's "New Directions"

Leave a comment on the NSM Blog

JoAnn Jacoby, Coordinator | 217-244-1869 | email | Office Hours Tuesdays, 4-5 pm | 302 Main Library
Planning for New Library Service Models

Background

Over the past several years, the service and collection models that defined excellence in academic libraries throughout the 20th century have been challenged by new models of scholarly communication, new mechanisms for licensing and accessing digital content, the introduction of transformative technologies like the World Wide Web, new methods for teaching and learning, new approaches to interdisciplinary scholarship and scientific inquiry, the arrival of a new generation of faculty and students who, as "digital natives," bring new approaches to information use (and higher expectations for access to digital services and content), and broad changes in the higher education environment.

As the University Library works to meet the challenge set by the Provost to design exemplary library services and collections for the new century, we believe that the best way to make progress toward our strategic goals, and to provide support for the strategic goals of the University of Illinois, is to embrace new service models that recognize the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of academic inquiry, the critical importance of digital information resources, and the opportunities for collaborative approaches to the provision of library services and collections using information technology.

Statement on Library Services Available

The University Library has issued a statement on Library services and the factors contributing to the New Service Models process.

New Service Models Final Report Available

The New Service Models final report, "Library Services for the 21st Century at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: Final Report and Recommendations of the Budget Group Plus," including a message from the Provost (2008), is now available for viewing.

Open Meetings on New Service Models

Join University Librarian and Dean of Libraries Paula Kaufman for a discussion of the new service model proposal and review process on the following dates.

Open Meeting Dates, Times, and Locations

- January 24, 2008, 3:30pm-5:00pm, Grainger Commons, Grainger Library
- February 8, 2008, 9:00am-10:30am, Room 66, Main Library
- February 12, 2008, 3:30pm-5:00pm, Heritage Room, ACES Library

These Town Hall meetings are open to all Illinois faculty, students, and staff.
New Service Models Guiding Principles

- Deep engagement in research, teaching & learning communities
  - Respond nimbly to evolving needs and use patterns
- Interdependence
  - There are no islands, we are in this together
- Resilience
  - Flexibility & depth of staffing to cover core and emerging areas, staff absences/breaks
- Continuing commitment to building strong, responsive collections
Digital Reference Consolidation Pilot Support

Please share your comments, questions, and content regarding the consolidation via the blog or the quick links and training areas of the site.

Proposed Staffing Model

All reference desk staff responsible for digital reference (Wilson, SciEng, Magrath, HSL) will answer chat questions and process/refer/answer e-mail questions during assigned desk shifts (see General Expectations and Guidelines for more specific information on managing multiple interactions). Chat questions will roll to the national queue if no staff member is able to assist due to interactions with other patrons. When only one desk is staffed (some evening and weekend hours) and providing Digital Reference support, e-mail questions will have lower priority over in-person interactions and may be left in the queue to be handled on the next business day.

Contact the Digital Reference Consolidation Team with any questions:

Kristi Jensen, Chair
Mary Schoenborn, RRC Co-chair
Tony Ihrig, RRC Co-Chair
Virginia Gunville Bach
Scott Marsalis
Emily Reimer

© LINKS

QuestionPoint login
IT Helpdesk Website
Staff/Faculty Eligibility Matrix
Student Eligibility Matrix
Technical Troubleshooting Tips
Technical Troubleshooting Matrix
X.500 DirTools Sign In
Citation Manager Experts
Keeping Up and Social Networking Tools Experts
Productivity and Efficiency Experts
CybraryN - Public Workstation Access

© CREATE YOUR OWN POST...

Feed the Blog!

© RECENT ENTRIES

Reminder: Enter all Email & Chat Questions in DeskTracker
This is a reminder to use DeskTracker as the place to record all of the time you spend working on...
By Mary Schoenborn | Comments (0)

EBSCO E-Book Problems
Recently users have contacted us regarding problems, ranging from "locked out" messages to inability to download content, and more from...
By Mary Schoenborn | Comments (0)

Law Reference questions handle via email
We've had a request from Suzanne Thorpe, Assoc. Director of Faculty, Research and Instructional Services at the Law Library, to...
General Expectations for Managing Reference Interactions

- Digital reference services provide assistance by email or chat to University of Minnesota students, faculty, and staff; researchers from other institutions; University of Minnesota alumni; and external patrons trying to locate information specific to our collections.
- In general, we do not do people's research for them, rather, we help users get started with their research and teach them to find and utilize library resources and collections. Exceptions may be made on a limited basis as staffing allows and in exceptional circumstances. Some exceptional circumstances might include helping a patron determine whether it is worth their time to travel to the University to do their research (especially when traveling great distances), to help a patron utilize special collections, and to help a patron with unique and local materials within our collections. Other exceptional circumstances may be determined and noted at each service point.
- In general chat sessions are meant to answer short, straight forward questions. For tricky or overly long chat questions (more than 15 minutes), determine if it might be best to follow up more quickly via phone or referring patrons to a reference desk. E-mail follow-ups for more in-depth questions may be appropriate as well.
- Help the person you are with first - online or in-person. If you are busy with an online chat session, make eye contact with those approaching the desk and explain that you are helping someone else right now and will be with them ASAP. Get the first person started, explain that you need to get another person started and help the 2nd person, etc. If other desks are open, a chat question could be handed off (if it is a baseline question that anyone might be able to answer) or if the chat session has already gone on beyond the recommended time frame (~15 minutes), you can make a referral to a visit in-person to a reference desk or follow-up later via e-mail.
- If not working with another patron, answer chat and e-mail questions as they arrive. If busy with a patron, allow another desk or the national queue to address chat interactions.
- Answer/process/refer email questions while at the desk and not working on in-person or chat reference questions. This takes priority over other work you may bring to the desk. Make sure that all e-mail questions receive a response, even if it is just a note indicating that we are working on their question, within 24 hours.
- Follow documented e-mail reference procedures to claim e-mail questions in order to avoid duplication of effort.
- Enter all interactions (chat and e-mail too) into DeskTracker. Each interaction with a patron in QuestionPoint is a separate interaction and requires a separate DeskTracker entry.
WHY NOT... re-Imagine the library around student learning experiences?
What we heard from our patrons...
Students desire...

- A “third space”:
- Not their dorm room
- Not their classroom
- Their in-between space (a la Starbucks “third space”)
- A place to study, discover, socialize, have fun
Students desire...

- Multiple spaces that serve different types of learning experiences:
  - Flexible areas for group study and individual study
  - Group study rooms (equipped with technology)
  - Quiet study and silent study
  - Spaces for not so quiet study and general social interaction (and food & drinks!)
Students desire...

- A technology-rich environment:
  - Technology to support all their learning activities in the library
  - Yes! to more technology to support learning: More and better computers, presentation practice rooms, check out of laptops, iPods, cameras, and other gadgets
  - No! to gaming
Faculty desire...

Collaborative spaces for interaction with students:
- Instruction lab for collaborative workshops to enhance student learning; for example, Center for Teaching Excellence, Instructional Technology Services, University Writing Center, Instructional Services.

Instruction lab for delivering:
- Instructional Technology Services
- University Writing Center, Instructional Services

More services that save time:
- DeliverEdocs and Get It For Me!

What else can we do to top that?
Things we are re-imagining...

- Service Transactions vs. Service Experiences

- What is it like for our patrons to...
  - Enter the library?
  - Check out a book?
  - Print an article?
  - Ask for help?
  - Study with their friends?
Why Not... re-Imagine the library

Things we are re-Imagining...

Can we...
- Make things easier?
- Consolidate service points
- Provide options for self-serve where possible (give our patrons the choice!)
- Save people time?
- Offer more online access for services, as well as, resources
- Be more intuitive?
- Furnishings that help define space
- What else...?
What is the Research Commons?
The UW Libraries Research Commons is intended to meet a new set of student and faculty needs that are emerging with the growth of data-driven research, digital scholarship and interdisciplinary studies. The space provides a collaborative environment in which students and faculty can come together to share and discuss research, as well as get support for all steps of the research process: searching, writing, publishing, funding. The Research Commons is a place to collaborate and connect with fellow students and faculty on research projects. It is a place for workshop and presentation opportunities, and a place to discover what your peers and colleagues are researching.

The ground floor of the Allen South Library was transformed over the summer of 2010, utilizing Capital Projects funding from the Office of the Provost. Data and wireless upgrades were generously provided by UWIT. The Research Commons Advisory Board provides recommendations on services to be offered within the space, including consulting, workshops, salons and presentation space.

The University of Washington Libraries is enthusiastic about the possibilities that this project opens for UW students and faculty doing research, and believe that the Research Commons will go far in furthering our mission to enrich the quality of life and advance intellectual discovery by connecting people with knowledge.

Learn more about the development of the Research Commons on our blog: http://uwresearchcommons.wordpress.com.
Services Offered
When should I make an appointment?

Reserve a convenient time to work with a Research Librarian at the Research Center at the BU Common@Mugar if you are researching topics in the arts, humanities, or social sciences.

What can I do if I need to research another topic?

If you have a research question that is focused on science and engineering, management, educational resources, theology, medicine or law you can visit the librarians at those libraries. They are experts in their subject areas and enjoy working with you.

What should I bring to my appointment at the Research Center?

Bring any information you have gathered about your research topic. This might include your course syllabus, the assignment, any notes from your Professor’s discussion of the assignment, your thoughts on the topic, any information you have already gathered that your have found helpful, etc.

Who staffs the Research Center?

The center is staffed by Research Librarians. All of our Research Librarians have a Masters Degree in Library and Information Science and many have a second advanced degree in another subject. Research Librarians are trained, experienced and passionate about research. They look forward to working with you.
What We Offer

- Assignment Calculator
- Computers & Scanners
- Tutoring
- Improve Your Study Skills
- Improve Your Writing
- Thesis Formatting
- Guide to UBC Libraries
- Study Spaces
- Guide to Academic Integrity
- Workshops
- Academic Advising
- Resources for Faculty

Content maintained by Julie Mitchell
Improve Your Writing

Writing Centre

Tutorial Clinic

Want to improve your writing skills? Trained tutors can help you become a confident and capable writer so you can edit and proofread your own work. The drop-in tutor clinics are available in the Learning Commons on a first come, first served basis or you can book in for a one hour appointment at the Writing Centre. For more information visit the UBC Writing Centre’s website.

Fall 2011 Hours

Drop-in Tutoring | Monday - Thursday 4-8pm (Chapman Learning Commons) Appointment Tutoring | Monday - Friday 10am-4pm (Ponderosa Annex C)

source: http://wiki.ubc.ca/Learning_Commons:Chapman_Learning_Commons/Writing_Centre
Document & Image Scanning

The Digital Media Lab has tools for scanning most any type of material into a digital format. Scanners are attached to standard workstations in the Lab, which are not reservable. If you need assistance finding or using a scanner, Digital Media Lab staff can help. The Lab offers the following:

- 3 Fujitsu ScanSnap document scanners (scan up to 50 pages at a time quickly)
- 6 Epson flatbed scanners (8.5” x 11”)
- 4 Nikon negative film & slide scanners
- 1 Epson large format scanner (12” x 17”)
- 1 Canon microfilm/microfiche scanner/viewer
- 1 Scanpro 2000 microfilm/microfiche scanner/viewer

All computers in the Lab have the Adobe CS4 Web Premium suite, including Photoshop and Acrobat Pro, for editing your scans and creating PDFs.

Note: Overhead scanners are also available in the D.H. Hill Library, in the Learning Commons and in the Print/Copy/Scan room adjacent to the main lobby.

Scanning options at other campus libraries:

- Scanning at the Veterinary Medical Library
- The Natural Resources Library has an overhead scanner.
- The Design Library has an overhead scanner

Contact Us

- (919) 513-3855
- digitalmedia@ncsu.edu
The Technology Support and Loan desk located in the Learning Commons 1st floor is where you can find help with the following:

- Logging into S.U. resources
- Printing assistance, including basic print setup options, for both the black and white and color printing
- Scanning assistance including basic scanning setup and scanning options
- Basic inquiries regarding Microsoft Office such as formatting, saving, etc.
- Basic Adobe inquiries including creating a new document, saving of documents, resizing, and assistance with simple features like color adjustment and font sizing
- Basic assistance with best file types to use for any given situation.
- Assistance with minor issues on your laptop
  - Connecting to internet, etc. (accessing ITS webpage)
- Assistance with minor issues on library loaner laptops
  - Connecting to internet, etc.
  - Printing assistance
  - Basic software assistance (Office, etc.)
Loaner Technology

The Technology Support and Loan Desk, located on the first floor Learning Commons, provides students with a wide selection of technology that may be loaned out for personal use.

APPLE IPAD TABLET 16GB/WIFI
- Category: Computer
- Number available: 1
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

DELL LATITUDE 2100 NETBOOK
- Category: Computer
- Number available: 13
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

DELL LATITUDE D630 LAPTOP
- Category: Computer
- Number available: 25
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

EXTENDED LAPTOP LOANS
- Category: Computer
- Number available: 2
- Loan period: Thirty (30) days for a $30.00 fee

MANFROTTO TRIPOD
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 3
- Loan period: Twenty-four (24) hours

SENNHEISER HD201 HEADPHONES
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 12
MINI-FS MINI USB 2GB FLASH DRIVE
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 4
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

KILL-A-WATT METERS
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 4
- Loan period: Fourteen (14) days

GRAPHING CALCULATOR
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 3
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

LAPTOP SECURITY SYSTEM
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 18
- Loan period: Six (6) hours

MOUSE
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 2
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

MACBOOK CHARGER
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 5
- Loan period: Three (3) hours

DELL LATITUDE D630 LAPTOP CHARGER
- Category: Accessories
- Number available: 25
- Loan period: Three (3) hours
OLYMPUS DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER DS-40
- Category: Video or Image
- Number available: 1
- Loan period: Twenty-four (24) hours

SAMSUNG HD VIDEO IMAGE RECORDER HMX-H106 SN
- Category: Video or Image
- Number available: 2
- Loan period: Twenty-four (24) hours

CANON POWERSHOT SD1300 IS DIGITAL CAMERA
- Category: Video or Image
- Number available: 3
- Loan period: Twenty-four (24) hours
The Curry Library Innovation Commons (the CLIC)

Presentations

The Curry Library Innovation Commons (CLIC) serves as a collegial gathering place for students, faculty, staff, and visitors. The heart of the CLIC is innovation and that is evidenced by the creation of a new model for a 21st century library which features access to digital collections and a commitment by the librarians to help researchers acquire the information literacy skills needed for scientific research and scholarship in the digital environment. In addition, the CLIC promotes the study and use of technology in teaching and learning. In 2010, the Children’s Engineering Center was established in the CLIC to introduce cutting edge technology to student teachers, faculty and friends!

Location: Ruffner Hall, 3rd floor, room 302 Map

Telephone: 434-924-7040

Regular Hours of Operation Fall Semester
Monday - Thursday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Weekends

The CLIC Librarians

*Library Website
**the CLIC Librarians’ Newsletter
Professional Development Workshops for students and faculty

EVENTS IN THE CLIC

ITS SOFTWARE WORKSHOP

TOPIC: Creating Solid Graphs for Quantitative Data
TIME: 2pm - 3pm
DATE: Wednesday, November 9, 2011
WHERE: The CLIC, Ruffner Hall, room 302
DESCRIPTION: This workshop will introduce the creation of solid graphs for quantitative data.
INSTRUCTOR: Nancy Kechner

No registration is required.

Want to Book Space in the CLIC?

Contact Bobbie Gallo bgallos@virginia.edu | 434-243-4326

Your computer needs JavaScript in order for you to view the email address above.

What Will You Find in the CLIC?

- Group study areas
- Quiet study room (South west corner)
- Computers for students with SPSS and more
- Research presentations and social events
Children's Engineering Center

- Computing consultant: Wed. 1-4pm (help with SPSS, NVIVO, and more)
- Librarian: 9am - 5pm Mon-Fri. assistance with literature reviews, database searching, RefWorks, and more
- The Center for the Children's Engineering Initiative
- 7,000 children's books with self check-out
- 300 research handbooks
- Pickup location for interlibrary loan items and recalled books
- Public printers, photocopiers, scanner and digital sender (convert a photocopy to digital format, or scan a chapter from a book and convert it to digital format and email it to yourself or others)
- a technology "petting zoo" (U.Va. affiliates can check out an iPad, SmartPen, Tweakers, Pico Projector, Flip camera, or Kindle eBook reader)
Home → Services

Services

Part of the vision of the UW Libraries is providing support for student and faculty researchers in all steps of the research process: searching, collecting, evaluating, writing and sharing. The following lists services that are currently available across the University of Washington for meeting those needs. This list is a work in progress. Please let us know if there is a service or resource missing from this list.

New Researchers

Funding

Searching and Collecting Resources

Organizing

Evaluating

Writing and Communicating

Data Services

Graduate Workshop Series Recordings

View workshops from our Graduate School Series using the links below. Watch this page for new recordings as they become available.
Home → Resources

Research Commons Spaces

*Items marked with an asterisk are reservable spaces. Click on the space to reserve it.

Individuals can make more than one three hour reservation per day but there must be 1 hour between the reservations. Individuals may not have more than one space reserved at a time.

Reservations can be made one week (7 days) in advance.

If you are more than 15 minutes late for a reservation, the room will be made available to others.

Booth A*

Booth B*

Booth C*

Booth D*

Collaboration Studio

Presentation Place*

Red A*

Red B

Red Plasma Wall*

Media:scape*

Big Tables

Green A

Green B

Green C*

Green D*
Green Plasma Wall  
Help Desk  
Whiteboard Collaboration Wall
Planning and Progress
Georgetown University Library Strategic Initiatives 2010-2015

Toward the Library’s vision of being “recognized as an ‘icon of transformation’ for Georgetown University, empowering its communities to surpass their own aspirations and to have a global impact,” the Library’s Leadership Council, in 2009, developed a five-year strategic plan that focuses on eight major initiatives: Copyright; Scholarly Communications; Research, Teaching, and Learning; Collections; Space; Campus, Community, and Global Engagement; Digital Infrastructure; and Staffing.

1. Copyright
In five years, the Library will:
   • be among the leaders on campus and nationally for copyright, DRM, and rights management to ensure we take full advantage of our rights
   • We have created a new department, Copyright and Digital Rights Management, that will take the lead on copyright and rights management, developing an outreach and education program, and establishing a University-wide Center for copyright and DRM.

2. Scholarly Communications
In 5 years, the Library will:
   • ensure the university community is aware of innovative opportunities, trends, and new models of scholarly output and communication
   • The Scholarly Communications Committee will continue to host two symposia a year to highlight emerging issues in scholarly communication of interest to the campus community. The symposia will be video-recorded and streamed to make them available to a wide audience.
   • We will also develop DigitalGeorgetown and related services to support the advancement of education and scholarship at Georgetown and provide collaborative opportunities with partners across campus and around the world.

3. Research, Teaching & Learning
In 5 years, the Library will:
   • deliver research instruction with the most effective and efficient mix, approaches, and tools to meet the needs of our different audiences at all levels; discover the research needs and initiatives of faculty in order to enable a sharing of research opportunities (expertise management); and provide effective and efficient services to continue to meet the changing information needs of our community
   • We strive to meet the needs of our different constituencies at all levels. We will continue to expose collections to scholars as a foundational step to being part of the genesis of scholarship within the University as well as to insert the Library appropriately as key to faculty, graduate and undergraduate research. We will also provide the Georgetown community with the research and multimedia development skills needed to integrate technology into their scholarly activities and to enable their participation in a globally interconnected world.

4. Collections
In 5 years, the Library will:
   • have access to all the resources necessary for research, teaching, and learning in the most effective and efficient manner; establish long-term access to scholarly resources using the most effective and efficient preservation approaches, tools, and collaborations; and establish effective and efficient approaches to maintain and enhance long-term access to the historical and cultural record of the
University
- Our goals for Collections include establishing, maintaining and enhancing long-term access to our scholarly resources. We will undertake a systematic assessment of our collections as well as increase our long term preservation efforts.

5. Space
In 5 years, the Library will:
- implement the space improvements within the existing structure as defined within the Lauinger Master Plan in an effort to alleviate pressing infrastructure needs (this will only partially meet the current, changing, and increasing demands of our users); and begin the process of expansion of the Library to fully meet the needs of our users
- Because we are in a 40-year-old building with maxed out electrical supply, an aging HVAC system and no room for collection growth, physical space is currently our biggest challenge. We have finalized a master plan for Lauinger Library with the goal of making improvements to the existing building’s infrastructure to better meet the needs of our users and staff in the short term as well as plan for a longer term solution of expanding the building to create more and better study, meeting, and collaborative work space for our faculty and students. The Blommer Science Library will also be renovated with the reinvention of Reiss.

6. Campus, Community, and Global Engagement
In 5 years, the Library will:
- enhance the stature, reach and scope of engagement of Lauinger Library to elevate the support for the library; and establish appropriate partnerships in support of the University's global initiatives
- Creating better relationships and partnerships with our Library Associates, Library Board, and Office of Advancement is a key objective. We’ll also develop a regular presence at campus events and raise awareness and engagement with the Library’s services, collections, and space. We will closely coordinate our exhibitions and events to highlight our unique and special collections.

7. Digital Infrastructure
In 5 years, the Library will:
- establish the most effective and efficient infrastructure to enable creative and scholarly innovations within the University and new forms of services within the library to meet the increasing, changing, and future needs of our community
- In addition to improving the building’s infrastructure, we will also be enhancing our technology infrastructure in an effort to provide robust digital services and next generation systems to support new modes of teaching and learning. Collaboration with internal and external partners will be important in this area.

8. Staffing
In 5 years, the Library will:
- develop an organization with the expertise, knowledge and agility to be effective in a constantly changing information and educational environment
- We want to develop a diverse staff that is professionally active and engaged and interested in developing new skills to improve our services to faculty and students.
Combined Service Area Progress

The Combined Service Area (CSA) will include the services currently offered at the Circulation, Information Services, and the Special Formats & Maps service desks. The CSA will have a Library Services Desk that will be open 24/5 and a Research Consultation Desk that will be staffed by subject librarians approximately seven hours a day Monday-Friday.

The original goal of opening the CSA by fall semester 2010 has been postponed due to several factors: the absence of support from a campus architect from facilities for an extended time in spring 2010 due to priorities on other campus projects; Facilities recommending the postponement because of the noise / disruption of services caused by construction during fall and or spring semester; and the opportunity to apply for a grant to supplement our existing funding for the project. While the grant request was submitted in late July, we will most likely not know if we will receive funding until December. For these reasons, we have decided to hold off on construction until after spring semester 2011. During this time we will continue refining programmatic aspects of the project including training, staffing, referrals, visitor access policies, etc. We will also have more time for feedback from our users.

Background

The CSA Task Force began meeting in September 2009 and was initially comprised of Bruce Henson and Stella Richardson as Co-chairs and Bob Fox, Roland Garner, and Karen Glover as members. The group identified the need for a neutral facilitator and in October chose the newly hired User Experience Librarian Ameet Doshi to join the group. Bing Wang joined the group in April 2010 after assuming the responsibilities of Assistant Head of Research, Instruction & Outreach Services. Katherine Norris is our liaison with facilities and expert on the Library’s physical systems. A literature review of library combined service desks showed that many libraries implement a combined desk to consolidate service locations but services are usually not integrated at the shared desk. The Task Force agreed that to provide a successful one-stop-shop service point Circulation and Reference services needed to be integrated.

Ameet facilitated several information gathering sessions in October without the Task Force present, and the Task Force then met with staff in several follow-up meetings. From the information gathered the Task Force created a document with minimum levels of service expected at the CSA and two initial work groups were implemented, Operations/Service Model and Layout. The workgroup reports were submitted in early January 2010 and informed our initial discussions with the campus architect. Additional committees were formed in March 2010: Referral Process, Branding & Signage, Training, and Visitor Policy, the latter whose work is still ongoing. Please see appendix for workgroup goals, membership, and reports.

Progress

Reorganization of the Information Services Dept. in April 2010 – although not a direct result of planning for the CSA, the reorganization of the ISD into two departments - the Faculty Engagement Department and Research, Instruction & Outreach Services (RIOS), affected the CSA.
Stakeholder Involvement in Planning Process – In order to achieve buy-in from faculty and staff in the two departments we provided opportunities to participate in discussions and workgroups and give feedback and make recommendations.

Working Together - We realized that most people in both departments had not previously worked together and did not understand the work of the other department. Participating collaboratively in the discussions and workgroups provided opportunities to know each other and to understand more about the other department’s work and culture before working together at the CSA.

Integrated Circulation and Reference Services on 3rd shift – "Beginning fall semester 2009 Circulation and Reference integrated services at the Circulation Desk during 3rd shift hours, from midnight to 7:30AM. This coincided with two of four 3rd shift staff members moving to days, leaving two 3rd shift staff members. After cross-training, Heidi Lowe and Andy Blakely have successfully offered combined Reference/Circulation/Technology during 3rd shift, an experiment that has informed the planning of the CSA.

Training - Based on the training work group's discoveries and recommendations, three training coordinators have been assigned: Karen Glover for circulation training, Cari Lovins for technology training and Bing Wang for reference training. Training structures have been developed and programs have been tested and optimized through the training of Charlie Bennett and Jerrold Mobley for reference functions and Eric Brower and Jerrold Mobley for circulation functions during summer 2010.

Reducing Librarian Hours at the Reference Desk by 33% – So that Reference Librarians can focus more on faculty outreach, their hours were reduced at the Reference Desk in fall 2009 from 6 hours/week to 5 and in fall 2010 from five hours/week to four. Likewise, evening librarian coverage was reduced in fall 2009 from ending at 8PM to 7PM, and in fall 2010 to ending at 6 PM. Weekend librarian coverage was reduced in fall 2009 to six hours per day from eight.

Staffing Recommendations – the Operations / Service Model Workgroup identified the need for four career staff on 2nd shift and three on 3rd shift for the Combined Desk. RIOS has since hired an Information Associate I position for the understaffed 3rd shift.

Staffing Changes – There have been several changes in staff assignments. Charlie Bennett, a Library Associate II joined RIOS after working in Circulation for many years, Library Assistant III Eric Brower has joined Circulation after working in RIOS for many years, and Copy Services Supervisor Richard Holland has moved from Circulation to RIOS, as their talents and work responsibilities are a better fit in their new departments. Two Library Assistant III positions in the former Special Formats & Maps Unit of ISD were eliminated due to a service desk consolidation in the ISD that eliminated the Special Formats & Maps Unit. Two new positions were created in RIOS to meet changing user expectations: an Information Associate I for the 3rd shift at the Combined Service Desk and a Multimedia Instruction Librarian.
Met with Emory Library – in May 2010 the CSA Task Force met with the Emory team charged with implementing a combined service desk to share our goals, project work and ideas.

Staff upgrades – Andy Blakely’s position has been upgraded to an Information Associate I recently to reflect his new responsibilities on the third shift.

Continuing Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2010</strong></td>
<td>User Feedback - As noted, the revised construction date will allow for additional user feedback about the “look and feel” of the service desk, as well as an opportunity to gather user opinions about the nature of service they desire from staff. This feedback may be very useful to inform lighting and furnishing decisions that are both visually appealing and functional. An additional technique that would further involve our users and could potentially calibrate the training effort is the use of “design theaters.” These are scenario exercises whereby students are recruited to playact various roles by asking staff a variety of circulation and reference-related questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2010 - Spring 2011</strong></td>
<td>Team Building – Ameet will offer some teambuilding workshops for Circulation and RIOS staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2010 - Spring 2011</strong></td>
<td>Training - Staff will begin shadowing at both the Information Services and Circulation desks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2010</strong></td>
<td>Policies - The Taskforce will complete visitor policies, further refine referral policies, and define the policies of the combined services desk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2010 - Spring 2011</strong></td>
<td>RIOS staff offices – finalize plans for locating on 2 east.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>October 2010</strong></td>
<td>Meet with Emory to discuss our shared plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>December 2010</strong></td>
<td>Hear from Gilbert Foundation about pending grant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2011</strong></td>
<td>Finalize Construction Plans – once the grant decision is reached the CSA Taskforce will finalize construction plans including desk design, furniture, flooring, lighting, signage and securing staff offices on 1 and 2 East. The delay and the possibility of additional funds from the grant allow time to consider redesigning the Library entrance, Security Desk, and security gates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2011</strong></td>
<td>ACRL Presentation - by GT and Emory Libraries, “Mashup or Crashup: Collaborating with intra and extra library partners to create a merged library service desk.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring - Summer 2011</strong></td>
<td>Training modules will be finalized and training offered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer 2011</strong></td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>August 2011</strong></td>
<td>Combined Service Area Opens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2012</strong></td>
<td>Staff Upgrades – as staff undertake new responsibilities at the combined desk positions will need to be reviewed six months after the desk opens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Final Report and Recommendations of the Budget Group
Plus
April 21, 2008

New Service Models Overview

- Message from the Provost
- Statement on Library Services

- Early Agreement
  - Retrospective Reference Collection [Team Charged]
  - Digital Content Lifecycle Management [Team Charged]
  - Integrate CPLA Library into ACES Library [Team Charged]
  - Establish a Scholarly Commons Service Model [Team Charged]
  - Improve User Services in the Main Book Stacks [Team Charged]

- Strategic Directions
  - Enhance Support for E-Science, E-Scholarship, and Digital Humanities
  - Enhance Scholarly Communications Services
  - Explore New Approaches to Library Support for Multidisciplinary Fields and Research Centers
  - Enhance Library Assessment Activities

- Operational Improvement
  - Consolidate Acquisitions and Cataloging Functions [Team Charged]
  - Centralize Main Library Access Services
  - Establish Centralized Curatorial Control of Special Collections

- New Spaces
  - Classics Library
  - Illinois History & Lincoln Collections
  - Area and International Studies Library [Team Charged]

- New Models
  - Media and Information Studies Library [Team Charged]
  - Government Information Services [Team Charged]
  - Languages and Linguistics Library
  - Earth and Life Sciences Library
New Service Models
Report to the Provost
June 4, 2009
(Rev. July 6, 2009; Executive Summary and Table of Contents added September 4, 2009)

Executive Summary

The New Service Models (NSM) program was launched during the fall of 2007 to address strategic challenges and operational concerns facing the University Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This report reviews the changes made to Library services during the Program’s first two years and provides an update on current program plans and initiatives.

The NSM program was designed to address the question of how to sustain the Illinois tradition of excellence in Library services while navigating transformations in academic libraries and scholarly communication. Confronted by rapidly escalating economic challenges to our traditional model of departmental library service, as well as by sea changes in the way that scholarly information is created, disseminated, used, and stewarded for the future, the Library undertook a broad and inclusive approach to identifying opportunities for strategic investment in resources, collections, facilities, and information technology, as well as opportunities to engage its users in far-ranging discussions of the future of library services. This report includes a summary of the most significant of these challenges, but more detailed discussions are provided in earlier NSM program reports, available at <http://www.library.illinois.edu/nsm/>.

The NSM program has been carried out using a project-based approach that allows for emergent design of NSM initiatives, as well as for inclusion of Library users from across campus in the planning process. Teams designated to lead the planning and implementation of discrete NSM activities are composed of Library faculty and staff members, as well as faculty from campus programs with identified interests and concerns related to the specific project. NSM teams are charged with communicating and consulting with the broader groups represented by team members. Over the past two years, this approach has allowed not only for direct user involvement in the planning of NSM program activities, but also in an unprecedented number of meetings with faculty groups, library committees, campus academic leadership, and the campus community, at large. Although this report describes the broad approach taken to the design of NSM teams and their ongoing communication and consultation processes, detailed accounts of several of these meetings are available through the NSM program site, available at <http://www.library.illinois.edu/nsm/>.

Several significant changes have resulted thus far from the NSM program, including the transition of the Labor & Industrial Relations Library and the Library & Information Science Library to “embedded librarian” service models, and the integration of the Afro-Americana Library Unit, the City Planning & Landscape Architecture Library, and the Physics & Astronomy Library into complementary service units. Other outcomes include enhancing access to scholarly resources, print and digital, changes to the Library organization of services, and investments in collection management that have resulted in enhanced access to thousands of previously unprocessed materials. Finally, the NSM program has supported the design and development of innovative service programs outlined in the University Library’s Strategic Plan, including the establishment of the Scholarly Commons and a Library-wide approach to health information services. The report includes a description of each of these programs, as well as several others completed to date or planned for FY10.

The report concludes with three appendices: 1) a timeline of major NSM program activities planned for FY10; 2) an overview of tangible costs and benefits associated with discrete NSM program activities; and 3) a summary of changes to the June 4 draft based on review and discussion after its release.
NSM Decision-Making Process (July 2009)

1. **Planning Team convened to engage campus and Library stakeholders in discussion of substantive issues**
   - Planning Team submits recommendations to the University Librarian (UL).
   - **EC posts recommendations** for comment & then reviews.

2. **Planning Team submits recommendations to the University Librarian (UL).**
   - **EC posts recommendations** for comment & then reviews.

3. **Implementation Team convened**
   - Implementation Team submits plan to the University Librarian.
   - **EC posts recommendations** for comment & then reviews.

4. **UL & AULs review plan & allocate resources**
   - UL and AULs review plan & allocate resources.
   - UL & AULs review to ensure plan is feasible (e.g., can facilities work be accomplished within allotted time and budget?) in consultation with others in the Library, e.g., groups or individuals responsible for resource oversight: Budget Group (staff), EC (faculty/AP positions), Business Office, NSM Coordinator (NSM funding requests).

5. **NSM Coordinator facilitates implementation**
   - Working with the AULs, Library Facilities, Team Leaders, unit heads and other staff, the NSM Coordinator coordinates implementation of the plan.

---

**Drafted by the Team Leader, NSM Coordinator and/or Administrative Liaison, the charge establishes scope, timeline and deliverables (reports, recommendations, etc.).**

**The Library Executive Committee (EC) posts charge on EC website at least one week prior to discussion with note to LIBNEWS-L requesting comment. EC reviews charge and may advise the University Librarian approve and/or request revisions.**

**Teams post meeting notes and reports promptly to the NSM website. Team Leaders chair meetings, direct work of the Team and report on ideas under consideration at NSM stuff sessions and Library Faculty meetings. Administrative liaisons help navigate process, provide feedback regarding feasibility and are equal partners in decision making. All AULs & Team Leaders attend pre-launch meeting.**

**UL forwards recommendations to EC.**

**EC posts recommendations** on EC website at least one week prior to discussion with note to LIBNEWS-L requesting comment.

**EC may advise the University Librarian to approve all or some of the recommendations. Requests for revisions go back to Planning Team.**

**Drawing some members from the Planning Team, the UL charges a Team to implement recommendations. Scope & timeline are set in consultation with the Associate University Librarians (AULs) and the NSM Coordinator.**

**UL reviews plan & forwards to EC & AULs**

**The Library Executive Committee (EC) posts plan on EC website at least one week prior to discussion with note to LIBNEWS-L requesting comment.**

**UL & AULs review to ensure plan is feasible (e.g., can facilities work be accomplished within allotted time and budget?) in consultation with others in the Library, e.g., groups or individuals responsible for resource oversight: Budget Group (staff), EC (faculty/AP positions), Business Office, NSM Coordinator (NSM funding requests).**
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VISION FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS (KU)

The Learning Studio initiative at KU builds upon the success Anschutz Library already enjoys as the central hub of undergraduate research and learning on the University of Kansas Lawrence campus. The Learning Studio brings together content, technology and student services; librarians, IT professionals and Student Success staff to support students in their learning, writing, research, study skills and use of technology. In addition, the LS enables students to meet with faculty, staff and fellow students in comfortable, flexible spatial configurations for both individual and group study. Students will have the core services to enhance their learning experience in one central place. Nationally, libraries with similar facilities report sustained increases in user requests for assistance in research, writing and technology support.

The Learning Studio encourages engagement with a wide range of information resources and collections, strengthens the ability for collaborative inquiry, creates new opportunities for social and informal learning, and supports students as they adjust to and succeed at the University of Kansas.

The LS is primarily student-centered environment-- supported by pedagogical, technological, and social trends and research -- to fill a void on campus for study space and provide collaboration between students, faculty, librarians and professional staff in support of learning within and beyond the classroom.

Librarians and staff will work with faculty in designing workshops and other programs to enrich specific courses and/or disciplines. Partnerships may range from one-time class presentations to in-depth curriculum planning. Learning Studio specialists will be available to develop and present workshops, handouts and other materials tailored for courses or on any academic topic of benefit to students.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

- **Learning oriented:** Support academic engagement through informal learning spaces that are comfortable, open, flexible, and inviting.
- **Learner centered:** Focuses on student needs, preferences and work patterns that removes barriers to learning and facilitates student success.
  - Create zoned neighborhoods for different needs
    - Individual/quiet study spaces
    - Individual and group workstation spaces
    - Group study and presentation spaces
- **Flexible:** Responsive to the changing needs of learners for resources and support in an open, inviting, comfortable setting.
- **Collaborative:** Based on collaboration between or integration of different learning support areas in the university.
Community building: Provides a social gathering place for students, GTAs, faculty and staff and common point for information, technology and student services.

PRELIMINARY SERVICE PLAN

Teaching and Learning: Creating a Cycle of Support

Centrally located service desks and roving staff will support all stages of the learning process encouraging a vibrant environment where learners easily receive assistance as it is needed. Roving staff will include peer research mentors who can assist users/demonstrate how to get started with research and refer for in-depth assistance as needed.

The Service Desk will be the center of support where information, technology, learning support and research needs will be met by Student Success staff/students, library staff/students, and Information Technology personnel. Examples of interactions with students include:

- Quick information including research assistance, referrals, campus information and technology support.
  - Referral to other library units and campus partners for services not available within the Learning Studio.
  - In-depth consultation.
  - Checking out needed technology (laptops, digital cameras) or research materials.
- Impromptu work with small groups.
- Technical assistance to troubleshoot connectivity, printers, scanners, etc.

Possible programs and services include:

- Formal instruction classes for specific courses conducted by librarians with faculty or GTAs, peer research coaches, KU Writing Center instructors and consultants.
- Formal instruction classes organized by librarians to feature the stages of the research process and the tools for gathering resources on a topic.
- Impromptu classroom sessions for at-risk classes requiring focused help with a particular assignment.
- Impromptu teaching of clusters of students who arrive at the desk and have a common need or goal.
- Drop-in consultation with the KU Writing Center.
- Research peer coaches to provide peer support for learning library resources.
- Group study rooms to foster student collaborative learning.
- Individual instruction and help for students who require unique or specialized consultation and equipment to meet their research needs.
- Classes offered by Information Technology on key issues for students such as getting connected, virus protection, wireless security, and software support.
- Classes and interview consultation offered by the University Career Center.
- Drop-in advising and support (seasonal).
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- Small group tutoring with Academic Achievement and Access Center Tutoring Services.
- KU Info.

Furthermore, the Learning Studio provides a new model for encouraging collaboration between faculty, librarians and student success services. Examples of how this connection can enrich the student learning experience include:

- Course-integrated library instruction and writing skills linked to specific tasks is proven to be the best way to develop information literacy.
- Consultation on assignment design and availability of resources is necessary for large, at-risk introductory courses where hundreds of students compete for resources and services in a fixed time period.
- Workshops taught with teaching assistants provide effective ongoing support for students during their work throughout the year.
- Partnering with faculty to tailor programs for specific courses or disciplines,
- Developing workshops, handouts and other materials and support for in-depth curriculum planning.
- Student research teams offer another support mechanism for group work requiring in-depth investigation.
- Academic success workshops offered by the Academic Achievement and Access Center on study skills, time management, reading and listening, and studying for mid-terms and finals.
DESIGN BRIEF

The space to be re-purposed for the Learning Studio consists of approximately 13,500 square feet on the 3rd floor and 15,600 square feet on 4th floor of Anschutz Library.

The new Learning Studio will have bright, flexible, spaces with “functional neighborhoods” or “zones” organizing activities. To create this effect, the design should use varying floor patterns/materials, furniture layouts, graphics, lighting design, cabinetry, and vegetation to create “neighborhoods” within the larger spaces and subtly influence traffic flow. This will break up the space functionally while keeping it accessible to all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost (approximate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II (projected fundraising need)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development &amp; Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total useable space (approximate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31,400 sq ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information Technology Infrastructure

Even without the “learning Studio” project, substantial infrastructure updating is required for Anschutz Library. These enhancements to wiring and network capacity include upgrades and fiber risers, additional terminal work to support PCI compliance, replacement of old equipment to take advantage of new fiber and rewiring of old jacks. The connectivity between the needs of the Learning Studio project, general need for improvements to the existing facility, and the funding sources, have not been completely determined yet. The estimated cost for related upgrades to wireless availability is included in the Phase I Learning Studio proposal.

Space planning

The interior space must be developed according to the recognized principles and process of facility planning. Fixed construction will be limited as much as possible to provide for configurable staff space and public space. Options for blocking, stacking, and traffic flow are
required for discussion with user groups prior to detailed space planning. Program space allocations should work with the architectural characteristics and structural elements of the building to minimize circulation factors and un-assignable areas. Traffic routes in public areas must have good sight lines for personal safety, be easily understood, and lead users conveniently to the intended destination.

To support functional flexibility of interior space, the use of open office concept is encouraged unless justified by function, maximizing access and orientation to natural light. The heating, ventilation and cooling systems must not be adversely affected by interior separations. Consideration must be given to the height of partitions, the location of private offices and meeting rooms.

When possible, existing and recently purchased systems furniture will be re-used (dismantle, move and reassemble) for this project. The purchase of new furniture, storage units and some systems furniture will be necessary.

Detailed interior coordination in relation to design, finishes and colors of new and existing furniture with the renovated architecture and building finishes is required to achieve a harmonious work environment. Finishes must be sympathetic to the existing architecture and general ambiance of the building. Finishes and colors should be visually pleasing, comfortable, and appropriate for the function and image of a quality innovative facility, require low maintenance, durable and age well over time.

**Barrier-Free Accessibility**
Barrier-free accessibility including but not limited to motorized wheelchairs equipped with ventilating units shall be required for all space related to the project. Accessibility will be in accordance with the Kansas Building Code and KU’s Accessibility Guidelines. Exceptions must have compelling justification.

**Acoustics**
Appropriate acoustic consultation and design is required for all public areas.

**Building Maintenance**
The design and product specification should minimize the ongoing maintenance and operating costs to the University.

**Pervasive Access to power outlets and technology:**
Anschutz Library has raised flooring to allow for diverse option in providing power outlet availability. Additionally, furniture with USB and A/C outlet capabilities is an essential part of the Studio concept.
Central Service Desk (3rd Floor) A major goal of this project is the physical main service zone whose components provide a distinct service point, computers, information resources, and staff always in close proximity to the user. This service desk should be immediately visible to users entering the library and centrally located so that students can see the desk and access the support from any direction. The following services will be located in some form at this desk:

- Research and Instructional Services (Libraries)
- Technology help and support (IT)
- General referral, direction and informational requests (KU Info)

Preferred desk configuration would be oval or circular to maximize user access. A lower, accessible section will also be built into the desk reconfiguration in order to ensure that we can adequately serve all users. The desk should provide at minimum, seating for four simultaneous user interactions at four separate access points, each with dual screen workstations for working together. During peak hours – the desk will be staffed with 3-4 people: library research staff/students, technology students/staff and student success students/staff. During off peak hours, staffing will typically consist of 1-2 individuals. It is likely that during later evening hours, this desk will be closed, with user support coming from the circulation desk.

It is anticipated that during peak hours, this desk will handle anywhere from 15-40 questions per hour in person or by phone. There is a great deal of variance in need. In addition, IM support will most likely occur at this desk as well (although this can be handled from other office locations as well).

Quick consultation spaces should be closely adjacent to the central service desk for staff use. During evening or weekend use these may be opened up for public use as well.

- Consultation/Semi-Private Table Configurations (4): Faculty, staff and trained students will require access to consultation space in which they can meet with individuals and small groups to provide more specialized assistance with research projects and teaching assignments. These consultation enclosures accommodate 2-4 people with table, chairs, PC, dry erase boards.
- Private Consultation room (1): Research and Instructional Services

Research and Instructional Services
Research (Reference) Services is part of the Research and Instructional Services Department. It supports research by assisting with the use of Library resources, licensed electronic databases, and research materials from other sources. Highly trained subject specialists, general reference librarians, and other staff assist with in-person, phone, email, and virtual inquiries.

These services are primarily offered at the central service desk during hours between 9am – 9pm. During peak hours – two research experts (one faculty librarian and one staff member) will be seated at the desk. In-depth consultations off-desk are available by appointment with
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all subject specialist librarians. These consultations typically take place in office space across all library locations.

Librarian and Library Staff office and Work Areas (4th Floor?):

- Individual office space for 8 librarians and Unclassified Professionals (4th floor?)
- Student work space (2-4) (4th floor?)

Circulation Desk (3rd Floor): The circulation desk should be situated near the front entrance to the building, near the security gates for ease of visibility. A lower, accessible section should be included into the desk reconfiguration in order to ensure that we can adequately serve all users. This desk is responsible for circulating a variety of materials including those on reserve, sent over from other campus libraries, ILL materials, laptops, calculators, digital cameras, and those available on Levels 1 and 2 of the building.

Substantial space is required behind the desk – including holding shelves for ILL and reserves, multiple book sorting trucks for returns and 4-5 access services staff/students on during peak times (serving the public and processing materials)

Over the course of several years, it is anticipated that 2-3 self-checkout stations will also be added and located adjacent to the circulation desk, to provide quick assistance as needed.

In addition to the space directly behind the desk, separate “behind the scenes” staff processing space connected to the loading dock area is required. This includes individual cubicle space for 5 FTE and student/staff work room for storage, document creation/scanning, and collaboration and a staff room/kitchen area

Lockers (3rd Floor): Close to circulation/checkout a bank of self-service lockers with electronic locks should be located within close proximity to the circulation desk.

Writing Center (4th Floor)
The writing center is a support lab that helps students with writing skills, developing papers, organizing projects, etc. Writers need feedback, sounding boards, and other people to coach and guide them while they compose. The KU Writing Center uses trained peer consultants to help brainstorm, draft or edit writing. Most help is in small groups or one-on-one tutorials.

- Staff: 5 or 6 individual offices (USS and 0.5 UPS could share a space)
- Multiple use open space for project layout, readings and conferencing
- 5-6 consultant/student workspaces with either workstations or docking stations for laptops located along the exterior of the space for one-on-one instruction and consultations
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Academic Achievement and Access Center Tutoring Services (4th Floor)
The Academic Achievement and Access Center offers tutoring. Small group tutoring is available on campus for specific courses. The tutors are KU students who have met grade requirements and received recommendations from faculty members. All groups meet two days per week (one-and-one-half hours per session). Students may request a tutor group prior to and during the first 10 weeks of a semester. These groups will provide a learning environment that may be less intimidating for many students than getting assistance in a large lecture setting. Tutor groups function like structured study groups, with the tutor as a peer expert -- a student who can empathize with others' classroom experience. This is a highly interactive learning experience. Tutees will be encouraged to problem-solve and to become self-directed learners.

Many of these tutoring groups meet in various locations and buildings across campus during a variety of times (from early morning to late night). In the Learning Studio, the central office for the program and a small percentage of the tutoring group activities (during peak hours) will occur. Additionally, the potential exists for the development of a new “drop-in” tutoring program during prime times of the semester when students are preparing for mid-terms or final exams.

- Office areas: 2 individual offices for 1 UPS and 1 USS
- Work room with cubicles & workstations for 3-4 PT student program assistants
- Public Areas (adjacent to office space):
  - 12 flexible group table configurations with privacy features - able to accommodate tutor groups (2-5 people per group) with white board divider surfaces and docking stations (Reserved M-Th until 8 pm and open for public use after business hours)
  - 4 small semi-private, low wall rooms each able to accommodate a tutor group (2-5 people) with white boards, docking stations, and overhead projectors or larger, wall mounted LCD (Reserved M-Th until 8 pm - open for public use after business hours above)

Conference Room (4th Floor) (20 people) (open to the public after hours) Shared space between Student Success and the Libraries. High definition video conferencing is available for scheduling, providing visual collaboration across the globe.

Open Group Computing (3rd Floor): provide furniture configurations where students can collaborate on group projects, or practice presentation material. Teams can work together both in open group workstations and additional seating to accommodate a team.
Open Group Study (3rd and 4th Floor): offer flexible work areas to redesign the room on the fly to meet the current user’s needs. In groupings of two or four with easy access to power in various configuration. This can include tablet chairs w/wheels for both individual use and creation of dynamic group environments. The level of flexibility is critical as the potential for providing some elements of privacy.

- Diner style Booths
- Moveable Tables/chairs
  - Both hard and soft surface options

Group Rooms (4th Floor): These group spaces, with partial class enclosures seat 4-6 in a variety of configurations with LCD projection. Innovative software like teamspot is an application that will allow students to bring their laptops and collaborate real-time on a shared space on the LCD panels or dual screens. They can work together on a word document, share websites they have found in their research, and save drawings from a whiteboard they jointly work on.

Individual Workstations (3rd and 4th Floor):
The open computer areas on 3rd and 4th floors will house approximately 100 workstations set up in a variety of configurations. The intent is to provide numerous arrangements that support the needs of the students. Computer Arrangements could include:

- individual stations for pods of two, four, and possibly six station settings.
- Primarily PC workstations with productivity software
- 8 Macintosh workstations with productivity software
- 4 scanning workstations (adobe design premium/Office 2007)
  - Assistive technology and accessible furniture
- 8 express/quick access standup stations (no productivity software)
  - Limited software availability with use of Office readers rather than full software suite
  - Powered tables for Internet access

Individual/Quiet Study (4th Floor): A variety of study seating elements, arranged in individual, some in groupings of two or four with easy access to power in various configuration. This can include tablet chairs w/wheels for both individual use and creation of dynamic group environments. The level of flexibility is critical as the potential for providing some elements of privacy. Glass partitioned area

Laptop/Device Charging Area (3rd Floor): Charging area for laptop and handheld technologies (A/C and USB) batteries – “bar style”
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**Lounge Study Areas (3rd and 4th Floor)**

**Café with seating (3rd floor)**
Bars, tables and lounge (powered)

**Collaborative Learning Center**
Seats 50 – arranged in group configurations (possible “cloverleaf” designs) with multiple projects/display options, whiteboard surfaces and moveable instructor/presenter station. Technology might be laptops (stored when not in use) or fixed PC (available to public) – not one per seat (1 per 3 seats??) Created via the use of moveable walls with the ability to open up for general public use. Available for student use when not booked and after hours/weekends.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>SF Total</th>
<th>Seat Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open Commons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diner Booth</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lounge Study</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3760</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet Study Lounge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers in clusters (individual)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3650</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email standup terminals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop and device charging center</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning workstation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open tables - large</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open tables - small</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>14035</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group/Shared Space</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group workstations (seats 4-6)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small groups study rooms</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Classroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage for E-Classroom</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5340</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AAAC - Tutoring</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-private, groups of 2-5, adj to AAAC Office</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director - Tutoring Services (text book storage)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff office space - Tutoring Services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure File Storage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open student work area</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Writing Center</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation area</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Offices</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Office</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open student work area</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Service</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service/ Info desk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference shelving</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-private consultation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private consultation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circ desk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self checkout</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Back office processing space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mail, recycling, storage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing and ILL, document delivery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head of access services</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access services</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library services</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing hot desk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1394</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Offices & Conference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library Staff Offices</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube Office</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative office</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference room</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1805</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shared & Student workspace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workspace Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>open office (shared)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared work room &amp; kitchenette</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>980</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Café and Seating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seating Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>café</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>café seating</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>640</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Public Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copy/ Print/ Scan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free standing scanner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing stations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vending machines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone booths</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Search</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>650</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Public Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lobby/ Exhibit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1000</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Space</th>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Seats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>30513 SF</strong></td>
<td><strong>729 seats</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACILITIES PREPARATION

- Move appropriate portion of collections and periodicals from 3rd floor and 4th floor Anschutz to 1st Floor Anschutz
  - Dismantle steel shelves and store off-site
- Move approximately 50% of the reference collection from 3rd floor Anschutz into the regular collection
- Relocate the microforms cabinets to 1st floor Anschutz
- Relocate large wooden study tables from 3rd to 4th
- Repair leaks and roof – including damage to the walls
- Window replacement

PILOT PHASE (FALL 2009 – SPRING 2010)

The focus of the first stage is the to provide the space for delivery of the new service models and create a sampling of the various “zones” or space options to be incorporated throughout the learning studio. It serves as a sampler of the principle space/service ideas that are guiding overall development. From this work and subsequent assessment – the scope and structure of the rest of the Studio environment will be determined more completely.

- Working with the Assessment Group and using the initial work from Step 1 with the consultant, begin a process of “design workshops” with students and faculty that will allow of input into the final layout and structure of the project
  - This involvement with our stakeholders will be an ongoing part of the design and implementation process
  - Based on the initial work of the consultant and stakeholder input (on-going) – the Executive Planning Team and program sponsors with proceed with first staging option.

POTENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR INCLUSION IN PILOT PHASE:

- Relocate technology training and library instructional services staff to 3rd floor staff area (after scholar services move to Watson)
- Expand existing food service/café elements
- Removal of current dividing wall between public spaces on 3rd floor
- Begin pull and activation of power and necessary network through raised flooring on 3rd and 4th floor to allow increased access to power and network for study tables, lounge furniture and workstation
- Flooring on 3rd floor Anschutz – carpet replacement (consider more "green" flooring options)
- Initial increase to wireless access (may require substantial re-wiring of building to occur in phase II)
4/30/2010

- Relocate a portion of current individual workstations from 3rd to 4th floor in order to allow space for group rooms on 3rd (repurpose existing furniture from Watson?)
- Dismantle current reference/circulation desk
  - Build new dynamic service desk(s) configuration to provide for a diverse range of services including:
    - Quick reference and directional
    - Circulation of technology and library materials
    - Technology support services
    - Seasonal drop-in advising
    - Tutoring referral (possible drop-in tutoring)
    - Writing and research consultations (quick and in-depth)
  - Semi-private consultation spaces near desk for in-depth assistance (dividers, etc. not fixed construction)
  - ½ height shelving for reference collection
- Two small group study rooms that seat 4-6 (dividers not fixed construction) - 4th floor Anschutz
- Two large group study rooms – 4th Floor
- Two group use workstation configurations – 4th floor Anschutz
- Four tutoring spaces – 4th Floor Anschutz
- First phase of relocating Writing Center Staff - might initially consist of using existing spaces and facilities – to be renovated in Phase II.
  - KU Writing Center (use existing 4th floor office space)
    - 5 or 6 individual offices (USS and 0.5 UPS could share a space)
    - 5-6 consultant/student workspaces with either workstations or docking stations for the laptops (current location of Instruction/tech training services)

**PHASE II**

- Proceed with staging plan outlined by consultant as approved by the Executive Team/Project Sponsors
- Use Stage 1 implementation as a model for capital campaign and donor opportunities
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Summary

The Information Commons Task Force gathered data, talked to individual students, student groups and other stakeholders, convened focus groups and asked for written comments. Based on student input, and our own survey of current Information Commons implementations throughout research libraries, we recommend the following improvements to the Evans and Annex first floors.

- **Re-configure the 1st Floor of Evans Library** by creating a quiet study area in the current reference room. Designate the front reading room as a noise and technology-friendly collaborative space, with a new Help Desk replacing the current reference and LPS desks. Add soft furnishings, paint and lighting designed for comfort and appeal.
- **Establish formal and informal group study spaces in Evans** by converting offices into study rooms, adding booths and alcoves where appropriate and by introducing whiteboards and technology to group spaces. A room dedicated to the practice of presentations is essential.
- **Create a Media Studio** in the space of the former patent library. Hire one FTE to serve as media studio coordinator. Add at least 6 iMacs and 3 PCs, outfitted with appropriate software, and an enclosed podcasting booth.
- **Design a permanent Instructional Classroom for 40-50 students** in the space behind the Annex circulation desk currently occupied by Systems.
- **Expand Poor Yorick’s** in partnership with Dining Services.
Reconfigure Evans 1st Floor

A major theme that emerged from student input was the request for more and better-defined quiet space on the first floor of Evans. Although quiet space exists on all floors of the library, many students want quiet space amid the hustle and bustle of the first floor. Students also expressed an interest in better-defined collaborative (non-quiet) space on the first floor.

Currently, the first floor of Evans is divided into two large public areas. The front entrance area is typically regarded as a reading room. Toward the rear of the building is the reference room, with a few dozen computers, photocopiers, and the printer for the first floor public computers as well as the reference collection and reference desk. Most of the offices for staff and librarians are located adjacent to the reference room.

To respond to these needs and allow for both quiet and non-quiet areas the Information Commons Task Force strongly recommends the following:

- **Designate the back area of Evans (current reference room) as quiet study space.** Remove the reference desk and close the doors, in a configuration similar to the quiet study areas of the West Campus Library.

- **Designate the front area of Evans as non-quiet/collaborative study space.** Create a “help” desk in the front section of the first floor, roughly where the public “stand-up” computers are, that combines the current functions of the LPS and reference desk. Current reference staff will take over the “welcome desk” function from Access Services. Tier 1 questions will be handled at this desk and librarians will meet patrons there when referred.
• Move much of the public computing function on the first floor toward the front, away from the reference room, and purchase workstation furniture that encourages collaboration between students.

• Invest in far more soft and comfortable seating to be used in all areas of the 1st floor of Evans and the Annex.
Recommendation 2
Enhance group and collaborative study spaces

Students want more group study options. The current group study rooms are at capacity much of the time. The Information Commons Task Force strongly recommends the development of several group study environments:

- **Study Booths**: As a way to increase group study areas without building more walls, we recommend restaurant-style study booths. This type of design will allow for the creation of small group areas as needed. Booths will include dry erase boards, plugs for laptops, and lamps. Possible areas for implementation include Annex first floor and the front area of Evans.

- **Small Study Alcoves**: Study alcoves for small gatherings will be created using existing wall structures, new movable furniture, more comfortable lounge type furniture, greenery, mid-height shelving, mid-height tables, and other furniture items. Possible areas for implementation include Annex first floor and the front area of Evans.

- **Enclosed Group Study Rooms**: The seven offices at the rear of current reference room will be converted to group-study rooms. This is a low cost way to add group study rooms without construction costs. Librarians will be reassigned to remaining private offices and staff will be reassigned to cubicles that will be constructed in the Evans reference office suite.
Recommendation 3
Create a Presentation Practice Room

Today’s students are often required to do individual and group presentations. However, there are currently no spaces on campus for students to practice these presentations. The Task Force recommends that the current “lecturer office” in CRCP be converted into a presentation practice room. This room, which is 24x12, will be an ideal location and size for students to rehearse presentations, with an option to record their performances. It will also serve as an additional group study room when appropriate.

- Equipment will include a computer, projector, digital document reader, DVD player, Interactive White Board, camera, microphones (portable and desktop) and accompanying presentation software.

- Furniture will include a conference table and chairs so that groups and individuals can gather to practice presentations, speeches, or finalize projects.
Recommendation 4
Create a Media Studio

The Task Force recommends the creation of a Media Studio – a controlled access environment in which students, regardless of major or department, can use creative technology such as video and audio software to create projects, web sites or interactive assignments.

- Convert the former patent library space by installing 6 iMacs and 3 Windows PCs.
- Fund a FTE as media lab coordinator to accomplish the following: 1) offer direct training in using media computers and software, 2) give workshops for the university community in using hardware and software and emerging technologies, 3) facilitate the integration of emerging technologies and their applications with existing library roles.
- Purchase and lend “gadgets” such as digital cameras, video cameras and field recorders for students to use on projects, regardless of major or departmental affiliation.

- Include an enclosed podcast booth as part of the studio.
Recommendation 5
Expand Poor Yorick’s

It is well-established that the coffee shop is of vital importance to student life. Students overwhelmingly requested an expansion of Poor Yorick’s. Given this strong response, several members of the Information Commons Task Force met with Nadeem Siddiqui, Andy Cronk and two associate directors of Dining Services to discuss the role of Poor Yorick’s in the library. As is no surprise, Poor Yorick’s remains one of their top priorities. Dining Services has several different concepts concerning Poor Yorick’s and has asked permission to submit some of these to the library. These submissions, including CAD drawings, are expected very soon.

The Information Commons Task Force recommends the following:

• The libraries and Dining Services should work closely together to expand the coffeehouse-at-the-library concept and develop a practical model of collaboration that works for all stakeholders and constituencies.

• We further recommend that Poor Yorick’s be expanded with either an entrance or a counter with service inside the library.
Recommendation 6
Create a large, flexible Instruction Classroom

Classroom feedback forms indicate that the demand for hands-on library instruction is at an all-time high. As the library continues to purchase electronic resources, it becomes even more critical that we have a facility to teach large groups. Computer classroom availability across campus is highly competitive. Rooms often need to be reserved weeks in advance.

The Task Force recommends the creation of a 40-50 person classroom in Annex 116. This will enable librarians to conduct larger classes with full electronic resources and A/V capability. The availability of this space is the result of the planned relocation of the Digital Initiatives staff.

- Equipment will include a presentation podium with computer, desktop computers, projector, Smart Board Symposium, video camera, audio system, clickers, and classroom management software.
Additional Considerations

There are many improvements that can be made quickly based on our findings. Movable white boards should be purchased immediately and dispersed throughout the library.

Many students voiced a need for more electrical outlets. Students indicated that they require more places to plug-in their laptops so they can work longer hours in the library. Any redesign must find a way to provide more power for the devices our students need.

Attached to these recommendations are additional space planning solutions brought forward by task force member Pixey Mosley, who also serves on the space planning committee for the libraries. See Addendum.

Although not central to our service concept, plasma-type e-boards, such as those used at NSCU libraries, would be a creative way to emphasize library information and services.

Reference staff must become more proficient with technology. Georgia Tech has managed to increase their proficiency with reference staff in the last few years as they created their information commons, and we could look to them as a model for how to manage this concern during a period of transition.

Depending on the future ownership of library public computers, we envision a role for CIS support staff within the library, preferably based out of the 1st floor Help Desk.
Partners on Campus

The task force recommends collaborating with various partners on campus to provide educational programming for both student and faculty populations. Identified partners include the University Writing Center, Center for Teaching Excellence, Career Center, International Programs Office, English Language Institute, Office of Undergraduate Research and targeted student groups.
Space Planning Team Addendum

Additional Group Study Rooms (Annex): Add 8 small and 1 large group study room in the Annex 5th floor office suite that will follow the same check out/scheduling policies as the other Annex group study rooms. The rooms would be furnished in the same way as the other study rooms.

Resource Requirements: The availability of this space is a result of the planned relocation of the Digital Initiatives staff to the 6th floor of the Annex. Each of the small offices would need to have a table and 4-6 chairs and a computer. There may need to be a partial wall or moveable partitions to help define the current open workspace (3.501A) as a useable “room.” Also, the back door that opens into the stacks space would need to be walled over so that the stacks area could still be closed at midnight to support patron safety/security but to allow 24/5 access to the study rooms. For easier monitoring (again safety and security), the door from the main corridor into the suite of rooms should be removed from its hinges. (This is also consistent with the recent decisions to leave the hallway corridors on the Annex 5th and 6th floors unlocked).

Additional Large Group Study Rooms (Evans): Create 1 or 2 additional large study room in Evans 4th floor utilizing room 410. The rooms will follow the current checkout policies used for 422/424.

Resource Requirements: The availability of this space is a result of the planned relocation of the Digital Initiatives staff. The current square footage of 410 is 370 sq ft. The room could be configured as a single study room for large groups (slightly larger than Annex 403/404) or by adding a wall in the middle and a second door, used as two medium sized study rooms consistent with Evans 422/424. The current solid door would need to be replaced with a windowed one that allowed easier monitoring of the users of the room.

The room/rooms would need to be furnished with tables, chairs, and chalkboards (consistent with 422/424).

Presentation Practice Room (Evans): Create a presentation/interview practice room in Evans 310. This floor is not a group study floor (actually is considered a quiet study area). Establishing a regular group study room on this floor would be inviting noise management problems. However, the walls to 310 are thick and well insulated so an individual speaking should not present a significant problem. The room is spacious (370 sq ft) to set up different style vignette areas for different types of presentation activities. The room could be equipped with a chair and desk configuration, as well as a podium/panel discussion/ debate/small audience configuration. It would need to offer projection equipment such as a flat screen TV hooked up to a computer (since the
students could not be relied upon to turn off projection equipment (such as in 204A). We get periodic requests for space to conduct interviews.

Resource Requirements: The availability of this space is a result of the planned relocation of the Digital Initiatives staff. The furniture and A/V equipment requirements are outlined in the proposal. It should probably also include the ability to video record the presentation/interview, for students to be able to review their performance and see where they can improve their communication styles.

**Study Booths (Annex):** Create some additional non-room/small group (2-4 people) study spaces through the use of restaurant style booths in the Annex corridors (along the side that faces the garage).

Action Plan: Implement in Phases...
Phase One...1st Floor Evans

1) Simplify Services
   - Consolidated Service points

2) Redesign Study Spaces
   - Front area...
   - Theme: Cool space for collaborative experiences!
   - Enhanced technological experiences, for example OALS
   - Flexible furnishings for group and individual study
   - Sound level—moderate to noisy
Phase One...1st Floor Evans

2) Redesign Study Spaces (cont’d)

- Back area...
  - Theme: Inspirational space for innovative thinking!
  - The campus reading room for the 21st century
  - Sound level – quiet study

- Group Study (overall)
  - More group study where possible (formal and informal)
  - Study booths, study alcoves, enclosed group study
Phase One...1st Floor Evans

3) More Poor Yorick's

4) Additional Guiding Principles

- More places to plug in, recharge, and get connected
- Maximize public spaces throughout the 1st floor
Phase Two...Beyond Evans 1st

1) Large Flexible Instruction Lab
   - Probably on 2nd floor of Evans

2) EdMS Expansion
   - Media lab!
   - Presentation room/s
   - Relocation?
Phase Three...

We’re still thinking of possibilities!

re-imagining with us as we move along!
Movement and Space

Timeline for other moves...

- Theses & Dissertations—move to one archival copy, digitize the rest, relocate and consolidate archival copies
- Government Docs (Y1s & Y4s)
- Reference Collection—condensed and relocated
- Remote Storage Facilities
What’s In It for Us?

An opportunity to re-imagine user experiences!

- We are all on-stage when we enter the library!
- Each of us has a role in improving user experiences
- Each of us has a unique perspective on user experiences based on our own personal interactions with patrons – let’s share ideas!
Service Change Announcements
Message from the University Librarian about the SEL Chemistry Closure

From the UCLA University Librarian Gary Strong:

"New Locations of Science and Engineering Library/Chemistry Collection

Since the Science and Engineering Library (SEL)/Chemistry closed on June 30, 2010, its chemistry and physics collections have been relocated to keep them accessible to users. Their new locations are as follows:

Reference materials: SEL/Engineering and [...]"

By choffner | January 25th, 2011 | Category: SEL/Chemistry Closure, Spaces & Places | Leave a comment

SEL/Chemistry update: New Collection Locations

The Science and Engineering Library/Chemistry Collection is now housed primarily in the Louise M. Darling Biomedical Library. The UCLA Library Catalog shows the new locations of all Chemistry Collection materials. Books and journals will be at the Biomedical Library, while most reference books will be at the SEL/Engineering and Mathematical Sciences Collection.

By tjaponte | January 5th, 2011 | Category: SEL/Chemistry Closure, Spaces & Places | Leave a comment

SEL/Chemistry update: New locations for Chemistry materials

SEL/Chemistry is on the move! Library staff have begun relocating materials previously housed in SEL/4238 Young Hall. To locate specific chemistry items, search the UCLA Library Catalog.

Books have been temporarily moved to the new Chemistry Book Section of the Biomedical Library.

Example catalog [...]"
New Views @KSL!

Welcome back to another semester...and another view of KSL, as we change some things to make spaces work better for you! Gone are the high carrels on the main floor—now you have expansive views all the way to the windows. Here's a few more "new" spaces:

• Relax in the new casual reading area, next to the Cafe that is developing.

• Research & Reference staff are now at the Main Service Desk, convenient to other things you do there.

• High carrels on the 2nd floor are gone, opening up the view and study spaces.

Come in and see the new KSL spaces that are great places to read, work, study, relax & gather!

Posted by Karen Oye on January 21, 2011 05:12 PM

Comments

I am very disappointed about the new layout. I feel that the cafe will only create more distracting noise in a building that in my opinion is already too noisy. I don't know when library etiquette changed but it is very frustrating to study in a library full of chattering students and staff. Private study rooms would be much appreciated and/or carrels for graduate students would be much appreciated, as humanities graduate students do not have offices or graduate lounges that are available 24/7. Also I am confused as to why the book return was moved further away from the door. I don't have much time to spare between running to classes and now I have to walk all the way around the lobby to return books; it is just inconvenient.

Posted by: Anonymous at February 23, 2011 11:38 PM
Introducing UCit@Langsam
a 24/7 Computer and Study Space

By Melissa Cox Norris, Director of Library Communications, melissa.norris@uc.edu

UC students who are looking for a place to use a powerful computer equipped with the latest software, print papers at 2am, meet with a project group, or study quietly have a new space to do just that—UCit@Langsam, a 24/7 computer and study space located on the 5th floor of Langsam Library. With seating for 219 people, UCit@Langsam offers services students have requested in surveys and in conversation with library and IT staff.

"A 21st-century learning environment requires connectivity to the Internet and its resources, including other learners," said University Vice President & CIO Fred Siff. "This modern amalgam of the computer lab and the library study space provides that, in a warm, inviting, and comfortable environment, available to students 24/7."

For computer users, 60 Windows PCs and 40 Macintosh computers, all with network access and the university standard software, are available. For those bringing in their own laptops, wireless access is found throughout the facility. Lab consultants are on site in UCit@Langsam to answer questions.

For students seeking a place to work, a large Quiet Study Room provides a comfortable space for individual study. In addition, four Group Study Rooms, two with SMART Boards, are available for those working on group projects and can be reserved in advance for up to three-hour sessions.

"Working together, University Libraries and UCit have created an exciting and inviting 21st-century learning environment," said Dean and University Librarian Victoria A. Montavon. "The space is comfortable, flexible, and fully equipped to meet student needs."

During Langsam Library’s regular operating hours, students enter UCit@Langsam via the 4th floor main library entrance, and proceed to the 5th floor. After the library closes, UC students must enter the facility via the 5th floor Langsam Lobby entrance by swiping their valid UC IDs. A security officer is on site when the library is closed and, upon request, will walk users to their cars in the Woodside (Langsam Library) Garage every hour at the top of the hour.

Outside UCit@Langsam, the 5th floor lobby now includes colorful picnic tables, inviting users to study there, perhaps while enjoying snacks from the new vending machines that have been added to the lobby.

UCit@Langsam is a collaborative initiative of University Libraries and UCit with support from Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost Anthony J. Perzigian and funding from UC Student Government (a $5,000 gift) and a UC|21 grant ($40,000).

For more information about UCit@Langsam, visit <www.uc.edu/ucitatlangsam>.
Library service desk, stacks get makeover

From Staff Reports

The Woodruff Library’s new Library Service Desk, expected to open the week of Aug. 16, will combine Circulation, Reference and Learning Commons desks on the main floor. There will be two self-checkouts and a separate consultation area for complex questions from patrons. (Reserves and laptop checkout moved to the Music and Media Library on lobby level 4.)

“We’re hoping to get a fuller picture of faculty and student needs,” says Frances Maloy, services division leader.

Stack Tower Project

The Stack Tower Project will store some 200,000 items, freeing up level 9 for the Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library. The stack tower will remain open, and collections on all floors will be accessible.

Visit the Stack Tower Project on the Emory Libraries website for updates.

August 2, 2010

Library service desk, stacks get makeover

A growing library’s search for space (Emory Report, May 5, 2010)
News
Maps, Media, Microforms & Reserve have merged
19-Aug-2008

Over the summer, two previously separate collections in the Parks Library—Maps and Microforms—were merged with the existing Reserve & Media collections to form a unified "Media Center" with a single service desk. The Media Center is housed on the lower level of Parks Library, in space formerly occupied by Reserve & Media Services. Commencing August 25, 2008, the new Media Center offers expanded hours and improved public access to maps, microforms, audio-visual media (CDs, DVDs, VHS tapes, etc.) and "hard-copy" course reserve material (books and other physical formats).

The vast majority of course reserve material is available online, via the e-Library. The small "hard copy" reserve collection maintained in the Media Center represents items (such as entire books, DVDs, etc.) that cannot be digitized. Please also note that the staff who process Course Reserve lists are no longer housed in the Media Center. Instead, they are now part of the Instruction Department, with offices in the area formerly occupied by the Microforms Center (Floor 1, Room 140). Please see the related announcement, New home Library 160 & Reserve Processing.

The most efficient way for instructors to submit a new or revised Reserve List is to use the online submission form available in the e-Library. Printed submission forms and/or physical items to be placed on reserve can also be dropped off either in the Instruction Department (Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00) or the Media Center (more expanded hours). However, if you wish to consult with Reserve Processing staff, please do so by email (ereserve@iastate.edu), by phone (515-294-4958),or by visiting their offices in the Instruction Department (Floor 1, Room 140).

Questions or comments about the overall merger of these services points or related issues can be directed to David Gregory, Associate Dean for Research & Access, 515-294-0447, dgregory@iastate.edu.
As part of a campus planning initiative to make more effective use of limited university resources, including space on central campus, the ISU Library will close the Physical Sciences Reading Room (PSRR) at the end of fall semester. The PSRR is located in 208 Office and Laboratory (O&L) Building. The unit's last day of operation will be Friday, December 18, 2009. After that date, PSRR collections will be integrated with the collections of Parks Library, and all associated services will be provided by Parks Library staff.

The most heavily-used PSRR collections, including currently received journals and popular journal backfiles, will be integrated as quickly as possible into corresponding collections in the Parks Library. Less heavily used items will need to be stored indefinitely in a closed stack until space can be made available in the Parks Library. At all times, the Library's online catalog will accurately reflect a title's current location/availability. Items in temporary storage will be retrieved by library staff.

Heather Lewin (hslewin@iastate.edu; 294-1004) and Steve McMinn (hsmcminn@iastate.edu, 294-4789), from the Library's Science & Technology Department, will continue to serve as the subject librarians for chemistry (Lewin), physics, and Materials Science & Engineering (McMinn). Questions or comments regarding collections in these areas, as well as requests for consultation or instructional services, should continue to be directed to these two subject librarians. Questions of a more general nature regarding library public services or the closing of PSRR can be directed to David Gregory, Associate Dean for Research & Access (dgregory@iastate.edu; 294-0447).
Some science libraries and services will be relocated on the UNC campus during the summer of 2011.

The moves are a response to the serious budget situation confronting the Library and the campus. They also reflect efforts to economize while still preserving priorities conveyed by faculty and students through surveys, focus groups, interviews, and discussions during the spring semester.

“We heard repeatedly about the need to acquire digital content, while also ensuring that print collections would be as available as possible for in-person browsing,” said University Librarian Sarah Michalak. “Also, that if we needed to move collections, we should do our best to keep science materials together.”

As a result of these conversations, the Library has planned the following:

- The collections of the Brauer Math/Physics Library and the Geological Sciences Library will relocate to expanded browsable stacks in Wilson Library. Materials will be consolidated with the biology and chemistry collections already in Wilson Library, providing the opportunity for interdisciplinary browsing. The science collections are accessible from the South Road entrance to Wilson Library, opposite the Bell Tower.

- Hours for the science collections in Wilson Library will be: Mon.-Thurs., 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.; Fri., 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.; Sun. 1-6 p.m. This represents an increase in staffed hours over any of the current science libraries, gained from efficiencies in staffing only a single browsing point.

- The campus delivery (Carolina BLU) program will deliver books to faculty campus boxes, and to the library of choice for students. High-impact undergraduate science collections will remain in the Undergraduate Library, which also provides reserves services in all disciplines.

- The science librarians will have home offices in the newly opened Kenan Science Library in Venable Hall. They will continue to serve the departments in their areas of expertise with consultations, instruction, collection development, and customized services for the departments they work with.

- The Library has purchased expanded backfiles of 42 e-journals in physics and the physical sciences from the American Institute of Physics (AIP), the Institute of Physics (IOP), National Research Council (Canada), and Elsevier.

Relocation of and access to science collections in Wilson Library will not be affected by the recently announced installation of sprinklers in the Wilson Library special collections stacks during 2011-12.

For more information about science libraries on the UNC campus, contact Carol Hunter, Associate University Librarian for Collections and Services: (919) 962-1301, cfhunter@email.unc.edu.
Wilson Library Reading Room Update

The opening of a new Reference Center and consolidated reading room in the Wilson Special Collections Library will not take place in March, 2011, as previously announced.

Library administrators have determined the need for additional study of student and faculty use patterns and broad solicitation of input in order to guide future development of Wilson Library services.

The search room on the fourth floor of Wilson Library will continue to provide access Mondays through Fridays for the Southern Historical Collection, Southern Folklife Collection, and University Archives and Records Management Services. The reading room on the second floor of Wilson Library will continue to be used for those collections on weekends, and at all times for the North Carolina Collection and Rare Book Collection.

For information about Wilson Library and its collections and services, please contact the Library staff.
Evans Library Reopens Renovated First Floor

After three years of "reimagining" and a summer of major renovations, the Sterling C. Evans Library welcomed the Class of 2014 and returning students during the first week of classes.

"We've redesigned our space to ensure that teaching, learning and research take place in a stimulating, comfortable environment that offers the latest in information technology along with the amenities of a Starbucks," explained Colleen Cook, dean of the University Libraries. "Students and their parents support the library through user fees, and we want to have the best resources available, even in difficult times," she added.

The ever popular, but overcrowded Poor Yorick's coffee shop has expanded seating from 16 to 85 with direct entry into the Evans Library. New tables, benches, booths and chairs offer a more relaxed ambiance for individuals and groups. The renovation brings 12 new group study rooms with erasable whiteboard walls for brainstorming and conceptualizing projects in writing and diagrams.

A favorite study lounge and relaxation spot, sponsored by the Aggie Moms, has been made larger and refurbished with colorful, comfy furnishings. New accessories, furnishings and technology were funded by the Federation of Texas A&M University Mothers' Clubs Library Endowment.

A warm, earthy color palette throughout offers a calming effect in this high traffic crossroads where library services and serious study intersect. The use of plants, natural light and soft furnishings also add to the ambiance and comfort of the space. Users of laptops, cell phones and other electronic devices will find more electric outlets for convenient operation and recharging.

A new all-in-one service desk will offer a personalized experience for users seeking assistance. Unique consultation areas nearby will provide users with a focused service by library professionals with expertise in subject areas from art to zoology.

Rubber floors will help control noise levels and provide comfort to sore feet. Two large monitors display student-focused information such as hours and announcements.

"We're very excited about the makeover of this space and the innovative features," commented Dennis Clark, head of Public and Research Services. "The response from students in the first days of classes has been overwhelmingly positive."
Reimagine the Library

You asked for it, we did it! Based on students’ feedback, the Sterling C. Evans Library underwent renovations this summer. As you begin the new semester, you’ll notice the first floor of Evans has received a makeover. Enjoy this new space and consider it yours!

So, What’s New:
- New earthy color palette - no white walls
- More electric outlets
- More computers
- Wireless access
- Quiet AND loud zones
- All-in-one information desk
- Consultation area with expert help in subjects ranging from art to zoology
- More natural light
- New comfy furniture
- Rubber floors for noise reduction
- Whiteboards - write on!
- Large digital displays for announcements
- A tiny room feet and room to stretch out in the Reading Room
- More outdoor seating, tables and decks
- Plants
- Recycling time
- More group study rooms
- Expanded lounge with new furniture sponsored by the Apple Store
- Kilnwork
- Functional furniture - tasseled chairs
- Fun furniture - beanbag chairs
Floorplans and Images
Koerner Library Layout

Photocopiers
- Black & white: all Levels
- Colour: Levels 1, 2 & 3

Copycards
- Circulation Desk
- vending machines, levels 2 & 3

Print Stations
- levels 2 & 3

Change Machine
- level 3

Lost & Found
- Circulation Desk

Study
- levels 1, 2, 4-6 (silent study)
- group study (level 1)
  Group study rooms may be booked online.

Washrooms
- levels 1, 2, 4 - 6

Telephones
- levels 1 & 2 (TTY/TDD level 2)

Elevators
- at the rear of the building

Internet Access Ports
- level 1, northwest corner

Vending Machines
- level 2
Former Reference/Info Desk
EMORY UNIVERSITY
Former Circulation/Reserves Desk

Former Circulation/Reserves Desk
Sample DIRTT Installations – Group Rooms
Sample DIRTT Installation – Group Rooms

"I wish there were more group study rooms available with chalk/whiteboards available.”

- KU student - April 2010
"More private group study rooms would be well reserved" – KU student April 2010
Innovative Classroom Space
Innovative Classroom Space
ZONE A — Entry Space and Corridor Feedback
- Langston Hicks room from door down to back stairs

ZONE B — Evolve and Common Areas
- Dedicated study space using floor and ceiling lighting
- Desk seating
- Special lighting (white light up front)
- Use windows
- Need to consider space management
- More seating out of way to host

ZONE C — Consolidated Service Area

ZONE D — Fringe Study
- Collaborative study space
- Rooms with computers for group study
- Because of front window where the higher end technology with laptops vs.
  back room laptops
- Area next to Yorick
- Raisible
- Plaza level outside space
- Stairwell location as student study
-_result areas on subject area (e.g.,

ZONE E — Back Seating
- Can we put in window to add more light?
- Add some simple signage or compact

ZONE F — Back Study
- Back study office area
- Plan for access to media lab can help

ZONE G — Back Room Quiet Study Rooms
- Where reference can remain
- More computers
- More electrical outlets
- More communication into different areas possibly

ZONE H — Outside of Building
- Outdoor seating
- Welcoming transition into building

ZONE I — Media Lab, location to be determined
- Meet Librarian
- Sound booth

ZONE J — Staff Work Office Area

Evans First Floor
Alderman New Lounge Area
The UW Libraries Research Commons is meeting a new set of student and faculty needs that are emerging with the growth of data-driven research, digital scholarship and interdisciplinary studies. The space provides a collaborative environment in which students and faculty can come together to share and discuss research, as well as get support for all steps of the research process: searching, writing, publishing, and funding. The Research Commons is a place to collaborate and connect with fellow students and faculty on research projects. It is a place for workshop and presentation opportunities, and a place to discover what peers and colleagues are researching.

QUICK FACTS

SIZE
The Research Commons is 15,524 square feet (entire Ground floor of Allen South Library).

RENOVATION COST
$360,260 (see below)

SEATS
201 Total: 164 work seats, 25 computer seats, 3 booths. Max Occupancy: 267

ARCHITECT

RENOVATION
July - October 2010

STAFFING
The Research Commons Help Desk is staffed Mon-Thurs 7:30am-10pm, Fri 7:30am-6pm, Sat 1-5pm, Sun 1-10pm.

FEATURES
Walltakers whiteboard walls; Steelcase furniture: whiteboard tables, mobile chairs and Media:scape; Collaboration screens; open Presentation Place

www.commons.lib.washington.edu
uwresearchcommons.wordpress.com
PARTNERSHIPS

- Research Commons Advisory Board
- Graduate School
- Undergraduate Academic Affairs
- The Odegaard Writing Center
- Center for Commercialization
- Microsoft Research
- Center for Social Science Computational Research (CSSCR)
- Capital Projects Office
- UW IT
- Classroom Support Services
- Faculty Council on University Libraries

FUNDING SOURCES

Capital Projects funding from the Office of the Provost: $300,000 (Design, Construction and Furnishings)
In-kind from UW IT: ~$15,000 (Data and Wireless Upgrades)
Allen Endowment Grant: $11,440 (Furnishings and Equipment)
Student Technology Fee Grants: $28,820.86 (Computers, Plasma Screens, Additional Technology)
Friends of the UW Libraries: $4,480 (Information School Graduate Student Assistant)
Private Gift from Wayne and Anne Gittinger: $5,000 (Furnishings)
In-kind from UW Libraries (Facilities Management, Program Support, Furnishings, Ongoing Staffing)

VISION

FOSTER INTERDISCIPLINARY CONVERSATIONS AND COLLABORATION

HUB OF SUPPORT FOR EACH STEP OF RESEARCH PROCESS

EXPERIMENTAL, CREATIVE, PARTICIPATORY SPACE
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